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Informational Hearing
ASSEMBLY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
CALIFORNIA'S PLAN FOR FUEL STANDARDS
AND CLEAN VEHICLES:
Impact on Emissions,
the Economy, and Public Health

February 14, 1994
Sacramento, California
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Let me make some brief comments and then

we're going to go on with the schedule as it's outlined on the
agenda.

The only change in the agenda is we're going to move

Secretary Strock up after Doctor Currie, trying to accommodate his
schedule.

He's promised me that right after he does that, he's

going to go resolve the smog. check problem.
California has traditionally led the country in cleaning up
air emissions.

We continued this tradition with the

implementation of the clean diesel program last fall, with our
heavy vehicle smoke reduction program, and with other
vehicle-related clean-up programs.

We're considering today two

programs which are crucial to cleaning up our air.

The

low-emission, zero-emission vehicles or ZEV program as it is
known, and the Phase II reformulated gasoline, or RFG program.
Last year, the Committee stopped a bill which would have
rolled back the clean diesel regulation.

We held firm not only

because clean diesel improved air quality, but because we believe
that changing regulatory course in mid-stream is unfair and
harmful to the business climate in California.
-

1

-

Unfortunately, the

implementation of clean diesel brought much controversy and pain.
We in the Committee were aware of that and concerned about it.
This hearing is designed to prevent future controversy about the
ZEV program or the RFG program.

California's plan to require 2%

of the vehicles to be zero-emission by 1998 has already been
endorsed by the northeastern states and has led to vigorous job
creation activities in our state.
attack.

But that requirement is under

We want to hear from those who are creating jobs to meet

the mandate and those who oppose the mandate.
What the Committee must consider is where is the future of
the auto industry.
about.

This is really what I believe this debate is

I believe to some extent it's about batteries and electric

cars, but the greater reality in my mind at least is:

where's the

future of the auto industry--in Detroit or in California?

The

sub-text that underlines this discussion is where are we going to
be building the transportation vehicles of the future.

Most of us

on the panel, frankly all of us, would vote for that to be
California.

The question is:

How do we get there?

If we hold

firm on the ZEV mandate we will likely bring that next generation
of automobile development to California.

And again the question

has to be asked--and that is part of the hearing today:

What·

message are we sending to the business community that is now
investing in low-polluting or zero-polluting vehicles if that
mandate is changed mid-stream?

Even more immediately important to

our constituents is the transition to Phase II reformulated gas in
'96.

RFG's an extraordinarily effective way to clean up the air.

If the transition is rocky, it will make the clean diesel troubles
- 2 -

look like a Sunday picnic.

We need to hear from the regulators

and from the industry about the transition.

How can we ensure

that we will not experience the transition pains that we saw with
clean diesel?
For both these regulations we need to ask:

If we delay or

change them, what other steps must we take to meet the steps
towards deadlines to clean up the air?

It's m¥ belief that the

alternatives to these regulations would be harmful to our state,
both from an air standpoint and a business standpoint.
is at a turning point.

California

We can clean up our air and rebuild our

economy if we have the courage to stay on the course.

I, frankly,

reject those who would try and convince us that you have to choose
between clean air and jobs.

To me, that is like choosing to eat

on Monday and breathe on Tuesday.
both clean air and jobs.
get there.

We have to find a way to have

I think these regulations are one way to

I think that the work that has been done, and we will

hear about today, is part of getting us there.
There will be bills that we will hear later in the year.
know Mr. Richter has a bill; I assume there will be others.

I
We

will be working out bill schedules with Assemblyman Sher's
committee.

We will not do joint hearings of the committees, but

we will work with the authors to ensure that we have as many
witnesses as possible and we make it as easy as possible for
people to testify here in Sacramento.
That is essentially what this hearing is about today.

Again,

what we're interested in hearing is from those involved in this
effort, both those who think it's going in the right direction or
- 3 -

those to think it's not.

What I'm trying to avoid is having

someone else sit here in 1996 or 1997 and hear from everyone who
says:

We would have loved to have met those 1998 deadlines, but

it's just too late now.

If only someone had said something to us

in '94 or '95, or had asked what we could have done back then.
We're trying to avoid that happening this time by getting ahead of
the curve and saying:

This is a mandate for 1998.

going to take to meet it?
practical?

What is it

What is it going to take to make it

What's the impact on jobs for Californians in meeting

that mandate?
Are there Committee members who wish to make statements?
not, we will start with the agenda.

If

We will start with Dr.

Malcolm Currie, who is the Chairman Emeritus of GM Hughes, and the
Co-chairman of Project California.
Strock, Secretary of Cal-EPA.

We will follow that with Jim

Then go on with the rest of the

panels as outlined in the agenda.
Dr. Currie, I appreciate your being here and appreciate your
juggling your schedule.
DR. MALCOLM CURRIE:

I know it wasn't easy.
Thank you very much Mr. Chairman and

members of the Assembly Committee on Transportation for this
opportunity to appear before you on this very important issue
regarding California's clean air standards and the related
enormously promising electric vehicle industry.
remarks,

In these brief

I would like to emphasize just four major points.

First, the California Air Resources Board regulations
relating to the so-called zero-emission vehicles, and ultra-low
emission vehicles have acted as a powerful stimulus for investment
- 4 -

in entrepreneurial activities across the state in both large and
small companies for the creation of new jobs in California.
Pragmatically, no matter how the regulations happen to come about,
they have in fact constituted a very powerful socio-economic
instrument for the development of our state's economic environment
as well as our quality of life.
Second, tough goals drive technological progress, invention
and competition.

They drive entrepreneurial activities like those

now taking place in California, which you'll hear about here,
which are a direct result of government leadership in establishing
these goals.

An

exciting and revolutionary industry is being born

which uniquely fits our state's industrial and intellectual
capabilities.

I believe that a large consumer-driven market will

evolve over the next decade or so from what is now an initially
legislatively driven market.
Third, powerful, traditional automobile manufacturers
apparently view all of this as a threat rather than as an
opportunity.

Together they are using implied economic coercion

and fear to scuttle California's clean air rules to stem the tide,
and to postpone indefinitely the advent of this very large
industrial transformation.

I'll indicate why I believe this is

unnecessary and why, in fact, it is detrimental to their own
interests.
Finally, at the end of the day, we must ask ourselves:
is best for California?

What

California should not fold on this issue.

It should not give up its internationally-recognized, role-model
position.

In doing so we would not only lose this leadership, but
- 5 -

would also be relinquishing an important economic opportunity for
industry and jobs and would be sending a negative signal which
would further impair our state's business climate.
In making these points, Mr. Chairman, I have no personal ax
to grind.

I act as an individual seeking what is best for

rebuilding California's future.

As an industrialist, I

participated in the automotive industry as well as in the
aerospace defense industry.

I also have been heavily involved in

defense diversification and in fact, personally started the group
that developed the propulsion system for GM's Impact electric
vehicle that since has grown into a very large activity here in
California.

I also act as co-chair of Project California.

We're

handing out some information on Project California.
Project California is a state-wide program whose goal is to
create new industries and jobs by establishing California as a
world leader in advanced transportation and related
telecommunications systems for people, goods, services and
information.

These objectives also contribute directly to our

state's environmental and societal goals.

Project California is

guided by a select panel of 26 distinguished leaders in industry,
academe, government and labor from across the state.

It is

bipartisan and its ambitious action agenda received the
endorsement of California's political leadership with the recent
signing of a California declaration of leadership in advanced
transportation and related telecommunications.

This was signed by

the Governor, by the Speaker of the Assembly, by the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate, and by the minority leaders.
- 6 -

This

constitutes a landmark commitment by California.

The bottom line,

of course, is not just advanced transportation, but advanced
infrastructure which will attract new industry and an improved
environment.

The bottom line also is jobs.

Project California

through extensive studies of markets and technologies through
surveys, through studies of policy impediments and incentives, and
study of the practical creation of self-reinforcing industrial
clusters in California projects a realistic attainment of some
200,000 direct jobs by the year 2000 in various areas of advanced
transportation and some 400,000 jobs plus a 200,000 tertiary jobs
by the year 2010.
share.

This is based on a fairly conservative market

These are good jobs at good wages.

The development of an

active and growing electric vehicle and alternative fuel industry
cluster in California is a significant part of this vision.
Project California projects an electric vehicle and related market
of several billion dollars in California alone by around the turn
of the century and some 75,000 jobs which are electric
vehicle-related by year 2010.

A major part of the job creation

strategy is to build directly on the large anchor market in
California.
As I mentioned earlier with the stimulus provided by the car
regulations, the technologies are evolving very rapidly in
batteries, fly-wheel storage systems, fuel cells, motors,
high-powered semiconductor electronics, and materials.

First

generation commuting electric vehicles having ranges of around 80
miles exist now, and super low-emission hybrid electric vehicles
with ranges of hundreds of miles within a few years are being
- 7 -

developed.

In addition, the utilities are actively working to

establish a dispersed infrastructure for charging vehicles which
will create customer confidence and acceptance in the first
generation limited-range vehicles.

CALSTART, which you'll hear

from, is an important facilitator in all of these industrial
activities.
Now let me just return very briefly to two of the points that
I made earlier.

Frankly, as a businessman, I have not always

supported specific air quality regulations in California which
sometimes seem to be expensive ways to achieve improved air
quality, per se.

However in the case of the particular clean car

regulations which are the subject of this hearing, environmental
and economic policies obviously are closely linked together.
we can argue endlessly.

Now

For example, whether electric power plant

emissions should be taken into account analytically in defining
tail pipe standards.

We can argue whether scrapping all the

earlier vehicles, pre-1980 or pre-1978 could achieve a similar
environmental result more cheaply.

But I think this is the key

point, and that is, that this bold and admittedly somewhat
arbitrary mandate will have both a positive economic, as well as
an environmental impact on the state.

It is entirely reasonable

to view this mandate as a broader socio-economic instrument for
the development of California.

And indeed this is taking place.

The fact that its intention and goal is broader than environmental
alone should be understood and should be encouraged.
Now let's look for a moment at this from the point of a large
auto manufacturer.

They recognize that the consumer acceptance of
- 8 -

first-generation electric vehicles that is the exact size of the
market and the exact rate of growth of that market is uncertain at
this time; but we don't know that accurately.

Further, if they

approach it traditionally and design new vehicles from the ground
up in traditional ways and then tool up to produce them and then
amortize the large investment ovear the relatively few vehicles,
this obviously leads to high unit costs in the beginning.
question about that.

No

It is then, predictably concluded that this

is a bad business deal--at least from a pure financial viewpoint.
Given this scenario, as a businessman, I'd agree.

With this

conclusion the reaction is then band together to launch a massive
well-funded campaign to defeat the CARB mandates or to try to
postpone them indefinitely, promising to continue to work on
technologies for the future "when the world is ready".

Further,

as part of their united campaign they make economic calculations
using fairly static models and ascribe an enormous added consumer
costs or implicit taxes and subsidies and losses of jobs as the
price we all have to pay for their having to respond to the
regulations.

Based on previous

precedents~

true formula for rejecting new developments.

this is a tried and
This is in fact what

is happening and what this particular hearing is all about.
But let me just suggest for a moment a different kind of
approach more in tune with our times.

For example, an enlightened

automotive leader might ask the following questions:

How can we

meet this challenge and creatively turn it into a great
opportunity instead of a potentially costly threat?
it to my competitive advantage?

How can I use

How can I meet the requirements
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gracefully in a drastically reduced investment?

For example

during this transition period, from a legislative-driven market to
a consumer-driven market, can I advantageously evolve by
converting one or two of my existing great-looking, fully-tooled
and mass-produced models to electric propulsion in limited
quantities?

Can I assemble them or help an entrepreneurial

organization to assemble and test them for me in California?

Can

I thereby gain a competive image and position and at mimimum
investment understand factors involving consumer acceptance and
the evolution of the marketplace?

Can I also thereby get a jump

on my competition from Europe and Japan where intensive work on
electric vehicles is occurring?

I can only note that anything new

which disrupts the past has historically always had to overcome
the entrenched interests and entrenched methods of thinking.

That

is why new companies grow and older ones that can't adapt decline.
There are many examples of this obviously around us in our rapidly
changing world.
So in closing, Mr. Chairman, let me just say that in my
professional technical and business judgment, we are on the
threshold of a new industry in which California can participate
and realize great economic as well as environmental benefit.
California is uniquely positioned to leverage its tremendous
investment in aerospace and defense and other high technology
industries, in its laboratories, universities and manufacturing
capacities.

We need this kind of positive uplift and vision in

California.

I can tell you first hand that there are today well

over a hundred firms directly involved across the state in
- 10 -

electric vehicle technologies.

They are building promising

enterprises as you'll hear this afternoon.

I can tell you that

this also is an important contribution to so-called defense
conversion.

An enlightened public policy by Californians for

California is providing a powerful kick start for this activity.
We should not retreat from our position before the eyes of the
world.

They're all focused on California on this.

In the face of

external business interests, we're doing business in a traditional
way and not contributing to our state's economy.

We should not

waste the investments already made and the positive momentum we
now have and which we badly need in California at this time.
state and its industry need consistent policies.

The

We need a firm

sense of constency of purpose from our government leaders.

We

need to stay the course that we have set.

This would just be a

hell of a time to blow this oppportunity.

Thank you very much,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Dr. Currie, thank you.

Is there any doubt in

your mind that without the '98 deadline those 100 companies
wouldn't be here doing that business in California?
DR. CURRIE:
investments.

That's correct.

They wouldn't be making the

It's in the anticipation of a new threshold of a new

industry that causes private sector investment.

I think Mike Gage

here next on our panel will quantify those investments.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

There's a famililar ring.

As you were going

through it I was thinking about, having sat through--having
chaired this committee since 1985, the comments about they're too
expensive, they're unreliable, consumers don't want them, makes me
- 11 -

think back to the hearings we did on airbags.
years after they were available.
mid-eighties.

We did them ten

We were doing them in the

They've been available since 1974.

It seems to me

certainly that we're sort of running through all that again.
DR. CURRIE:

The birth of a new industry is very difficult at

best, historically.

It takes advocacy; it takes a little bit of

patience; it takes over-coming, as I mentioned in my prepared
remarks, entrenched interests and huge entrenched investments.
it's no wonder I sympathize.
than one way to skin a cat.

So

But again I point out there's more
I just don't think they've looked at

that yet.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
nervous.

It's an analogy that makes me a little

One of the complaints or charges that we hear most often

in terms of the business climate in California in making
California business friendly is regulations that change
mid-stream.

They get hard for the business community to count on.

I would assume that's got to be a consistent argument, whether
it's a regulation designed to spur an industry or it's a
regulation designed to control an industry.

I would assume that

changing the '98 ZEV requirement mid-stream sends a terrible
message to those 100 and other companies.
DR. CURRIE:

That's absolutely true, Mr. Chairman.

There's

nothing more disasterous to the private sector and private sector
investment than stop and start and muddle around.

I think we have

to be constant on this one and stay the course.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETE KNIGHT:

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

You

indicated that California should be a leader and certainly I think
- 12 -

California is a leader in industry and in a number of other areas
such as regulations associated with business.

Are there any

regulations or are there any controls on this industry that you
can see that might be, should be enacted or removed in order to
support this kind of an industry?

In other words, your charter

should be developing an electric car.

But I assume there are

other controls.
DR. CURRIE:

This CARB clean air regulation involving both

ZEVs and ultra-low emission vehicles has unleashed a tremendous
amount of entrepreneurial energy across the state--entrepreneurial
activities, private investment.
maintained.

First of all, that has to be

Now, this private investment ..

ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

But in that charter are there other

conditions that impede that kind of development?
DR. CURRIE:

No.

I think as long as we stay the course on

that one, it'll come into being.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BETTY KARNETTE:

Japan.

You mentioned Europe and

Do you have any information on how far along they are

right now?
DR. CURRIE:

Both Europe and Japan are looking on California.

California has become kind of their center of the world as far as
this burgeoning new industry is concerned.

Every automobile

company in Europe and Japan, as far as I know, have intensive
internal efforts onn electric vehicles, or hybrid electric
vehicles in this category.

You will see them start appearing in

Europe, imminently.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN KARNETTE:

Could that be a potential market for
- 13 -

us?
DR. CURRIE:

Absolutely.

The whole strategy here is to make

use of the anchor market which exists in California because we
have a requirement for these automobiles.
for clean air here in California.

We have a requirement

Then export this technology.

There is no reason why we can't be an exporter from California
after we build a solid industrial base, based on our own anchor
market.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN KATHLEEN HONEYCUTT:

I'm all for unleashing

private entrepreneural spirit in California, but there has been
some concern that private and business rate-payers would subsidize
it [break in tape]

... $2.2 billion.

I just want you to elaborate

a little bit on this.
DR. CURRIE:

I just don't know where those numbers came from.

I'd have to see how they were calculated.

Typically, large

bureaucracies have a way of setting up mathematical models that
can predict disaster.

You give me the answer and I'll develop the

analyses to justify your answer.
coming from.

I can tell you that there's a lot of private

investment taking place here.
subsidies.

So, I don't know where this is

I don't know of any particular

There will be a few at the federal level on the price

of cars up to $4,000, I think.

But it's fairly minor.

Now the

electric utilities will need to build a new kind of
infrastructure.

That infrastructure for charging electric

vehicles and that will have to be dispersed geographically.
in my mind, that's a very legitimate investment on their part
because they are distributing the power.
- 14 -

But

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HONEYCUTT:

I guess what I was referring to was

the Public Utilities Commission portion of the proposal where the
rate-payers and not the shareholders would fund the purchase of
... research (break in tape)

batteries (break in tape)

I didn't

see any shareholder matches from private enterprise.
DR. CURRY:

Private enterprise is investing.

of the panel, we'll bring that out.

In the course

The distribution of electric

power, for example, is a legitimate charge in the base rate of
utilities.
quoted.

But it's not anything like the numbers that you just

I don't know where that came from.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Let me next turn to Jim Strock who is

Secretary for California Environmental Protection Agency.

Just so

people know how we're going to go, I'm going to bring up groups of
three after Mr. Strock.
Levin.

First, Mike Gage, Bill Craven and Barbara

The second group would be Joe Barrington, Jim Quillen and

Carl Perry.

The third group Andrew Card, Greg Dana and David

Montgomery, to complete the first part of this hearing on the
zero-emission mandate.
JAMES STROCK:

Chairman.

I will certainly keep my comments brief, Mr.

[break in tape]

... As you review the status of the

reformulated gasoline rule and the low- and zero-emission vehicle
requirements of the coming years.
three issues.

I would like to discuss briefly

One is the environmental aspects of these rules,

the second are the economic aspects, and the third are the
regulatory next steps.

Governor Wilson remains fully committed to

the reformulated gasoline rule, as well as the low- and
zero-emission vehicle regulations and schedule.
- 15 -

The environmental

challenge of clean air apparent to all of us here can best be met
through advancements in transportation technology.

There is also,

as Dr. Currie pointed out, a tremendous economic opportunity.

The

Governor would like to work with you to assured continued progress
in both of these areas.
First as to the economy.

Because of the scope of the air

quality challenge, some understandably flinched at any proposed
decisive action, but that would be a grave mistake.

Those who

would compromise the vehicle emission's limits should answer the
question,

''How would they propose to cut emissions?"

Because if

progress is not made from advanced transportation technologies the
difference will have to be made up from additional restrictions on
emissions from so-called stationary sources.

That's a bureaucracy

term for factories, dry cleaners, foundaries, print shops,
bakeries, oil refineries and the like.

Indeed the jobs of

Califonrians could be placed unnecessarily at risk.
The second issue though, is the economic opportunity these
present because as Dr. Currie pointed out, these regulations not
only avoid unnecessary economic costs, but they could help us
seize tremendous new economic opportunities.

These technologies

would build upon the state's competitive advantages in various
areas--the high-tech academic and industrial base, the large state
markets, and most importantly, the innovative and industrious
individuals who come here from across the world.

Recently, as the

Committee is no doubt aware, the Ozone Transport Commission
created by the federal Clean Air Act voted to adopt much of
California's advanced transportation air regulations for the New
- 16 -

England and Northeastern states.

When one looks to the future,

whether to New England or New Delhi, low- and zero-emissions
vehicles will certainly have a place and as far as possible, they
ought to come from Califonria.

I would also add, as you will hear

today, a tremendous number of leadership people in industry and
outside who focus on the bottom line, will discuss the whole
series of potential job-creating aspects of keeping these
regulations on course.
Finally, Chairwoman Schafer will speak in greater detail
about the regulatory under-pinning for this regulation running the
gammet from the reformulated gasoline on all the way to
zero-emission vehicle mandates.

ARB is currently planning, and

she'll discuss in more detail, the next in a series of technical
reviews of the ZEV regulations this spring.

Governor Wilson

recognizes that the most important work in this quest and at this
point will not come from lawyers and lobbyists, as important as
they are, but by engineers and scientists and hard-headed business
leaders who require certainty for investment purposes.

I know

that many of those who will testify today are also planning to
testify at the technical review by the Boardi and they are
certainly well able to have confidence that the technical review
will be just that--a review based upon technical merit and
analysis.
to testify.

With that Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity
I'd be pleased to answer questions or refer difficult

ones to Ms. Schafer.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I understand that.

appreciate your coming.

Mr. Secretary, I

Just to restate this--I think it was
- 17 -

important.

Your comment in your being here is indicative of the

Governor's commitment.

I believe you said this so no one

misunderstands--that the Governor is committed to both the ZEV
requirement and the reformulated fuel requirement and the time
lines that are laid out as we have them in law today.
MR. STROCK:

Yes, he's committed to the regulations.

As you

know, Mr. Chairman, those regulations, I think, were wisely
drafted to take into account new information as it comes and they
provide the kind of flexibility that is needed also with the
certainty of the
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I appreciate that.

I think that's an

important message, consistent with what Dr. Currie was saying
earlier that people understand that we are committed to moving
ahead.

And that the Governor is committed to moving ahead.

Even

though there will be some debate about that through the course of
this year,

I appreciate the Administration being out front like

that.
Questions from Committee members.
ASSEMBLYMAN BRUCE MCPHERSON:

Are there any indications that

the ARB is going to change its standards of regulations in any way
as regard to this?
MR. STROCK:
be clear.

Is there anything pending?
Not to my knowledge.

Again, Mr. McPherson, to

What the ARB does as part of the regulation this year

will be to have a technical review, to hear from many of the
people here today on all sides who have technical data as to the
feasibility, for example, of the various technologies for
batteries.

They will hear from those and consider on the record
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of how they will proceed.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Anybody else?

I guess they decided to leave

the tough ones for Ms. Schaefer when she comes up.

Mr. Secretary,

I know you have a busy schedule and I appreciate your being here.
I'm going to be here so you can have the feds this afternoon.
Now, if I can have the first grouping that I mentioned
earlier, to come up.

Mike Gage, who's the President of Calstart,

Bill Craven, who's the Vice President of Horizon Battery, and
Barbara Levin, Special Projects Coordinator for Ovonics Battery.
I believe the slides are Mr. Gage's.

Mr. Gage, welcome back.

There's so many new members here who may not be aware that Mr.
Gage once occupied a seat up here.

He was a former of this body

before he saw the wisdom of moving from Napa to Los Angeles which,
frankly, escapes most people.
MIKE GAGE:

Welcome, Michael.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I'd like to compliment

you on the economic stimulation this committee hearing has brought
forth today.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Southwest Airlines also thanks everyone, I

think.
MR. GAGE:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

This

slide may say best why CALSTART exists and why the over one
hundred companies that are actively involved in CALSTART are
actively working toward a new industry.
comes out of the tailpipe.

Two-thirds of the problem

Not only is this a problem in

California; its a global problem with cars expected to double in
the next 20 years around the globe.

Not only are cars increasing

geometrically, but the number of miles driven is increasing
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dramatically again around the globe.
50 billion miles each year.

But even in the U.S., up to

That sort of potential market is what

caused the board of directors of CALSTART to come together, a true
public/private cooperative effort from the state's Energy
Commission, to public transit agencies, to the utilities, to the
aerospace industry, to small entrepreneurs, to the Natural
Resources Defense Council, and the International Association of
Machinists.

We come together in a collaborative effort to create

a new industry for the state of California.
from all over the state.

We started with 40.

Our participants are
We've grown in one

year to over 85 in the greater Los Angeles area, in broader
Southern California, and across northern California, actively
growing ...

Well, we doubled last year; we believe we'll double

again in size this year because of the effort and the interest.
CALSTART is about creating a technologies industry, if you
will, a components and subsystems industry in the State of
California.

These 20 components were part of the showcase

electric vehicle that rolled out in showcase those California
technologies around the world.

In addition, we've rolled out an

electric mass transit bus and we're moving toward rolling out this
most advanced electric bus in the nation by June or July of this
year.
In addition, we're even developing what's called a "running
chassis".

A common platform for many different vehicles, many

different skins and interiors to go on that is dramatically
driving down the cost of entry into the EV market.
just deal with EV's.

But we don't

We're also dealing with hybrid electric
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vehicles and natural gas vehicles as we move forward in advanced
transportation industry for the state.
All sorts of technologies are coming out of this ZEV mandate.
The ones you've seen today--a fuel-celled bus that was produced by
a Vancouver business with the help of San Diego and southern
California businesses.
may, frankly,
promising.

Flywheels or mechanical batteries that

jump over chemical batteries very soon--looking very

But battery development of a dozen different kinds is

escalating dramatically, not just at the US Battery Consortium,
but in fact, outside of the Advanced Battery Consortium that is
controlled and dominated by the big three.
we got into the defense conversion business.

It just happened that
We didn't expect to

be defense converters; we wanted to tap the defense and aerospace
industry for their knowledge base and their skills.

Well, it

turns out that we're probably converting more technologies from
the defense and aerospace industries to commercial applications
than anyone in the nation.

These 16 are examples of current

defense applicattions being converted to advanced transportation
technologies.
These are our program areas in electric vehicles and hybrid
electric vehcles, natural gas vehicles in our research and
development arena and in services that we're providing to all of
these businesses that have an active interest in advanced
transportation.
You've heard from Dr. Currie about the projections of the
numbers of jobs related to advanced transportation.

Seventy-four

thousand by the year 2010 in EVs alone, over 400,000 in advanced
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transportation.

Those are real numbers.

recent survey of our participants.
900,000 number by the year 1998.

We can attest from a

They believe they will hit the
But CALSTART to date--this slide

was made a week ago and it's already out of date because with
additional information in, it turns out there's a quarter of a
billion dollars already invested in the electric or advanced
transportation arena--not just electric, but natural gas and
hybrid--already to date.
Mr. Chairman, we polled our 90 companies that are actively
involved and we only received responses from 33 of them--about 1/3
responded--and they showed us that to date there has been an
investment of over 1/4 billion dollars.
single line goes up.

The jobs created, the

Over a thousand jobs saved or created.

They estimate that we go up to about 3,000 jobs by 1996, and
escalate dramatically to about 9,000 jobs by 1998, and a total
investment of about $800 million by those 33 companies.

That's

not the total industry in this state.
But it's not just restricted to California, folks.

As you

can see, all of those red and blue dots are active consortia
pursuing advanced transportation technologies.

One of the reasons

the northeastern states adopted the LEV standards is because they
believe it's technology-forcing, as well, and that not all of this
development is going to happen in Detroit.

In fact, there are

electric vehicle prototype developers and producers throughout the
nation and I'm going to guess that if you were to hold this
hearing six months from now, we'd see twice that number of red
dots on the map of the US.

So, what's really out there?
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Well,

General Motors has made, frankly, a stunning good car.

The GM

Impact is one of the best purpose-built electric vehicles on the
road today.
batteries.

This is a Ford EchoStar that uses sodium sulphur
When you hear high prices, it,s because a sodium

sulphur battery is extraordinarily high-priced.

The Chrysler

TVan, the Electric Car GEO Prism, and the Electric Car S10
Conversion.

And then we move the northeastern states and

Selectria 1 s Concept Car and their GEO Storm Conversion.

This is a

Rennaisance Car and Florida 1 S Traffic Car, an $11,000 electric
vehicle.

It happens to be a kit car, but nonetheless, when you

hear these quantum numbers, you have to ask yourself, who,s
talking to whom about what.
When you move overseas, it begins to get more interesting.
Mercedes is agressively pursuing electric vehicles.
190E that,s electric-powered.

This is their

Their Vision A which was showcased

at the LA Auto Show this year, we,re told, will be brought to
market by 1997.

The BMW E1 is being crash-tested right now; the

BMW E2; the Volkswagen City Stormer.

We also know that Volkswagen

announced at the Detroit show earlier this year that they will be
bringing the old Volkswagen Beetle back in a reconfigured way as
an electric car.

They can do it by 1997 as well.

Electra, Renault,s

, the Citroen AX.

Fiat,s Panda

And I might add that

Citroen has said they will bring a minimum of 5,000 of these to
market by 1995.

The Swiss Hosenblitz, the Danish Keewit ..

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

These are all cars you can put in your

pocket, I guess.
MIKE GAGE:

Well, a couple of them are.
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This one you cannot

put in your pocket, Mr. Chairman.

It's a very big Mercedes truck.

When you move across the ocean to Asia, it gets a little tougher
to get information.

Nonetheless, we know for example, Honda took

their entire Formula One team, stopped Formula One racing and
said, "You folks go do electrics".
This is their EVX.
also electric.

That's what they're doing now.

This is the Nissan FEV.

The Toyota EV50.

The Toyota Town Van,

I will say that our experience

with a lot of offshore folks is they don't show what they're
really going to do until they do it.

They're very good at that.

You'll hear a lot about cost, Mr. Chairman and Members.
is from the U.S. Department of Commerce.

This

This is the cost curve

for the auto industry at the turn of the century as they began.
Prices fell 85% in 15 years, but we think a more relevant cost
curve today is the cost curve for the micro computer industry
where the price falls 80% in six years.

Now, you're also going to

hear again about expensive these cars are.

This happens to be a

Mark VII Lincoln motor and a transmission that goes with somewhere
between four and six thousand moving parts on traditional internal
combustion cars.

This is an electric motor with a single moving

part and a transmission to go with it would be somewhere between
six and eight gears and a gear reduction box.

You all have to

tell me how this ends up being as expensive as folks suggest it
is, because I can't figure it out.

General Motors slides that

they used to show--they don't show these anymore--shows that the
typical driver drives less than 25 miles in any given day.
take it up to 75 miles, triple those number of miles.
Nonetheless, most EVs today can handle that rate.
-
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Let's

Another General Motors slide, again one that they don't show
anymore, shows that current California population with no
incentives, 17% that they say is a bad number, but almost
one-fifth of the California public is actively interested in
zero-emission vehicles today with all the down size.

Yet if you

add a $5,000 price incentive and a couple of thousand dollars in
ownership incentives--by the way, half of which is at least
already in place--68% to 70% of the California public take an
active interest.

Well, again we think there's an active interest

out there today.

You also hear about what the Ozone Transport

Commission did.

This is why.

If you look at the zero-emission of

electric vehicle numbers, the ULEV numbers that happened in 1997
and the LEV numbers that happened 1997, the fed LEV numbers were
offered by the auto industry as something that the Ozone Transport
Commission should adopt to clean the air.

As you can see, the fed

LEV at 2001 is not as clean as our basic LEV in 1997.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Mike, the standard that is required in those

years is which number?
MIKE GAGE:

Moving across for each emission, and what was

offered to the Ozone Transport Commission was fed LEV in the year
2001 not 1997.

And it's not nearly as clean as LEV in 1997.

Just

taking one of our utility service territory, Southern California
Edison ...
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Mike, just back up for a second.

For folks

who haven't been as involved, ULEV is ultra-low emission
vehicles ...
MIKE GAGE:

. .. ultra-low emission vehicles.
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We have one, I

believe, certified in the state.
testify to that.

I'm sure Jackie Schaefer can

I believe it's a Dodge Ram Van that is certified

as a ULEV and it's natural-gas driven, which we were very
supportive of.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER JAN GOLDSMITH:

Your numbers on the electric

vehicle emissions, does that include the pollution generated by
creating the electricity?
MIKE GAGE:

That is the pollution generated.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

The vehicle is zero itself, so the numbers on

the screen will reflect the overall composite picture.
MIKE GAGE:

Looking to just Southern California Edison's

territory, assuming a 15,000 ton increase in emissions by 2010
will generate a 48,000 ton reduction, or roughly 46,000 tons out
of the air--not a bad exchange ratio.
Let me summarize by saying there are enormous benefits to
EVs, but perhaps the best is that there is no deterioration in
emissions over time and none of the others can say that.
deterioration in emissions over time.

No

And frankly as we clean up

our power plants even more, it just gets better.

None of the

others can say that.
Finally, the numbers of vehicles and miles driven are
increasing geometrically.

Electric vehicles are essential to

clean--not just California's air--but the world's air.

Prices and

life cycle costs are dropping, and dropping dramatically.
Manuacturers around the world are designing and producing many
different types of EVs, hybrid electrics and natural gas vehicles.
Technology is improving literally as we speak.
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It is stunning the

level of innovation going on today driven by this mandate.

And we

need some consistent policy both from state and federal
government.

And we know that this state will dramatically benefit

from these zero-emission mandates.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Thank you.

For those who are not familiar,

CALSTART is not a proprietary company, it does not own technology
itself, and benefits as a corporation not at all from the
development of the technology in a profit sense.
MIKE GAGE:

That's right, Mr. Chairman.

We are a

public/private non-profit entity here to facilitate the
development of an industry in the State of California.

That's our

role.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Questions from Committee members.

Mr.

Hauser.
ASSEMBLYMAN DAN HAUSER:

I know you said this, Mr. Gage, but

I just want it reenforced for emphasis.

Absent the ARB

requirement, the jobs that are being created through this program
would cease to exist.
MIKE GAGE:

Mr. Chairman, I think the fairest way for me to

say that is, it is my belief that if the mandate were
repealed, the genie's out of the bottle, and the industry will
continue to move ahead in other states and in other countries, but
it would have a dramatic impact on California jobs.

It would

throw those businesses that have begun to invest because of this
into turmoil.

And, yes, I believe it would undermine the efforts

to bring it to market and essentially throw it to international
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firms.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
presentation.

Mr. Gage, thank you, appreciate the

Next I'd like to call on Bill Craven who is the

Vice President for Horizon Battery which I believe is out of
Texas.
MR. BILL CRAVEN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Committee

members, for having me here today.

What I'd like to do is give

you a status of where Horizon Battery Technologies, Inc. is today.
Then a little history of how we got here, and then I'll conclude
with our shared goal.
Where are we today?

Last month, Horizon Battery just started

limited production of a cost-effective electric vehicle battery in
San Marcos, Texas.

We're in discussions with several

organizations to build the first of many manufacturing facilities
for this battery in the State of California.

Horizon Battery and

the economic development opportunity for California would simply
not exist if the mandates were not in place, period.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Let me ask a question before you move on.

If

the mandate were delayed or changed, how would that impact your
current discussions with California-based companies?
MR. CRAVEN:

I can tell you for a fact it would shift as Mike

Gage correctly couched it, it would shift the emphasis from the
state to where the activities are.
the East Coast and overseas.

We're in discussions also with

But we would like to do, and most

intense negotiations are here in California.
The Horizon Battery is an advanced lead acid battery.
The price of the battery pack when in full production will be
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about $2,500 per car not $40,000 as has been bantied about by some
other manufacturers or for other technologies.
up to 80,000 miles in its present state.

The life will be

It's a maintenance-free

and rapid recharge capability--meaning you can charge this battery
up to 50 percent of its capacity within less than 9 minutes and
100% in less than 30 minutes.
The approach to manufacturing is as great and stunning as is
the technology itself.

The approach was a battery manufacturing

that would have zero environmental impact.

The only effluence

from this manufacturing plant are California drinking water and
California air.

It's a new manufacturing technology that was

developed so we could manufacture in this state--unimpeded.
full-sized plant would directly employ over 300 people.

The

A

full-sized plant would satisfy approximately 25,000 electric
vehicles per year.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
Craven.

Let me interrupt you on that point, Mr.

Assuming that you were able to conclude negotiations with

one of these companies today, this week, how long would it take to
that point?

When would you be ready to move to that point--that

kind of employment and that kind of commitment in California?
MR. CRAVEN:
Chairman.

You're taking away some of my punchline, Mr.

I will answer that right now.

It will take

approximately a year and a half to build a full size manufacturing
plant.

Our goal, therefore, is to conclude negotiations and have

the investment in place so we can move forward within the next six
months in building that here in California.

In order to be ready

and have this battery manufacturing in place because electric
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vehicles are being built as we saw today.

They need batteries

now.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Mr. Knight had a question, I think, on that

point.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETE KNIGHT:

The 2550 was based on how many

units?
MR. CRAVEN:

That's based on 17 kilowatt hours.

ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

Based on ...

No, the number of units produced.

$2,550 per unit based on ...
MR. CRAVEN:

It would be 400,000 batteries per year.

ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

Have you made any selections yet as to

where you would open your plant in California?
MR. CRAVEN:

No, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I want to see you afterwards.

He's got a brochure from the Chamber of

Commerce in his pocket.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

I have the perfect plant waiting

for you.
MR. CRAVEN:
you.

We will certainly take all suggestions.

And that will be a certain consideration as to...

Thank
Time is

of the essence and we would like to have an existing facility that
we could move into.

That's in fact what we did down in Texas.

We

found an existing facility that was making transformers and we
even cleaned it up.

There were some PCB spills around there.

cleaned it up and now it's a model for the world.
Most of the car manufacturers from around the world have
placed orders for our batteries and are in testing this year.
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We

Now a little history.

A company called Electro-source was

spun out of an airspace company back in 1987.

This company had

approximately 20 employees and a technology that was developed by
the airspace industry that looked like it was a promising advanced
material for lead acid batteries.

Over the next three years, they

spent $20 million and wore off a lot of soles of their shoes
trying to develop this technology and market it to the existing
battery manufacturers.

What they came up against were two issues

they were not able to resolve in the time frame.

One is the

question of it's a good technology, but can it be
mass-manufactured?

And if it can, can it be mass-manufactured

cost-effectively?

In 1991 the Electric Power Research Institute

came to Electro-source and said, "We need an electric vehicle
battery.

Will this technology work for it?"

Then the Electric

Power Research Institute invested in focusing this battery
techology for the electric vehicle specifically.
joined the company.
about five years.

In 1993, I

I had been in electric vehicle industry for
I saw what promise this company held.

But the

two main issues still were in front of it--manufacturability.

In

June of last year, BDM International, another aerospace company,
half a billion dollars strong, service company around the world,
approached Electro-source and said, "We believe you have the
technology everybody needs.

And we believe we have the

manufacturing capability for this technology".

They had just come

off of building manufacturing plants for airbags which were
mentioned earlier in this session.
A deal was made to form a new company--Horizon Battery
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Technologies, Inc.

It was 50% owned by Electro-source and 50%

owned by BDM International.

A site was located last August for

building this manufacturing plant that people said couldn't be
done.

In the last five months, we did the impossible because of

the mandates that you put before us.

We knew that we had to have

manufacturing capabilities in place by 1994.

We were told by the

major auto companies that if we were not in manufacturing, if we
did not have manufacturing capabilities proven out, we had
batteries and testing by 1994, we would not be considered for 1998
launch of their vehicles.

We haven't slept for the past five

months to make this happen.

We've had over $50 million invested.

And we're not going to stop now.

We've grown from ten people when

I joined in the beginning of 1993 to over 100 people.

Our eyes

are focused on this state.
Finally, I'd like to share this goal with you.
to have electric vehicles on the road by 1998.

Our goal is

What we bring to

the table is a battery we feel that is not only acceptable, but
will make the electric vehicle a practical vehicle that
cost-effective and will serve a viable function here in the State
of California.

We're looking for a place to build a factory here

in Califonria.

If a hint the regulations are to be delayed or

even worse, denied, our focus will shift from California to the
other states and other countries that hopefully will be willing to
maintain the stand that you stood up and created.

We're working

with companies like Hughes and US Electric Car here in Califonria.
We've already helped create jobs.

I ask you to hold the line and

we will do the work for you.
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CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Thank you.

Ms. McDonald?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN JUANITA MCDONALD:

Mr. Craven, you mentioned

that 90% of the battery capacity could be charged in 15 minutes
and 100% of the battery could be charged in 30 minutes.
then, can we expect the car to travel?

How far,

Will it be beyond the 100

miles that has been suggested before?
MR. CRAVEN:

Yes.

Absolutely.

I took a worst case scenario

because I like to take a conservative view.
everyobdy is happy.

Then if we do better,

We took one of the first vehicles that were

of the old technologies now, called the G-Van which is a full-size
service vehicle.

It's called an energy hog in our industry and is

very inefficient.

The range was 60 miles on the batteries that it

was produced with.

We feel that our technology will not only take

that vehicle further in range but that vehicle takes 8 to 12 hours
to charge those batteries.

You can only therefore charge it twice

in a 24-hour period, giving you a distance of 120 miles in a
24-hour period.

Now these are used as utility vehicles and the

utility industry operates 24 hours a day.

With fast charge we are

able to show conservatively that you would be able to fast charge
that vehicle in 22 minutes and give it an effective 24-hour range
of 750 miles.

That is correct.

Now that is with the assumption

that you use it, you bring it to the charger, you charge it in 22
minutes, you get in, and you use it again.
miles--that 1

S

That's 750

probably the worst case condition with the worst

kind of vehicle because of energy consumption.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

What would be the cost of such a

battery?
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MR. CRAVEN:

The cost for a vehicle, a pack, would be

approximately $2,500 or less.

And I say price; that's not cost of

manufacture; that's the selling price.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:
MR. CRAVEN:
is correct.

Of the pack, itself?

Everything you'd need to run the vehicle.

That

The batteries, the connectors, ready to go to drop in

the vehicle.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NOLITANO:

And the life expectancy of that

battery is?
Mr. CRAVEN:

If charged properly and treated properly, up to

80,000 miles.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

You expect that the cost for the

manufacture of this particular type of a pack, in say five years,
would be considerably less?
MR. CRAVEN:

That price is our full manufacturing cost as

could see it today.
down even further.

It is anticipated that we can get the price
And I emphasize that that's the price, not the

cost of manufacture of the battery, but we feel that we can even
do better than that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:
MR. CRAVEN:

In what span of time?

It will take us a year and a half to build the

first plant once we have the investment place and location site.
And it won't be until we go through that exercise of building a
full manufacturing plant that we would know how much more we can
be able to reduce the cost.

So I'd say a year and a half to two

years.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

Assuming that I had bought such a
-
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vehicle and I'm traveling, where would I be able to recharge in
those 22 minutes?
MR. CRAVEN:

That's a good question.

require a fast-charge station.
our gasoline station.

For right now, it would

A fast-charge station is just like

It would be centrally located where not one

person would buy it, but many would share it because it would be
more expensive than your plug in your garage which is already
there.

That is probably a better question for Mike Gage and

CALSTART and the people working on the infrastructure.
myoptic.

I am very

We're working all in parallel here to make it all work.

I know that there are fast-charge stations.

We are working with

Hughes to make sure that they all are compatible in working with
our battery system for when its on the road.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

Are those plugs going to be

similar or different than what we utilize now?
MR. CRAVEN:

As far as the battery is concerned,

care what the plugs are.

we don't

We're way down the system's stream; we

just collect the energy and the plug is up at the front end of the
car.

Those plugs, from what I've seen, are going to be fairly

similar to what we're used to right now.

Ergonomics and

familiarity of consumer is very important to make electric
vehicles work and we don't want to change what people view as
being safe and convenient right now.
ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

I think what the question is ... what's

the amps in a voltage required to charge a battery.
MR. CRAVEN:

For a fast charge, you're looking at probably

about 500 amps and the voltage is dependent upon the voltage of
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the car.

For regular charge, which is a three-hour charge that

you would in your house, it would take your household current.
But a fast charge is a little different and would take a higher
current, of course.

It's putting all that energy in a faster

amount of time.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

At the regular charge is if you have three

hours to charge it you just pull it into your garage, stick it in
an outlet and it done.
MR. CRAVEN:

That's correct.

The fast charge is for

convenience.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

You can charge it overnight.

You come home

at the end of the day ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

I understand that, but what would

be the charge in electricity for those three hours?
MR. CRAVEN:

As in cost?

Utilities that question.

You'd have to ask the California

As far as kilowatt hours, I can tell you

that we're talking about 17 kilowatt hours.

So it's whatever the

price of electricity--let's see, 10, 15 cents per kilowatt hours
times 17 kilowatt hours.

That would be your price--two dollars?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPILITANO:

We're at a level where they charge

you extra for utilizing additional kilowatt hours.

That means all

of us are going to be paying extra for our utility.
MR. CRAVEN:

Yes and no, because if you charge in the evening

which is the whole ...

Fast charge will be used for very specific

applications and only when I feel is an emergency.

Normally, the

whole concept of electric vehicles is you use your car as a
commuter vehicle during the day and then you charge it at night
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because you will have more than enough range to back and forth to
work and then you plug it in at night when the utility has plenty
of excess electricity available and your rates are the lowest.
You fill it up.

Now, what happens if there is an emergency.

You

can go and you have to go across town, or you have to use that
vehicle you're in--you have to go somewhere very quickly.
use a fast-charge facility to go do that.

You can

Yes, you might pay a

little more for those kilowatt hours in doing that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

Is that possibly going to be a

flex program also so that if you're caught away from an area where
you would be able to plug in.

Like the methanol cars, you're able

to utilize premium for a short period.

That would enable you to

get out of that situation where you can't get to a station that
plugs in or that you can get a fast charge, yet you're able to
continue until the next time that you can charge up.
MR. CRAVEN:

My belief is that the infrastructure for

electricity will be ...

Well, the land will be covered and you

will not be far away from a plug that you will be able to plug in
your vehicle.

It's just like gasoline.

Once you do, you're out.

We still run out of gas.

You're on the side of the road.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN NAPOLITANO:

That's easy to say, but in

reality, I have seven cities that I represent.
them, one in each city, has a methanol pump.
car.

Only one in every city.

pumps do not operate.

Only three of
And I use a methanol

I've been to those stations and the

They're out of order; so what do I do?

I sit there for somebody to bring me another car?

So I have to to

have an alternative method of being able to continue my work so
-
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Do

that I don't have to expend more fumes into the air by getting
another vehicle.
MR. CRAVEN:

That's what I'm attempting to find out.
I understand and I appreciate you're

experiencing the birth of a new industry and the pains that we go
through in growing, but as long as we have the goal.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BARBARA LEE:

What are some of the safety

concerns, then, and some of the issues we need to at least be
aware of with regards to perhaps a faulty battery or a battery
just going out in the middle of ...

Are there any new kind of

safety concerns with regard to vehicles that we should begin to
think about.
MR. CRAVEN:

Yes, there are new safety concerns, but when

you're dealing with any fuel, the whole concept of fuel is energy.
And whenever you have energy you have safety concerns.

There is a

wonderful new tape that just came out because of the naivete of
people in electric vehicles.

When I gave a presentation, for

example, to my first grader's class, it started drizzling.
showing off an electric vehicle.

I was

As soon as started drizzling,

the teacher told the students to stay away from the vehicle.
"Don't touch the vehicle''·

It took me a heck of a long to try to

convince her that it was safe.

I was putting my foot in a little

puddle and touching the vehicle at the same time and it was OK.
Finally she did allow the students to go in.
say that it's still ...
there.

But that's not to

Your question is, the safety issues are

The tape that came out shows firemen that you can, if

there's a fire in an electric vehicle, you can spray water on the
electric vehicle and the electricity will not follow the water
-
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back to the firemen.

There's a good fundamental reason for it.

Inherently, I think that electric vehicles are safer than what
we're used to dealing with.

If you can deal with gasoline,

you'll be able to very easily deal with electricity.
doing it already.

You've been

Our battery actually adds to that capability

over past batteries in that even though it's a lead acid battery,
it uses sulfuric acid.

But the acid is absorbed in a fiberglas

____ --sort of like a baby's diaper.

You can't shake it out.

So

if the battery breaks open, all you have is solid sitting there.
There is nothing to leak on people or to expose people to that
hazard.

It's new technology and we'll be able to address those

issues that have to be addressed.

But they're nothing that we

can't overcome.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Okay.

I want to move along now.

Ms. Barbara

Levin, who is Special Projects Coordinator from Ovonics in
Michigan.

The next panel is going to be Joe Barrington, Jim

Quillan and Carl Perry.

I would like everybody to keep in mind

that there is a long agenda and try not to repeat what other folks
have said before, because I want to give adequate time to everyone
who is going to be testifying here today.

Ms. Levin, welcome back

again.
MS. BARBARA LEVIN:

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman and

members of the Committee for providing me with this opportunity to
be here.

As a Michigan citizen, I do want to take this

opportunity to pay tribute to the State of California for the
leadership and the vision that it has exhibited in trying to
address the problems of clean air with your low-emission vehicle
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program and in particular you ZEV mandate.

I think that the

recent efforts of other states to adopt the California program as
a region in the northeast and individually attests to the strength
of that vision that you have set forth to the nation.
The ZEV mandate, of course, is the most challenging provision
of that program and it challenges the technical and the business
community to initiate a new era of emission-free vehicles.
challenge is also one of time.

It sets a deadline.

The

Deadlines

which enable the development of new technology, but which also
demand near term results because it is addressing a problem whose
solutions are long overdue.
I am here to state unequivocally that the challenge which is
embodied in the ZEV mandate to produce electric vehicles which are
cost-effective, commercially viable, in time to meet the 1998
deadline can be met, and indeed, with respect to the most
important technical component to that challenge--the battery--it
has been met.

I want to say that our company, Ovonics Battery

Company, has produced a different battery from the one that you
have just heard about.

You have heard about a lead acid battery.

It sounds like an excellent battery.

But what we have produced is

a different technology; it's a much newer technology that will
appeal, not only to the fleet operators and the niche markets that
are considered the early markets in the near term, but our battery
will address the much-wider consumer market of people who want a
car that they can take to and from work, that is convenient,
that's maintenance-free, that they can charge in the convenience
of their home or at work, that has high performance, high
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operation, and will give them a practical driving range of 150 to
200 miles between charges.
The Ovonics Battery Company which created this battery was
established in 1980.

I'd like to give you just a little bit of

history on this because this is a relatively new technology unlike
lead acid, so the development history is quite important, I
think, with respect to the influence of the ZEV mandate.

The

Ovonics battery was established in 1980 to develop a new
rechargeable nickel metal high-dry technology based on new
hydrogen storage materials that were created at Energy Conversion
Devices which is the parent company of Ovonics Batteries.

Ovonics

batteries were initially developed and commercialized in small
sizes to address the portable electronics market.

We provided a

drop-in replacement for nickel cadmium batteries that used in
cellular phones, computers, and other portable devices.

Our

strategy, both in terms of development and commercializing, was
very successful.

Our batteries are now commercially available

from our licensees around the world.
Our EV development program was little slower in getting going
primarily because of the lack of an electric vehicle market.

What

happened, though, after the ZEV mandates were promulgated in
California, was a lot more people started to pay attention.

Then

the ULEV's advanced battery consortium, consisting of General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Apri, and the Department of Energy was
formed to address the mandates, to develop Advanced Battery
Technology, and that consortium issued their contract to our
company in May of 1992.

Less than a year and a half into that
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contract, we had our first battery in a car in September of l993.
And today, we have Ovonics batteries in a number of electric
vehicles, both in the United States and abroad.
I'd like to tell you a little bit about the characteristics
of the battery, characteristics which reflect the battery at its
current stage of development and which have been demonstrated in
the labs and in vehicle performances.
First of all, range.
electric vehicle.

One of the critical criteria for an

Our battery has demonstrated that it can more

than double the existing range of existing battery technologies.
Most of the existing vehicles on the road are conversion vehicles.
Most of them use lead acid batteries.
high-dry batteries.

Some use nickel metal

Our batteries double those ranges.

For

example, we have on our premises a converted GEO Metro; it's
four-passenger car.
charges in that car.

We get 150 miles on the highway between
Of course, any electric vehicle will do

better in a ground up designed electric vehicle.

We project that

our battery will get ranges well in excess of 200 miles on a
ground up electric vehicle.
vehicle.

Of course, it all depends on the

When we look at the data that has been published about

the GM Impact, a state-of-the-art electric vehicle and look at the
ranges that it has achieved, and it has achieved 120 miles.

We

can very confidently predict that our battery will achieve 250 or
more miles on the Impact.

Range, of course, isn't the only

performance criteria that counts.

Acceleration is very important.

We can and have demonstrated 0 to 60 miles an hour in less than
eight seconds.
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Lifetime of the battery.

We are very confident, of course.

We can't demonstrate this in a car because we've just gotten our
batteries in cars.

But we've done an awful lot of cycle testing

of the battery and we are confident it will last 100,000 miles or
more, and certainly the lifetime of most vehicles.
the capability for fast recharging.

We also have

In 15 minutes, you can

recharge 60% of the battery, in one hour, 100% of the battery.

Of

course, you have the option of recharging at horne or at work using
a standard household outlet.

Our battery is totally sealed,

maintenance free, and we are very proud of the fact that this is,
indeed, a green battery.
very safe.

It contains no toxic materials.

It's

And if you wanted to you could dispose of our battery

under current EPA standards in a landfill.

Of course, you

wouldn't want to do that because it's an expensive piece of
equipment and it is totally recyclable.
high-perforrnanced battery.

So it is a very balanced,

Let me emphasize once more that this

can be the battery for the first generation of vehicles that Mike
Gage referred to.

The only shortcoming, however, of the Ovonics

battery today is the lack of availability in commercial
quantities.

Whereas we were able to commercialize our battery

very rapidly in the small sizes because it addressed a very
rapidly growing market, we have had a little more difficulty in
acquiring the capital we need to commercialize for electric
vehicles because of the uncertainly of the electric vehicle
market, particularly in light of recent efforts to roll back the
ZEV mandates and to stop their spread to other states.

But we

have done a lot of cost analysis of the battery based in part on
-
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some of the manufacturing operations already under way at our
company.

We are confident that in high-volume production, we can

produce a car battery for $3,000-$4,000 and a battery for an
electric fan which would cost $5,000-$6,000.

Let me again

emphasize that this is a battery that would last the lifetime of
the vehicle.

Much of that cost would be offset.

There is already a federal electric vehicle credit.

There

are also a tremendous reduction in operating and maintenance
expenses.

I believe one of the members of the Committee asked

about that.

If you use a dollar a gallon, it costs approximately

$5 for a gasoline car to go 100 miles, or maybe $4 depending on
the kind of car you're driving.

At eight cents a kilowatt hour,

it will cost one dollar for an electric vehicle to go 100 miles.
If you add that up over the life of the vehicle and assume 100,000
mile lifetime, that amounts to a $3,00-$4,000 savings just in fuel
costs alone.

Of course, there are other maintenance costs which

are eliminated in electric vehicles, such as tune-ups, oil
changes, etc.

Our battery costs were based on the technology as

it exists today with some additional technical improvement already
under way at Ovonics.

History teaches us, as others have pointed

out, that with new products the prices drop tremendously as the
technologies mature and as the markets grow.
I want to conclude by saying that our battery development
program is an excellent example of the dynamic role that the ZEV
mandate has played in technology development.

As I said, we were

able to commercialize very readily with small batteries, but
commercializing for the EV market is much more difficult
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maintaining the mandate will be critical to the ability of us and
other companies developing advanced EV technologies to
commercialize in the United States.

As other people have pointed

out, this technology is coming; there's no doubt about it.

The

issue is whether America is going to be in the forefront of this
new industry or not.

Your actions in maintaining or not

maintaining this ZEV mandate will have a critical impact on that.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
from the Committee?

Ms. Levin, thank you very much.

Questions

You had stated when we talked earlier, on

your ability to now take this commercial--it's pretty directly
tied to maintaining the ZEV mandate in California?
MS. LEVIN:

Well, it's tied to having a market.

And

certainly having a market in the United States is critical to our
being able to commercialize in the United States in any timely
fashion.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

You have not decided where to locate, I

assume, the commercial manufacturing of the battery at this point?
MS. LEVIN:

We are open to locating anywhere that we have the

opportunity to establish a facility, to get the capital that we
need.

We certainly are open to California.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

here.
topic.

Thank you, Ms. Levin.

Thank you for being

Let me get the second group of people to come up on this
Joe Barrington is the CEO from Group IX systems; Jim

Quillen, Executive Secretary/Treasurer of Machinists; Carl Perry,
Executive Vice President, U.S. Electric Car.

The group that comes

after this would be Andrew Card from the American Automobile
-
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Manufacturers, Greg Dana from Automobile Importers, and David
Montgomery from DRI McGraw-Hill.
MR. JOE BARRINGTON:

We'll start with Mr. Barrington.

Good afternoon.

located in south central Los Angeles.

Group IX Systems is

We've been in business for

over 20 years, primarily as a supplier of aircraft parts and
assembly.

We are also a member of CALSTART.

The ZEV mandate has

created for Group IX the entrepreneurial opportunity that Dr.
Currie talked about in his remarks.

I'd like to focus my remarks

primarily on that entrepreneurial opportunity that has been
created by the mandates.

Traditionally, small manufacturers in

general in the state of California in the aerospace and aircraft
industry have been what is called contract manufacturing in that
we traditionally build a part to print and as such the technology
or the value added has the beneficiary of that is really the
source of your customer who has done the design.

And as such,

whoever wins that business is mainly price-driven, so more or
less, you're in the commodity business.

That in turn creates

limitations because as you have not developed the technology,
you're not in the position to attract capital, which in turn
inhibits the ability of your enterprise to create value and
sustain itself on the long-term and to create a product or
technology that will sustain yourself for the long term.

Now,

what you have created through the ZEV mandates is that you have
created an industry and an opportunity for companies such as
ourselves to make the transition.
Number one, with the structural morass that we find ourselves
in today with the downsizing of defense and aerospace, but more
-
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importantly, you create an opportunity for companies such
ourselves to acquire access to technology.

Our focus within

CALSTART is developing the battery monitor system.

If we are

successful in doing that, we will have developed a proprietary
component with technology which will in turn put us in a position
to attract capital, be able to expand to foreign markets, and
develop an organization that will be able to participate in many
markets, not only here in the United States, but overseas.

But

for this opportunity that you created, the situation facing small
aerospace manufacturers in the state today is bleak to say the
least, because the downsizing that we are experiencing today is
structural and things will not be the same as in the next 20
years.
The opportunity you created in advanced transportation is one
of the few bright sides that we see.

Turning the clock back or

changing your position on the mandates that you see today will
have a traumatic affect on the futures of companies like
ourselves.

Number one--on our future, but it will also have

impact on the fact that all of us have invested a considerable
amount of time, effort and money in developing this technology.

I

can go further, but I would like to just keep my remarks focused
on the opportunity that you've created and the structural economic
opportunity that you have created.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Mr. Barrington, thank you very much.

Questions from committee members.

I'm going to turn now to Jim

Quillan who is the Executive Secretary-Treasurer, California
Conference of Machinists and a CALSTART partner, also.
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MR. JIM QUILLAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I also serve on

the Board of Directors of Project California.
In the mid-1993, Business and Outlook Report, Bank of America
estimated that California had lost between 600 and 800 thousand
jobs.

Of that number, nearly one-third have been on the defense

sector--defense aerospace.

I think it's clear that we have not

yet seen this scenario play out, with base closures and with
further expected reductions in aerospace numbering I'm told
somewhere in the range of half a million.

And California will

bear a disordinant share of those job loses.

My union represents

airline employees, as you know, light manufacturing, automotive
repair, and defense workers.

We're maintaining our membership

pretty well in the first three, air transport, automotive repair,
light manufacturing.

Our membership in the defense has fallen by

one-half in the past five years.

That's motivated us to take a

look at the possibility of some new industries.

We see

opportunities on the horizon as other speakers have indicated,
particularly with respect to the electric vehicle.
support the retention of the ZEV mandates.

We strongly

Project California

estimates that by the year 2010, 50,000 jobs could be generated by
the electric vehicle industry.

Secondly, and although it's a

little off the subject of this hearing, there's a significant
expansion, particularly in Los Angeles in the urban mass transit
area.

As you know, Los Angeles expects to spend $150 billion to

expand light rail in the City of Los Angeles.

Moreover, BART in

the Bay area just recently decided to expand their routes and
purchase new cars to replace aging fleets.
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I'm happy to report

that in that instance the Bay Area Rapid Transit Board of
Directors decided to purchase cars from Morrison-Knudsen which is
an American firm and, as far as I know, the only firm that is
producing light rail or fast rail vehicles.

Other parts of the

state have on the drawing board to extend and expand light rail.
I'd like to take you back. a few years.

In California, we had

seven auto assembly plants; we had two truck manufacturing plants;
we had glass plants; we had tire plants; we had steel plants.

All

of those with the exception of a joint venture in the Bay Area
between Toyota and General Motors, the Newrny plant, and a joint
venture between Pohang Steel and Korea and U.S. Steel and
Pittsburg--all of these plants are gone.

And yet clearly we all

understand that California is the largest market for cars in the
United States and probably among the top five in the world in
terms of markets for cars.

But yet except for the Newrny plant,

there are no automobile assembly plants in California.
we can change that with the electric vehicle.

We think

That's why we

strongly suggest that we proceed with the ZEV mandate.

Because of

the loss of jobs, when we lost all of the automobile plants and
the supporting tire, steel, glass, the aerospace industry was a
shock absorber that took up employment from those laid off and
those heavy manufacturing industries.

The aerospace industry is

no longer a shock absorber because the aerospace industry is in
decline as well.

I suggest to you that with the decline in

aerospace, with the military base closures, with the loss of the
heavy manufacturing jobs that we have experienced in California,
it's my hope that the State of California, the Governor, business
-
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leadership recognize that we ought to be nurturing and supporting
those industries that will reindustrialize the State of California
to provide those jobs that make for middle class workers who send
their kids to schools, who buy homes, who pay taxes and I think
California can come out of this.
your predictions with me.

But if we do not, you can share

I think it looks fairly bleak as we go

into the 21st Century if we do not start working with our
tax-supported institutions, our transit systems, the electric
vehicle enterprises that are trying to get started.
We've got congestion problems on our streets and highways,
we've got pollution problems, we've got a world-class skilled work
force that frankly, are still unemployed.

Many of those people

are my members and there are no job prospect for them.
elected to take lower paying jobs for survival.

Many

Many of them have

retired; many of them have left the State of California.

It's a

terrible loss--the obsolescence of skills, a terrible loss of
resources.

If we stay the course on the ZEV mandates and if we

try to nurture and assist these other initiatives that are coming
in transportation in California, I think we can offer these folks
a little glimmer of hope.
the moment.

Frankly, I don't see a lot out there at

So thank you, stay the course.

Thank you for hearing

this testimony.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Ms. Karnette has a question.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BETTY KARNETTE:

I'd like to commend you on

your emphasis of our skilled working force.
those people here or California will suffer.

We've got to keep
I concur with that.

My question is, when you talked about the 50,000 jobs that would
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be added, are you including all those other businesses that would
be profiting, the other jobs that would be created that would be
the infrastructure for the building of the electric cars, or are
you just talking about the actual employees that would be working
in building the cars themselves?
MR. QUILLAN:

I understand the figure as developed by Project

California; it would include those involved in the vehicle
manufacture; it would include those involved in developing the
infrastructure to support electric vehicles and other jobs
associated with it.

So I guess the figure is an aggregate figure.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN KARNETTE:

Do you know how many of those jobs

would be to skilled working force to which you referred earlier?
MR. QUILLAN:

The figure I've seen is that ...

First of all,

with respect to the development of the infrastructure, those are
construction jobs.

Those are certainly high-paying jobs.

With

respect to the jobs that would be utilized involving public
utilities, are Southern California Gas Company, Southern
California Edison--those are good-paying jobs.

With respect to

the assembly jobs, those would be fair to good paying jobs.

Some

of the component manufacturing jobs would be good paying jobs.
Certainly the engineering talent and the scientific talent that
goes into the design and development in an electric vehicle would
be a good-paying job.

It seems to me we went across the board in

this scenario.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETE KNIGHT:

A question about the other

industries that have left California--the automotive industry, the
tire, steel, glass, all of those industries have left California.
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Now we're talking about a new industry starting up in California.
Why is that industry going to stay here and not leave as the
other industries have?
MR. QUILLAN:

It seems to me that the electric vehicle

industry has a very close connection with utilities, with policy
makers, with the government, if you will.

The market is here.

It

seems to me that there are a great deal of pressures that would
behoove that industry to stay in California.
they'll stay here?

No,

I can't.

Can I guarantee

But I don't think we should

stand aside as we did in the seventies and watch the steel plants
and the tire plants and glass plants and the automobile assembly
plants leave California.

We ought to take a pro-active stance as

we did in the last session of the Legislature to deal with just
one example, the workers' comp problem in California.
to serve on that task force.

I happened

Some would suggest that someone from

labor would not recognize that this is a constraint to California
business and manufacturing.

We were unanimous.

The eight members

on that Governor's Task Force from labor were unanimous that we
need to make some changes.

And with the leadership and the state

Assembly and the state Senate, those changes were made.

If we

bring to bear that kind of interest and that kind of focus, we can
solve any problem the EV industry has if they were to try to leave
California.
ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

I'm not concerned about the technology,

I'm more concerned about the economics required for manufacturing
to stay in California.

You mentioned some of the issues and I

think those kinds of issues have to be continually evaluated.
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Reform has to take place in those areas because the automobile
center of requirements is here in California but yet they left.
The marketplace for the automobile was here.
ASSEMBLYMAN DAN HAUSER:

Mr. Quillan, just as a follow-up,

then, to Mr. Knight's question, wouldn't you agree that this
country and certainly this state, may be a little smarter than we
were back in the '50's and '60's and not allow foreign overseas
competition to dump on the American market and wipe out this
industry?
MR. QUILLAN:

I'd like to believe we are.

For too long

California has had the attitude that we heard expressed in the
movie "Field of Dreams", we are here and they will come.
did come.

And they

But there's a new global reality, economic reality and

that's not going to happen.

I think we need to put shoulders

together in California to retain good jobs.

We need to create

good jobs, including up there where you are Assemblyman Knight.

I

believe you're from the Antelope Valley?
ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

You bet.

That's why I'm offering space,

clean air, buildings, anything you want.
MR. QUILLAN:

I know.

Just come talk to me.

I have some members employed up there.

That's what left of Lockheed is up in the Antelope Valley.

I used

to work there.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

So did Mr. Knight.

Thank you very much, Mr. Quillan.

Only he flew them.

I'm going to take over for a

couple of minutes while the Chairman catches up on some of his
phone calls.

Mr. Carl Perry, Executive Vice President, U.S.

Electric Car from Sebastopol.
-
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MR. CARL PERRY:

Good afternoon.

I want to tell you how much

we appreciate the opportunity to be before you.

Particularly

Assemblyman Hauser, since our corporate offices and our research
center are in his district.

One of my newest facilities is

located in Central Los Angeles in Juanita McDonald's area.

In

many respects, I believe this meeting is extremely fortuitous for
us at U.S. Electric Car because what you're talking about, I think
we represent.

We are a small electric vehicle company.

But I

believe that we are doing very well in today's market place.
Number one, there is a market.
products available.
affordable.

Three, we can meet a price which can be

Our company is growing.

grown from 20 employees to 160.
be at 400.

Number two, there are

In this past year, we're

We plan, by the end of 1994, to

We plan in 1995 to be close to 1,000.

be about $20 million this year.

Our sales will

We predict they will be $50

million next year and around $150 million in 1996.

Our company

will build 600 electric cars and deliver them in 1994.

We are the

largest converter of electric vehicles in the United States.

Our

company ... and what I wish to do today is just give you a snap shot
of where we're going and why we feel that the future is now.

We

are at the right time and the right place when we consider that
what we're dealing with, in many respects, is the first generation
technology.

Our mission clearly stated is to be the leading

builder and developer of electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles
with a full line of vehicles.

So for a moment, I'd like to tell

you about our product base.
We have four facilities in California.
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We are a California

manufacturer--here and now.
later this year.

We are looking at a fifth facility

Our corporate headquarters, research center is

Sebastopol, the garden spot of California.
facility in Redlands, California.

We have a major

We have a major manufacturing

and assembly facility which we are just opening now in downtown
Los Angeles on South Figueroa in part of Watts.
the Rebuild Los Angeles.

We are part of

We are associated with SMUD and a number

of programs through ARPA, ARPA funding, federal government funding
programs for development of technology in the Sacramento area.

We

look forward to developing a facility in the San Jose area,
teaming with such companies as FMC.
Our product line.
our Redlands facilities.
years.

We build industrial electric vehicles in
We built over 55,000 in the past 20

These are vehicles that operate inside plants, airports

(missing testimony)

... GEO prisms, Chevrolet SlOs.

We are the

leading developer of composite technology for vehicles in a
company that we acquired in Florida.

We are the leader in

developing fully composite fully-monocock vans.

This is an R&D

venture, but we see the world headed towards new development, new
techniques in chassis manufacturing and composites would appear to
us to be the way.

In terms of larger vehicles, we are

manufacturers of electric buses.
for the University of California.

We're providing the bus system
Also through SMUD out in

Sacramento Airport and in the City of Sacramento and McClelland
Air Force Base.

We anticipate a teaming arrangement with the US

Air Force and with SMUD for the development of continuing
composite technology as we look at new types of chassis
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development.
The basis of our company is not just design and
manufacturing.
integrator.

I would say the keystone is that we are a systems

We believe in teaming with the leading technologies

that are available today.
Electric Car is Hughes.

One of the key participants with U.S.
The Hughes Power Control System Group.

As was stated earlier by Dr. Curry that it was in his tenure at
Hughes that they began the development of this electric drive
system which was for the Impact vehicle.

After that program

ceased in being, the Hughes organization was looking for a home.
They needed to do something with this technology.
fortunate for us as a small company.

It was very

We went down and arranged

with a much larger organization, the Hughes organization, that we
would take their entire production for the next two years in
electric drive systems.

We think the Hughes system is one of the

most significant drive systems that's on the market place today.
I only make that example to point out that our role is to avail
ourselves of the latest and newest technologies that are
available.

Some of these panel members have clearly brought forth

in the discussions of battery technology where the future is.
That future is sooner than we think.
One of the other issues that's discussed here is:

What is

the affordability of what you turn out at U.S. Electric Car?

In

terms of our conversion vehicles, we put a stake on the ground by
saying that we've got to be able to reduce our own margins,
enhance our own manufacturing capabilities, and get a more
affordable price.

I can tell you that in terms of fleet
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sales--and that is our market--we are not in the general consumer
business.

We have targeted our market as the industrial fleets,

government fleets.

We have established a price of under $30,000

for a truck or a sedan as was shown in Mike Gage's CALSTART
presentation -- two of our vehicles.

That's a significant

representation of where costs can go.
I would like to summarize by saying that we are a small
company, but we're a fast-growing company.

We have found that

there is a substantial market for the next years here in dealing
in that market niche of the utilities, and of the fleet users and
fleet operators.

Very significant market.

It is incumbent upon

us as a designer and a manufacturer to find and create the best
technologies possible.

One of the goals that we have established

is that our vehicles will be fully safety certified.

We have

arranged and we have acquired the leading talent in the United
States in the development of safety, crash worthiness, software
programs which were, frankly, developed at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories.

Those researchers are part of our staff because it

is our desire and our direction that we will deliver fully safety
certified vehicles to the market place by June or July of this
year without any waivers.
So, we think that we have found and we can address market,
safety, cost, produceability.

We can bring jobs to the state.

There are markets, and now is the time.
Electric Car:

The future is now.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:
before you sit down.

As we say at U.S.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Perry, a quick question

One of the things when I toured your
-
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facility that I was impressed with the most were the composite
vehicles.

Rather than taking existing technology or a car built

for an internal combustion engine, starting from the ground up, do
you see much of a market for that type of vehicle given the
advantages of, say, the composites that are being used today?
MR. PERRY:

I do.

I think it's going to take some time.

What is happening is that what we have in terms of our composite
technology is what I would call established or 'here and now'
technology.

We're working with SMUD; we're working with some

foreign manufacturers, foreign developers; we're working with the
U.S. Air Force because they've been leaders in composite
technology.
vehicle:

The idea is -- you've got three areas of an electric

you've got the chassis, you've got the drive system,

you've got the power and the energy source.

You've heard some

excellent dissertations here on what's happening with new energy
sources and the battery development.

Certainly drive systems, the

Hughes system is excellent; General Electric; Westinghouse are
developing these.
way to go.

The composites for the chassis are an obvious

There are a lot of new technologies.

What we're

looking for is, obviously, with composites you reduce weight.
get a clear benefit that way.
costs.

You

However, there are some additive

They are generally more labor-intensive.

Material costs,

obviously, metal is easy to form, easy to buy, cheaper.

But,

there are distinct advantages to composites in terms of safety
certification, crashability.

So, what we're doing now is working

with leading institutions such as SMUD and others to take what
exists, not only in the United States, but elsewhere and see how
-
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we can combine it into practical manufacturing systems for
chassis.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Thank you.

Next, I'd like to ask to come

forward--Andrew Card, Jr., who's the President and CEO of American
Automobile Manufacturers Association, Greg Dana, VP of Auto
Importers of America, and David Montgomery, DRI McGraw-Hill, who
would have a different view of what we've heard so far.

Let's

start with Mr. Card, please.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ANDREW CARD:

I'm Andrew Card,

President and CEO of the American Automobile Manufacturers
Association.

We represent Ford, General Motors and Chrysler.

Chairman, I think that we share the same goal.

Mr.

And that is to

improve California's and America's air quality and at the same
time provide provide consumers with safe, affordable
transportation.

And it is these two fundamental principles which

shape our thinking.
lot.

America's car companies are doing an awful

In fact, today's cars in California are 99% cleaner than 25

years ago.

Clearly, we've been working with the California Air

Resources Board and others to meet the very stringent standards
that are necessary to improve the environment here in California.
Right now I'd like to turn to electric vehicles if I could.
As we heard a few minutes ago, the big question is:
it, will they come?

If we build

The issue here is really matching technology

to consumer expectations.

Contrary what some would have you

believe, the auto industry recognizes there is great consumer
interest in electric vehicles.

And our members know there is an

opportunity to sell consumers an entirely new class of vehicles.
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That's why members of this industry have spent literally hundreds
of millions of dollars on the electric car.

The fact is that our

member companies know how to make electric vehicles today.

What

they don't know yet is how to make an affordable battery which
will meet consumer needs.

The batteries available for electric

vehicles today fall short of consumer needs.

If we were to

an electric vehicle today, it would probably run on lead acid
batteries, carry two people less than 100 miles on a hot Los
Angeles day, and be extremely high in cost to the consumer.
market studies show that few people would buy them.

And

Even with one

of the most advanced experimental power packs, the sodium sulfur
battery, operating cost in 1998 would be unacceptable to most
drivers.

It would be like telling a driver he needs a $15,000 gas

tank for his car.
every few years.

A $15,000 gas tank that has to be replaced
A $15,000 gas tank that holds the range

equivalent of three .gallons of gasoline.

A three-gallon tank that

takes eight hours to refill.
Now to try to solve this problem, our member companies have
form United States Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC) .

In this

effort, carried out in concert with the US Department of Energy
and the Electric Power Research Institute, is an attempt to find a
breakthrough in battery technology with the research commitment of
a quarter of a billion dollars.

Let me quote what USABC has to

say about the current state of battery technology.

"At this time,

the USABC's best judgment is that a mid-term battery is not
feasible for low-volume production to meet the 2% mandate by 1998.
First, none of the mid-term batteries has yet to meet all of the
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targets.

Some are close on individual parameters.

terms of battery life and cost.

All fail in

Secondly, even assuming

feasibility could be established for all targets, the last major
program, the Eagle picture nickel iron battery, was estimated to
take 50 months from the time a battery was proven out as to
meeting the basic performance parameters to volume production.
And that was based on pilot plant experiences.

To meet the 1998

mandate, the ground-breaking on the pilot plant should have begun
last June."
In November, the US Department of Energy, which is also part
of the USABC consortium stated,

"The single most important

technological obstacle facing the auto industry in placing
electric vehicles in the California market by 1998, is the lack of
a low-cost battery that provides adequate acceleration power and
travels a minimum distance of 100 miles before recharging becomes
necessary".
Clearly, we have a challenge that has not been met.
Mandating or forcing electric vehicles in the market before they
are consumer-acceptable could actually hurt consumers, the
environment, and the future of electric vehicles.

The fact is the

current generation of electric vehicles would be high in cost.

In

order to sell these vehicles, some have suggested that
manufacturers subsidize them in some manner.

For example, by

raising the price of gasoline-powered vehicles to new car buyers,
increasing the cost of motor vehicles would slow vehicle turnover
which means that more high-polluting vehicles would stay on the
road longer.

Ironically, forcing electric vehicles on the market
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before they are ready would hurt air quality.

Finally, if we're

not careful, premature introduction could delay development of
electric vehicles for a very long time.

History shows us what

happens to technologies when they are not ready or acceptable for
consumers.

The industry made substantial investments in diesel

and rotary engines only to have them rejected by consumers.

The

government required auto makers to provide ignition interlock
safety belts which triggered a consumer backlash and later a
repeal of the requirement.

Where are these technologies today?

The same thing could happen to electric vehicles.
If we build them, will they come?
multi-billion question.

That's still the

But we continue to look for a

break-through battery as well other technologies in order to
improve California's air quality.

To be successful, that

technology needs to tie into consumer needs and be in synch with
the marketplace.

The bottom line, technology breakthroughs and

consumer acceptance should dictate market opportunity rather than
arbitrary sales mandates.

In the meantime, America's car

companies want to work with California to examine if there are
real market mechanisms which can be used to help improve air
quality.

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

What market mechanisms would you recommend to

improve our air quality?
MR. CARD:

First of all, you have to demonstrate that there

are technologies that are acceptable in the marketplace at a value
and cost the consumers can afford.
opportunities.

That would create market

Clearly, we've seen marketing take place in areas
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where people didn't think it would.

In safety, for example.

I

think the same could happen with regard to some of the new
technologies, hybrid technologies, by-fuel technologies, or in
electric vehicles.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

You said you wanted to work with California.

What would you recommend to California, then, if you don't like
the ZEV mandate?
MR. CARD:

Take a look at the big picture and help solve the

air quality problems that exist by taking a look at the big
picture.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. CARD:

By doing what?

Specifically.

There are scrappage programs would help to turn

over vehicles very quickly.

Those create market opportunities.

That one example.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
reconciling here.

Mr. Card, I'm having a little trouble
Ms. Levin just is naive, optimistic, doesn't

understand what she's talking about, the battery doesn't exist,
or ...
MR. CARD:

She's appropriately optimistic, but she's not

addressing today's problem.

She's finding a solution for

tomorrow, but that solution has been absent.
working with Ms. Levin's program.
consortium.

USABC has been

In fact, they're part of the

That battery that she talked about is not ready for

mass production nor for the consumer.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Today.

But if don't have something like the

ZEV mandate, how do you get it ready for 1998?
same attitude that brought us airbags?
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Do we rely on the

MR. CARD:
mandated.

First of all, airbags came before they were

But ...

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Airbags were available in 1974 and it wasn't

until they were mandated in the mid-80's that they were widely
available.

Even now they are coming more widely available.

MR. CARD:

There were technology changes that took place

during that same period of time, as well, that did a lot for the
airbag to be deployed in a safer manner and a more predictable
way.

But technology is very important.

legislator.

I used to be a

I served in the Massachusetts House of

Representatives.

And I realized it was quite exciting to pass

laws, but no legislature has found a way to change the laws of
physics or change the laws of chemistry.

We are bumping up

against a mandate that is challenging the laws of physics and
chemistry.

Our industries are very deeply committed to try to

find the envelope of opportunity to bring new technologies to the
market place.

But the reality is, the 1998 mandate would require

production in significant ways of batteries today.

We have not

even found significant battery production opportunities put on
lines such as they would produce viable batteries to meet consumer
expectations in the market place by 1998.

We're getting very

close to the drop dead dime line for our production facilities to
actually produce product.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

What is that drop dead date in your

estimation?
MR. CARD:

Well, the normal time it takes an automobile from

design to market place--the quickest is about 36 months.
-
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And that

is very, very fast.

It usually is more like five years.

So we

are right now bumping up against a practical concern of having
batteries available in wide numbers that are known to be safe, can
meet consumer expectations, and I just don't think it's going to
happen with an arbitrary mandate of sales in a market place.
Instead, it has to happen by pushing the envelope of technology
which our three-member companies are doing, as are automobile
manufacturers around the world, as are other, I'm going to say,
industrial opportunities that we see in the energy business
pushing to find that solution.

But the solution has not been

found.
ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

But in some cases, and I tend to agree

with your assessment on technology at the present time, but by the
same token sometimes technology can be pulled a little bit.
see that every day.
that every year.

We

Particularly in my previous business, we did

With the right incentive, with the right

motivation, with the right kick in the pants, if you will,
technology can be advanced at a little faster rate than a normal
evolutionary process.

I guess that's what trying to take place

here is to motivate that technology advancement.

I'm not

suggesting one side of the fence or the other, that I may be
pushing, but I know that technology can be moved in that
direction.
MR. CARD:

Well, there are a number of things happening where

America's car companies are pushing the envelope of technology.
First of all, they've made tremendous investments.
see a return on those investments.
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They want to

Those monies that have already

been placed outside of those companies into these consortia to try
to find solutions, so there is an incentive there to get a return
on those investments.

Additionally, they have joined with the

federal government in something called the new generation vehicle,
where there are significant commitments of resources trying to
find a new paradigm, if you will, of personal mobility.
there are real commitments.
market place.

And so

But there is also interest in the

And probably the market place will drive solutions

faster than anyone else.

We know that the first automobile

company that introduces a viable electric vehicle into the market
place with a battery that meets consumer expectations is likely to
do quite well.

America's car companies understand that and they

are pushing very hard to be the first ones to break into that
market place.

But we've seen very bad examples of when technology

was introduced to the market place before it was consumer
acceptable.
that happen.

Then technology just died.

We can't afford to have

We also have to recognize that the economy in this

country is very important.
is stable and growing.

We want to make sure that the economy

And America's car companies are leading

the way in restoring our economy to viability.

That's why 19 out

of every 20 jobs in the economy today in the automobile sector are
from America's car companies.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Just to clarify to people in the audience,

panel three which deals with regulators in the environmental
community, we're going to put off until we get closer to that
topic because we're still going to complete this panel on the ZEV
mandate.

Then do the second panel on reformulated gasoline.
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I

mention that now in case anyone's waiting, but also because Mr.
Card made reference in his statement to the US Department of
Energy and talking about their concerns.

I want to point out

there's a letter that has been circulated to Committee members
from the Environmental Protection Agency, on the other hand, that
strongly supports California's ZEV mandate as part of what's in
their federal implementation plan.

Also the President made very

clear comments on that same regard, along that same line last
December in Canoga Park in support of California ZEV mandate.
ASSEMBLYMAN TED WEGGELAND:

interesting a few moments ago.
clarify or expand on that.

Mr. Card, you said something
I wonder if you might be able to

You mentioned that the cost of

producing conventional automobiles may increase to compensate for
the cost associated with electric vehicles.
figures?

Can you point to any

How much you expect the cost of conventional automobiles

to rise as a result of that?
MR. CARD:

First of all, there are some who are suggesting

that.

We'll have someone from DRI that might want to talk about

that.

But there have been discussions that I have heard outside

of the automobile industry that show that there may be significant
investments necessary to generate the purchase of a vehicle that
is not consumer acceptable.

Those investments would constitute a

larger cost for a broader segment of the population.
ASSEMBLYMAN WEGGELAND:

The reason I ask is that I'm familiar

with at least one study that I thought put the amount at somewhere
over $4,000 per vehicle.

Now is probably 10 or 15 years out, but

that was extraordinary to me.
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MR. CARD:

Because of the anti-trust prohibitions against

companies conveying cost and pricing information, I'm not able to
give you any figures from America's car companies.

But there are

some who have suggested that there would cost added to traditional
vehicles if the cost of an electric vehicle were far beyond that
which consumers would be willing to pay.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

A number of the Committee members have left

to go to San Francisco for the Speaker's Education Summit.
of us are waiting to go later.

Some

That's why you've seen members

coming in and out through the course of the day.

We'd like now to

ask Greg Dana whose the Vice President for Automobile Importers of
America to testify.
MR. GREG DANA:

Dana.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Gregory

I'm Vice President and Technical Director of the

Association of International Automobile Manufacturers.

AIM is a

trade association representing companies that sell passenger cars
and light trucks in the United States that are manufactured both
here and abroad.

If I may make a slight correction.

be the Automobile Importers of America.

We used to

The change to the name

International simply reflects the fact that we now have numerous
production facilities here in the United States.

I might add that

we have two manufacturing facilities here in California and we
also have over 50% of the vehicles sales in this state from our
vehicles producers.

So I think you can see that California is a

very important state to us.
Let me begin by saying that AIM supports California's clean
air objectives.

We recognize the fact that Southern California
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has the worst air quality in the United States.

We're willing to

do our part to help try and address that problem.

Our members

have long been in the forefront of the development of advanced
emission control technology and we continue that effort today.

We

believe that striving for clean air is simply good public policy
and when industry and government can work together towards that
goal, everyone will benefit.
Let me assure you that our members have committed significant
resources towards the development of advanced technologies in
order to meet the requirements of the LEV program.

These include

the expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars on advanced
controlled technology, development of alliances with battery
research development and manufacturing companies, relationships
with utilities to look at natural gas and the feasibility of
electric vehicles, additional projects looking at other
alternative fuels and power sources, such as hydrogen, propane,
reformulated gasoline and hybrid vehicles.

Finally, we've done

significant amounts of market research to look at the consumer
acceptability of such alternatives.
The zero-emission vehicle mandate of the LEV program is
extremely challenging.

In spite of this difficult challenge, our

members are committed to meeting any requirement placed upon them
by law or regulation.

However, and let me stress this point very

strongly, we believe that substantial breakthroughs in technology
are needed for these products to be commercially viable.

I'm not

talking just about the basic batteries that power the vehicle, but
also other ancillary systems used in the vehicle such as braking,
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heating and air conditioning systems and others.

At this time,

our members plan to work jointly with the Air Resources Board 1n
reviewing the state of technology development in the coming
months.

We plan to discuss that with the Board at the time of the

review they planned for this May.

The issues that need to be

discussed at this time are very important and technically very
complex.

We believe it is appropriate to continue working at this

level with the regulators on this issue.

At this point and time,

we are not seeking any action by this committee or Legislature on
this issue.

At least not while the regulatory negotiations

continue with the Air Resources Board.

That finishes my remarks.

I'd be happy to take any questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN KNIGHT:

Thank you Mr. Dana.

If you'll notice,

this is the first time that there is a Republic majority on the
Transportation Committee.

I believe our next presenter will be

Mr. Montgomery.
MR. DAVID MONTGOMERY:
pleasure to be here today.
to you.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

It's a

I appreciate the opportunity to speak

I'm David Montgomery and I'm Vice President of Charles

River Associates.

I'm here today to present to you the results of

a study that was recently completed under my direction at DRI
McGraw-Hill, and Charles River Associates where we worked together
on the analysis of the costs, the effects, and the economics
impacts of California's alternative vehicle and fuel programs.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Clarify something for me if you will, please.

(break in tape)
MR. MONTGOMERY:

I thought I'd begin by describing a bit
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about what we did in the study and then outline some of the
results.
California has taken essentially two approaches to reducing
motor vehicle emissions.

One is a set of performance standards

directed at the emissions themselves and now those embodied in the
emissions standards that will progressively become tighter for new
vehicles moving toward low-emission vehicles and
ultra-low-emission vehicles and focuses on tail pipe emissions and
makes any vehicle which can meet those standards is a candidate to
compete in the market.

Similarly, standards for cleaner burning

gasoline which will also reduce emissions in conjunction with the
vehicles.

We analyzed the cost of the effectiveness in some of

the impacts of this package of programs.

There's another set of

programs which this hearing has concentrated on today of mandates
for the sales of electric vehicles and subsidies for alternative
fuel vehicles in California.
Let me turn first to, perhaps the best summary of our results
which is on the cost-effectiveness of these mandates and how that
compares to the other programs in California reducing emissions
through the tail pipe emissions standards and cleaner burning
gasoline.

We concluded that electric vehicle mandates are much

less cost effective than the California emission standards.

That

the electric vehicle mandates would have a cost of somewhere
between $50,000 and $300,000 for every ton of hydrocarbon plus nox
that they remove.

But this is at least three to ten times the

cost per ton of reducing emissions through the LEV and ULEV
standards and through cleaner burning gasoline.
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In doing these

estimates, we worked together with Sierra Research, we used the
California Air Resources Board's own MFAX7 Model, we took into
account things like the deterioration of gasoline-powered vehicles
on the road, tried to come up with the fairest estimate of
emissions that we could.

The second topic we looked at was the

subject of subsidies in the State of California.
substantial number of programs.

There are a

We relied again on research done

by Sierra Research which I will provide copies of this to the
Committee after my testimony, which look about 55 existing
programs which at current funding levels would cost either
taxpayers or rate payers in California something like $2.2 billion
in total between 1992 and 1998 in support of alternative-fueled
vehicles and electric vehicles in various ways.

The sum could

reach $3 billion by 2010 if current funding levels just for the
electric utility and gas utility rate base proposals are
continued.

These subsidies are in addition to the efforts that

were described earlier nationwide through the advanced battery
consortium to develop heat technologies for electric vehicles.
Let me turn now to some of the reasons for the lower cost
effectiveness that we conclude at the higher cost per ton removed
that we concluded characterizes electric vehicles versus
approaches which concentrate on cleaner burning gasoline and motor
vehicle standards.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

Could I ask you a question on your very

first statement that it was considerably more--10 times--expensive
to proceed with the zero-emission car than remove pollutants out
of the air than other methods.

But doesn't even a greater cost
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assume that the electric car would in Fact be used.

If in fact

you're producing something that virtually no one will use, I don't
understand how you can draw the conclusion that you get away ...

I

mean if the thing doesn't work then how can it be compared to
something else that does work?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

We assume that the vehicles would be

produced with the technology that was available in 1998 or 2010
and that manufacturers would price them relative to conventional
vehicles in a way that would lead to consumer purchases of the
targeted amount--2% up to 10%.

We also concluded that that would

require a substantial increase in the price of conventional
vehicles in order to make it possible to sell electric vehicles at
the same price that a comparable conventional vehicle would be
sold at.

That's the source of the estimate of from $400 to $4,400

per car in 2010 as being the added cost on all new vehicle
purchases of the electric vehicles.

But it is true.

We are

assuming in this case that the electric vehicles are comparable in
every way to the gasoline-powered vehicles that they would be
replacing.

And that's probably an assumption which is overly

generous from what I've heard from the automobile manufacturers
and others of what the actual range, capacity, and other
attributes of electric vehicles would be.
The cost of vehicles is the next one that I should turn to.
In our analyses, we looked at the range of the literature
estimating the cost of producing electric vehicles.

We had

discussions with automobile manufacturers and relied on some of
our own studies.

It appears there that even by 2010, it would
-
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cost at least ten times as much to the added cost of electric
vehicle compared to a conventional vehicle would be at least ten
times what it costs to move from a current car that's being
produced to a low-emission vehicle or an
ultra-low-emission-vehicle.

So it's about a factor of ten

difference there in the cost of manufacturing a vehicle to meet
the standards.

As far as emissions go, the reduction in emissions

that we estimate as coming from electric vehicles is only about
10% to 20% of the reduction in emissions that we would see that we
estimate from the combination of California emission standards and
cleaner burning gasoline.

So if we put those two together, it

pretty much explains our conclusions about cost-effectiveness--a
much higher cost for the vehicle, a much lower total reduction in
emissions compared to the LEV and ULEV program and California's
Phase II to reformulated gasoline.

I touched on the point of what

would happen to new car prices in order for manufacturers to
recover the cost of producing these vehicles and still sell them
in the market place.
What this higher cost is likely to do is retard new car
sales.

That is one of the ways in which the electric vehicle

programs might actually retard progress on reducing emissions, at
least in the earlier years, because reducing new car sales reduces
the turnover of the fleet.

Turnover of the fleet with very clean

new cars coming in and very much higher emitting old cars going
out is a really important part of the process of reducing
emissions in total.

And slowing new car sales slows that process.

These were our efforts to look at the costs and the effects on
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emissions of these programs.
We then turned to the subject of what the electric vehicle
program could mean for the California economy.

The conclusions we

reached on this are quite different from what others have asserted
today.

We conclude the electric vehicle mandates would mean less

jobs not more.

Let me back up one step to talk about this.

It's

no question that the California economy has suffered over the last
few years.

Some of the reasons for that have had to do with

defense cutbacks, base closing, and other things happening outside
California.

But an important part in the DRI, McGraw-Hill

analysis of California is that the higher cost of doing business
in California have had an important affect on California's
economic performance.

What the electric vehicle mandates would do

is raise that cost of living and cost of doing business in
California.

We see that as lowing employment, lowering wages, and

lowering the standard of living in California.

The added costs to

the fuels and vehicles--all the programs of emissions standard for
all cars, of bringing electric vehicles in, would cost something
between $2-9 billion in the year 2010.

That expenditure gives no

increase ....
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

That's not the ZEV mandate alone.

You're not

maintaining that I don't believe.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

No.

The ZEV mandate is responsible for

about two-thirds of those costs.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

And it's responsible for that, how?

You come

to this conclusion, how?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Through the added cost of manufacturing
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vehicles to meet the ZEV mandate compared to what it would have
cost to manufacture the same number of vehicles meeting the
emission standards that are required of manufacturers under the
LEV and ULEV program.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Do you believe California can meet the clean

air act mandate simply by doing that?
MR. MONTGOMERY:
cases.

We've actually looked at two different

In one of the cases the electric vehicles we assumed

that ...
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

That wasn't the question I asked.

The

question I asked was a simple yes or no question which was under
the scenario you created which is,

'We don't do anything with the

ZEVs, we just buy all these new cars that are coming out that are
so nifty.

Can California meet U.S. clean air act mandates?

Yes

or No.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

I think there are ways in which equivalent

emission reductions could be generated through either changing the
mix of LEVs and ULEVs in the fleet, or through alternative
programs such as the scrappage programs directed toward high
emitters.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. MONTGOMERY:

So the answer was no.
No.

I don't think the answer was No.

There

are other programs that could achieve the same emissions ....
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
the question I asked.

But that's not what you stated and that's not
What I asked specifically was, you

contended that California ought to simply continue to let the auto
manufacturers make cleaner running cars and reduce the emission
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through the development of those new car technologies/ not a ZEV
program.

And my question was given that alternative as you set

out 1 could California meet the clean air act goals?
MR. MONTGOMERY:
set out.

Yes or no.

That was not exactly the alternative that I

I was trying to compare the costs of those two programs.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Since those were the only two you were

comparing/ I asked you

1

based on those two that you chose to

compare.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Two programs that we were comparing had

emission reductions of about 70 1 000 tons due to the California
emission standards 1 and an additional 61000 to 17/000 tons due to
the introduction of electric vehicle mandates as part of those
standards.

I believe it would be possible to find 6 1 000 to 17 1 000

tons of emission reduction through/ as I said 1 either a
rebalancing of the LEV and ULEV standards.

That certainly follows

from the arithmetic of what we were doing or from programs that
I Ve looked at in other contexts like the scrappage program.

But

1

anything beyond that is actually beyond the scope of what we did.
We did not go through modeling compliance with the air quality
regulations/ so I can 1 t address that.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

OK 1

we can do this easier.

let me try something else then.

See if

You said that you thought that California

taxpayers would pay $2.2 billion for the ZEV requirements.

Is

that correct?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Actually 1 the $2.2 billion is for the

subsidy programs which are currently in effect through the year
1998.

That $2.2 billion is composed in large part of
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demonstration programs for a range of vehicles, about $.5 billion
is accounted for by the rate basing at electric and gas utilities
as incentives for vehicles, some of which will be for compressed
natural gas vehicles, and the remainder are expenditures for
places like LA County mass transit district for electrification of
existing bus lines.

The expenditures for electric vehicles would

be over and above those.

They would be mostly incurred in 1998 to

2000 timeframe as the vehicle mandates increase.
much larger numbers.

And those are

They run up to as much as $6 or $7 billion a

year.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

So, that $2.2 billion is no part of the ZEV

mandate, then?
MR. MONTGOMERY:
I

That's not part of the ZEV mandate beyond
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CHAIRMAN KATZ:

OK, I just wanted to clarify that.

Also, for

my own clarification, you did some similar kind of work for OTC?
MR. MONTGOMERY:
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. MONTGOMERY:
if there was.

I did not.
McGraw-Hill DRI?
It was before my time there.

I'm not sure

It's not something I can speak of now.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I don't know if it was done before your time

or not, but according to a February 14 letter from the Northeast
States for Coordinated Air Use Management, DRI McGraw-Hill did a
study of similar nature based on, for their consideration, which
they totally rejected and basically found no value in.

Just in

case you're interested.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Not everything was going on under my
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jurisdiction ...
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I didn't say it was your fault.

MR. MONTGOMERY:
ozone ...

The study that was being done for the

There was a study which was embarked on at DRI which I

did not participate in which addressed the subject of the
availability of reformulated gasoline for New York State.
the only on-going study that I can think of.

It's

And that's a

completely different topic from the one we are dealing with here.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
the study.
Economic

I think I'm speaking to the credibility of

The study, by the way, was called,

'Assessing the

of Eastern States Adopting California's Low-Emission

Vehicle Program'.

Just for your reference.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

Can I ask a question?

You talk about a

two to nine billion dollar cost for implementing the electric
vehicle mandate.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

That was for all of the programs--the

electric vehicle mandates, plus the other emission controls.

The

electric vehicles is about $1-7 billion, taking just the electric
vehicles.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

The reason I ask you about that is that

seems like a huge variance.

It's not like two to three billion,

it's like two to nine billion.

Why is it so difficult, why is

there such a range in the variance?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Because there is so much uncertainty about

both the technology and the extent of the programs that might be
involved.

That on the technology side, we took estimates at one

end from the optimistic range of literature that saw out
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there--the low end of the National Petroleum Council estimate of
what electric vehicles cost.

At the high end of the range, we

took, in consultation with the auto manufacturers, we looked at
the cost goals of the Advanced Battery Consortium and the vehicle
designs that it would take to make those acceptable to ten or
twenty percent of the market.
different cost.

On that basis came up with a very

There just is a very wide range there.

not trying to say,

We were

"We know the answer of what in 2010 exactly an

electric vehicle will cost".
If I could make two or three other points to wrap up the
economic analysis side of the testimony.

We were starting out

with the added cost of manufacturing vehicles.

That's the cost

that would be borne by California.residents and consumers.
Spending that higher cost on electric vehicles means the consumers
have less to spend on everything else.

That turns into job loss

in California which we estimate at somewhere between 50,00 and
150,000 jobs in the year 2010 due to these combined programs,
lower wages for those who remain, adding to a drop in personal
income in California of $5 to $15 billion.

In the process of

developing these estimates, we again were talking to companies and
reached the conclusion, based both on those discussions and other
work that had been done at DR! on the location of auto production
that it's very unlikely that these vehicles would be manufactured
in California.

They're likely to be manufactured where it's

cheapest to manufacture them and that means where there are
existing plants, which they have capacity that could used for
these kinds of relatively small production runs, where there are
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engineering design facilities close by for dealing with problems/
and particularly where there are a lot of workers who are now
currently furloughed and can come be put back to work at nearly no
cost to the auto companies.

So I suspect that even the jobs for

vehicles themselves would not appear here in California.

They

would be manufactured where they would be cheapest.
Putting this all together--as an economist/ my assessment is
that it violates basic economic principles/ that a state can make
itself better off and boost the economy from regulatory programs
that raise the cost of doing business in the state and the cost of
living.

That 1 s what electric mandates would do and they would do

it with far smaller emissions benefits than other less costly
programs that are now in place.
I m prepared/ I think/ to answer any other questions that you
1

might have.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

Can you be more specific about how are

these jobs lost in California?
1001000.

The figure/

I think/ was over

Be specific and tell me how are those jobs lost?

there in the dealerships or ...
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Out

Can you explain that?

Jobs are lost because there is less income

to go around in California to buy goods and services after this
higher expenditure for electric vehicles is deducted.

That a

large portion of the spending on the electric vehicles--all these
higher costs--are likely to go support jobs outside California and
the money will go outside the state.
state/ first of all
services.

1

What remains inside the

will come out of spending on local goods and

That has a certain multiplier effect as those
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industries decline.
economic activity.

That's the primary driver of the reduction in
At best, what we can see is that a dollar that

was spent on an electric vehicle and on a job is not spent on
another good produced in California.

So the best you can ever

expect out of a program like this is that it would be a wash on
jobs because it doesn't create anymore income in California.

All

it does is direct California residents to spend more of their
income on vehicles and they have less to spend on something else.
So if their job's in one place, they have to come away from jobs
and another place.

But it appears that overall many of those jobs

for producing the electric vehicles which California residents
would be mandated to buy.

But those jobs would be outside

California, so there would be a net loss in jobs in California.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

You have a cost by year 2010 of $4,400

in estimate more per car.
without dates on them.

I've seen different figures, of course,

I assume they were in this century of

anywhere from $400 to $1,500 more per car.

I've read some in auto

magazines that if it were spead all over the United States, it
would be around $500 per car.
might be $1,500 per car.

If it were in California alone, it

Could you explain how you come up with

this $4,400 per car?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

The high end of our range was based on a

scenario in which we assumed that the electric mandates were
increased to 20% of new vehicle sales as has been proposed by the
South Coast Air Quality Management District as a way of finding
additional emission reductions.
CHAIMAN KATZ:

That's not a mandate, that's not a regulation.
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That's just like a concept paper tossed out by South Coast Air
Quality Management District, right?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Yes.

That was our high case.

The mid case

was for the 10%.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

But all the other numbers that we've had so

far from you are based on the worst case scenario.

None of the

jobs being located in California; all of the money being spent out
of California, right?
MR. MONTGOMERY:

Those at the high end of the range, the low

end of the range that I've cited sometimes has been based on other
assumptions.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. MONTGOMERY:

That's what I thought.
The way we calculated that was for the $400

case, we assumed that electric vehicles would cost $4,000 more
than conventional vehicles and that they would be 10% of the
market.

We also concluded that the auto manufacturers would not

be able to spead those costs on sales outside California.

The

competitive forces would prevent them from doing that because it's
only on condition of doing business in California that some
percentage of sales be electric vehicles.
quite simple.
vehicles sales.

So that calculation is

$4,000 added cost spead across for 10% of the
When you spread that across 100% of the vehicle

sales, it becomes $400 per vehicle.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

So you chose to ignore the OTC action.

You

said none of that cost would be spread outside of California.
MR. MONTGOMERY:

It would end up virtually the same if the

OTC took the same action, because the additional vehicles produced
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for the OTC would also have an additional cost.

That would have

to be paid by somebody ....
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

So in your mind there's never an economy of

scale just because you don't like the concept.
MR. MONTGOMERY: No, there are some economies of scale.

But

they appear mostly to apply to the manufacturing of vehicles.
We've actually taken into account quite substantial economies of
scale in manufacturing.

But as other witnesses have pointed out,

the primary cost component is in batteries.

In batteries, the

issue on costs appears to be the development of the technology and
whether or not there is a technology break through rather than a
question of the rates of production for the batteries.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

OK.

Thank you very much.

The second part of

this lengthy exercise that we're going to deal with, and again my
apologies to people who have been waiting for members who have
gone to the Education Summit or ..

I'd like to ask to come

forward, Miss Jackie Schafer who is the Chairperson for the Air
Resources Board, Mr. Robert Trunek who is the Senior Vice
President, Manufacturing Engineering and Technology at ARCO,
Carolyn Green, the Director of Government Affairs for Ultramar,
and Jeff Irvin, the President of California Independent Oil
Marketers Association.

After this panel concludes anyone else who

wants to add something that we haven't covered today, keeping in
mind that when Mr. Richter's bills and other bills come forward,
we will have more than enough opportunity to do this all over
again, can feel free to come forward and make comments.
JACQUELINE SCHAFER:

Good afternoon, Assemblyman Katz.
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I am

Jacqueline Schafer, Chairwoman of the California Air Resources
Board.

I'm pleased to participate in today's hearing on

California's plan for clean vehicles and fuel.

I understand that

the Committee is primarily interested in having my testimony on
the transition to reformulated gasoline.

As this committee is

well aware, however, California's plan for clean vehicles and
fuels is an integrated and mutually-dependent program.

It is

almost impossible to discuss one part in isolation from the
others.

I would, therefore, like to begin by placing the process

for introducing reformulated gasoline into this larger
perspective.

And I assure you, Mr. Chairman, that I will

summarize my full prepared statement.
Recognizing that motor vehicles remain the single largest
contributor to California's air pollution problem, the Air
Resources Board in 1990 adopted the low-emission vehicle clean
fuels program.

For the first time, motor vehicles and the fuels

that are used in motor vehicles are treated as an integrated
system.

The ARB's approach is founded on several important

principles.

First, the program is fuel-neutral.

It accommodates

a variety of alternative fuels, such as compressed natural gas and
methanol, as well as cleaner gasoline which we call Phase II
reformulated gasoline.

Second, the program is performance-based.

That is, it does not specify a particular emission control
technology.

Rather, it sets new performance standards for tail

pipe emissions for motor vehicles.

Manufacturers choose which

combinations of vehicle technology and or clean fuel to use.
Thus, the program encourages the broadest range of technological
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improvements to current emission control systems.

The regulation

also establishes a decline in fleet average standard for
non-methane organic gases, a hydrocarbon standard.

Automobile

manufacturers may then use any combination of low-emission
vehicles, the TLEVs, LEVs, ULEVs, and ZEVs that you heard about
earlier today.

And conventional vehicles to meet the fleet

average standard.

Third, this program is technology forcing.

Because the air quality in California is so severe, the ARB also
adopted a mandate for zero-emission vehicles as part of the
law-emission vehicle regulation.

The ARB regulation stays in the

ZEV requirement gradually giving manufacturers a eight-year lead
time.

The mandate requires, beginning in model year 1998, that

two percent of the passenger cars and light duty trucks offered
for sale in California be year large manufacturer must be ZEVs
with that percentage increasing to five percent by 2001 and ten
percent by 2003.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency granted a
waiver of federal preemption for California's low-emission vehicle
program in January of 1993, and the first low-emission vehicles
were offered for sale in the 1994 model year.

At the Air

Resoruces Board's hearing at which these regulations were adopted,
the Board also adopted a resolution which called for the bienniel
review of this program.

Our executive officer was directed to

report to the Board, first by the spring of 1992 and thereafter at
least biennially, on the status of implementing this program.

The

regulated public and other interested parties must be consulted in
preparing the reports and must be provided an opportunity to make
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oral and written comments to the Board in connection with these
reports.

The first review was held in June of 1992, at which time

the Board determined the low-emission vehicle program was on
track.

I've directed the executive officer to complete the second

review of the program and present the staff's report to the Board
on this coming May.

The ARB will review progess on the

feasibility and cost issues for low-emission vehicles and for
zero-emission vehicles.
Turning to reformulated gasoline, the Board adopted the
reformulated gasoline regulations, Phase II regulations, in order
to help auto manufacturers meet the stringent vehicle emission
standards at lower cost to the consumer.

Without this cleaner

burning fuel, auto makers would have to apply more technology at
greater cost to reach the low-emission vehicle standards.

The

secheduled introduction date for the Phase II reformulated
gasoline is March 1, 1996.

In addition to contributing to the

low-emission vehicle performance standard for new cars, the
reformulated gasoline regulation will significantly reduce
emissions from existing mobile sources.

We estimate that the 1996

on-road vehicle exhaust emissions of oxides of nitrogen will be
reduced by 110 tons per day and volitile organic compound
emissions will be reduced by 230 tons per day.
These emissions reductions will be achieved at a cost that is
approximately one-third to one-half of the cost that California's
industry would have to pay for a comparable magnitude of emissions
reduc~ions

from stationary sources.

This is because virtually all

significant industrial sources have been or shortly will be
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well-controlled.
costs.

And additional controls would come at far higher

Achieving major reductions in pollution from cars and

trucks is the only realistic path to follow for California to
achieve healthful air quality.

Perhaps most compelling in this

reformulated gasoline progrm is the fact that the air quality
benefits begin as soon as the regulations take effect.

Unlike the

gradual reductions in emissions that occur as older cars wear out
and are replaced by new, cleaner running cars, all 20 million or
so cars on the road in California will pollute much less after the
reformulated gasoline is introduced.

On average, each car will

emit 15% less hydrocarbons and 10% less oxides of nitrogen.

While

the Board adopted the regulation because of its significant air
quality benefits, we also recognized that it imposes substantial
costs.

These costs will be borne ultimately by the consumers.

Those individuals, businesses and agencies that purchase gasoline.
At the time this rule was adopted, the ARB estimated that
reformulated gasoline would cost refiners between 12 and 17 cents
more per gallon to manufacture than today's gasoline.

Because

these costs are so substantial, we continue to work closely with
refiners as this rule is implemented to lower the capital and
production costs of making this fuel wherever possible.

Our aim

is to ensure an orderly transition as reformulated gasoline enters
the market place and to investigate any potential problems
associated with the use of reformulated gasoline and to identify
practical solutions to be applied prior to its introduction.
Specifically, we will be working with refiners to assure that
together they are ready to produce the new fuel on time and in
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sufficient quantities.

We will pursue testing to reduce the risk

that reformulated gasoline may cause or contribute to mechanical
problems.

And three, we will consult gasoline users and other

affected parties to develop plans to ensure a smooth transition to
reformulated gasoline, including contingency plans to respond to
unforeseen situations that could arise.

My written testimony

details these activities so I will highlight just a few at this
time.
We have requested all refiners to provide us with their
preliminary estimates of the volumes of reformulated gasoline that
they will have the capability to produce and the volumes that they
expect to produce in 1996.

We and the California Energy

Commission have requested periodic updates of this information and
will publish estimated volumes that will be produced in 1996, as
well as the projected demand for gasoline.

We soon will establish

an interdisciplinary group that will include fuel producers,
vehicle manufacturers, end users, gasoline marketers, fleet
operators, auto associations, and others to identify and address
specific concerns with the introduction of reformulated gasoline.
We will work with all interested parties to develop a program to
conduct performance testing of vehicles using reformulated
gasoline.

We have already written to gasoline producers, gasoline

marketers, vehicle manufacturers, and after-market parts
manufacturers, soliciting information that they may have already
developed regarding the evaluation of engine performance with
reformulated gasoline, as well as fuel compatibility with various
engine materials.
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We will develop consumer education information to keep the
general public properly informed and prepared for implementation
of this regulation.

Consumers should feel confident that ample

supplies of fuel will be available and that the fuel would perform
as it should.

Since the public will ultimately bear the

additional cost of the reformulated gasoline, we also think the
consumers would appreciate knowing that the price they pay at the
pump includes meaningful improvements in air quality.
Returning again to the point I raised earlier concerning the
price, I've noted that the additional cost to produce this
reformulated gasoline was originally estimated at between 12 and
17 cents per gallon.

In an effort to achieve significant savings

in the cost to produce this gasoline, we are in the final stages
of developing a

model that will allow refiners to use

alternative reformulations.

Application of this model will

preserve the emission benefits of our rule, but will increased
production capability and reduced production costs.
In conclusion,! would like to reassert that motor vehicles
and their fuels are principle focus of our work at the California
Air Resource Board because motor vehicles are the single, greatest
source of air pollution in this state.

When the Board adopted the

low-emission vehicle program in 1990, inherent in the design of
those regulations was the conclusion that the use of cleaner fuels
including improvements in the composition of gasoline, along with
the application of advanced emission control hardware, achieves
the greatest possible reductions in motor vehicle emissions.
Taken as a whole, this comprehensive strategy constitutes
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California's plan for clean vehicles and fuel.

It is a sound

strategy, which when implemented intelligently, promises to
contribute significantly to improving California's air quality and
to strengthening California's economic prosperity.

I look forward

to cooperating with the chairman, Mr. Katz, and all the members of
the Assembly Transportation Committee, as we move ahead with this
plan.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

Thank you, Miss Schafer.

quick observation or point.

Just a real

I hope that we will use the

experiences from the diesel fuel conversion to learn how not to do
something.

My real question would be, how much money is really

being invested by the state in trying to determine the problems
with the mechanics, the engines, so that we can head off the
problems that occurred with diesel fuel?
MISS SCHAFER:

There are a number of efforts for fuel testing

the reformulated gasoline on-going.

There were some that were

conducted at the time the Board adopted the rule.

There are a

number that are going on right now being run by the major
automobile manufacturers, as well as an organization called South
Coast Alternative Fuels Demonstration which is really a coalition
of interested parties that are going to test 21 Federal Express
vans.

We realize there are some limitations to each one of these,

but we think that all together, we should get a lot better handle
on the performance characteristics of the reformulated Phase II
gasoline.

In addition, we had begun discussions with the

automobile and oil company representatives to see how we can go
about conducting more extensive testing of in-use vehicles on
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Phase II reformulated gasoline.

We're optimistic that we'll be

able to develop a comprehensive program to determine whether there
are any problems and develop solutions prior to the introduction
of the fuel in 1996.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

That answers what would have been my

second question, the participation by the major manufacturers.
MISS SCHAFER:

We are working very closely with them, but we

also are expanding the organizations and interests that we
normally would deal with in developing these regulations and
implementing them to include the users of the fuel, marketers,
intermediate marketers, and just broadening our approach beyond
what we did, I believe, in the Phase II reformulated diesel case.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Thank you, Miss Schafer.

If we can move next

to Mr. Trunek, VP, Manufacturing, Engineering and Technology from
ARCO.
MR. ROBERT TRUNEK:

Bob Trunek.

Mr. Chairman, good afternoon.

My name is

Actually I do have a new position as of the first of

February.

I'm now Vice President, Environment, Health and Safety

for ARCO.

I'm probably am testifying partly in my old position

and partly in my new one.

I will also try to brief.

I certainly

don't want to stand in the way of the Committee and the Speaker
and his event in San Francisco.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

We'll just mention when Dan and I aren't

there that it was your fault.
MR. TRUNEK:

I was afraid that might happen.

leader in clean fuels technologies for a long time.

ARCO has been a
We've

participated with California because the state has also been a
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leader for a long time.

I think it's important to note that ARCO

was the firm that introduced the first reformulated gasoline to
the world.

We called it EC for Emission Control One back in 1989,

followed up in 1990 with EC Premium, and we unveiled ECX a short
while afterward.

ECX was really the foundation for, and is very

similar to, the gasoline formulation which was ultimately adopted
by the State of California as Phase II gasoline.
There has been a lot of progress made in fuels and vehicles
in the last 20 years or so.

It was stated earlier today that

emissions from vehicles have been reduced by more than 90%, less
than 10% of what they were just 20 years ago.

Phase II gasoline

represents the next step in that evolution of fuels technology.
Phase II gasoline represents the only strategy available to the
state of California which will on the date of its introduction
immediately and dramatically reduce emissions from the entire
fleet.

There's no other strategy which does that.

At the time of

its introduction, it was estimated that Phase II gasoline was the
equivalent, in terms of emissions reduction, to removing 8 million
car or roughly one third of the vehicles from the roads.

The

Phase II gasoline also provides the most user friendly approach to
meeting the LEV standards for automobile manufacturers.
Phase II gasoline will cost more.
cents a gallon.

It was estimated 12 to 17

Other have estimated up to 23 cents a gallon.

Our own estimates are in the range of CARB's estimate of 12 to 17
cents.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. TRUNEK:

Does Phase II exceed EPA standards?

EPA also has two phases.
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The Phase I standard

for EPA kicks in in '95.
standard.
unknown.

It definitely exceeds the Phase I

Since the Phase II standard is not yet set, it's really
It's expected that Phase II, federal, may be very

similar to Phase II, California.

But that's not known at this

time.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I just mention that.

It's getting sort of

tiresome to exceed federal EPA standards and then when we look at
overall emissions, whether it smog check or something else, not
get recognition for the fact that all of our motorists in
California are paying a whole lot more, whether through the fuel
standards or whether through the California emission only vehicle,
or a number of things.

I'm not questioning it from the standpoint

of improving the air that we all breathe.

It's just frustrating

that the feds can't seem to understand that we seem to be doing
more than anyone else in the country at this point.
MR. TRUNEK:

Mr. Chairman, I couldn't agree with you more.

The air in Los Angeles is twice as clean as it was, has half the
pollutants that it did 20 years ago, and yet there are three times
as many cars.

It is incredible, the job that's been done.

will cost more.

But it

And one of the reasons it will cost more is there

are tremendous investments that are required in refineries in
order to produce it.

Our own company, ARCO, will be investing

well over half a billion dollars in its Los Angeles refinery in
order to produce this fuel.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

That's for the Phase II?

What was your

investment on Phase I?
MR. TRUNEK:

Phase I was over $100 million.
-
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Phase I happens

to be a good step toward meeting California Phase II.

There is a

tremendous amount of money required in order to meet these rules.
On the plus side, I guess from your standpoint, that means
construction jobs.

We will be employing well over 2,000 people in

our refinery during the construction of these facilities.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. TRUNEK:

How long a period of time?

It started last year.

Actually a little bit into '96.

It will run through '95.

There will be some additional

manpower for maintenance and operation beyond that.

The Atlantic

Richfield Company has been one of the major supporters of the
Phase II role since its inception.
it.

We are committed to it.

We've remained committed to

We are somewhat concerned, however,

that perhaps government doesn't share that commitment.

It is

certainly encouraging to hear the commitment that was voiced by
Miss Schafer.
MISS SCHAFER:
MR. TRUNEK:

That was my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
But I have to say that as recently as last week,

one of the actions of the California Air Resources Board casts
some doubt on that.

I'm referring to a variance that was granted

to the diesel rule.

And the question remains:

Does the

commitment for support, does it include the excusing of some
participants from the market place from having to meet those ... ?
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Since you're obviously being polite, I assume

to mean the Tosco variance without the penalty.
MR. TRUNEK:

You hit it.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I was trying not to name companies.

We might as well talk about what we're

talking about and then we can let Miss Schafer respond to that,
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too.
MR. TRUNEK:

Obviously, to the extent that a competitor is

not required to meet the same rule, it has the perverse affect of
rewarding those who fail to comply and punishing those who do.
With the kind of investment that we're talking about here, that's
an untenable situation for any investor.

Californians, I don't

believe, will accept and nor should the ARB tolerate any
relaxation in the rule, its compliance date, or the requirements
for a full industry participation.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
postponed?

Were the Phase II requirements to be delayed,

What that basically means is that companies like

yours--I know ARCO isn't the only one that has gone out and
started to get geared up--but will have spent hundreds of millions
of dollars for something that may not happen or would not happen,
if that were the case, and you might be in the market place
against somebody who just decided to take a pass on it on the
theory that it might get overturned.

So you're out half a

billion, or whatever it is, and they sort of skate, as I assume
the concern both on the Tosco, but on the bigger picture as well.
MR. TRUNEK:

Absolutely.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:
argument.

Dan was just mentioning that was the

When the Committee rejected the Statham bill which

dealt with last year's requirements the argument was, again, going
back to giving business something they can rely on as far as
regulation, and certainly the business climate that we felt that
there were a lot of producers that had spent hundreds of millions
of dollars corning into compliance and that would have rewarded
-
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those who had for whatever reason not stepped up to have delayed
that.

That's why the Committee held the Statham bill.
MR. TRUNEK:

That is precisely our concern.

Testing was

mentioned earlier and let me say that we certainly know that Phase
II gasoline is a new product, and every new product requires
testing before it's introduction.

We at ARCO are coming into this

with already five years of experience in reformulated fuels,
starting with our ECl, as I mentioned earlier.

ECl is not the

same fuel as Phase II gasoline, but it has some of the similar
kinds of components.
We feel very confident that Phase II gasoline will be a
fully-acceptable fuel for all the vehicles for which it is
designed.
be done.

However, that doesn't mean that more testing shouldn't
Miss Schafer mentioned...

Well, first of all the fleet

testing that's being done by Federal Express in which we're
participating--it's a two year program, it's about half way done.
It includes the Phase II gasoline as one of the components of the
test.

We're also participating in other test work that's

on-going, and discussions with both the autos and we'll welcome
the ARB and others.

We'd love to participate in further testing

in order be absolutely certain that we can demonstrate the success
of this fuel.

As I say, we're not concerned about it but we do

not want to leave any stone unturned.
Let me just close.

I'd like to compliment, Mr. Chairman, the

Committee on taking an active interest in this issue.

Obviously,

it's something that is a great concern to fuel suppliers in this
state.

The issues surrounding the introduction of fuel,
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I think,

are very complex, and it's important that they get fully aired.
The most important thing message I'd like to share with you is
that in order to successfully introduce this fuel, it's absolutely
imperative that government stand fast in its requirement both in
terms of specification and in terms of timing, because the
billions of dollars that are being invested here cannot be
successfully invested in the face of regulatory or legislative
shifting or change.

I do think that together we will certainly be

able to move the state forward towards meeting its clean air
objectives.

I'd be happy to take any questions.

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

I appreciate your testimony.

Before we go on

to the last two witnesses, let me ask Miss Schafer to respond on
the Tosco question since that was raised in terms of this
witnesses testimony and also some of the staff work that has been
done.
MISS SCHAFER:

The executive office of the Air Resources

Board did approve the Tosco variance on February 7.

It's

important to understand that the fuel which was the variance fuel
for this purpose is a very clean fuel and comes close to being a
fuel which is certifiable as an alternative fuel formulation.

The

Tosco organization and our own staff agree that when tests are
done which are about to take place if not are underway right now,
that this fuel stands a good chance of being certified as an
acceptable alternative fuel.

In any case, the variance expires no

later than July 15, or 30 days after the new complying fuel is
certified.

The action was taken in part to ensure that we'd

continued sufficient production of diesel so no new disruption in
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the market place would take affect.

No mitigation fee was charged

in this case because of the additional cost associated with the
producing this rather clean fuel which, as I said before, we
believe may come close to certifying as an alternative fuel.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MISS SCHAFER:

What if it doesn't make certification?
Under the agreement, the variance expires no

later than July 15, 1994.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

But you don't go back retroactively and

impose six cents a gallon?
MISS SCHAFER:
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

That's is not part of the variance agreement.
So if it falls short then, and we're just

using this as an example again, I don't know anything about this
fuel.

But if it falls short, then essentially they've received a

six-month window, like no harm, no foul.
MISS SCHAFER:

That would be a correct characterization.

The

other important thing that I want to mention is that in addition
to agreeing to the expiration date of July 15, Tosco has in effect
forfeited its opportunity to seek a waiver in the second and third
year which was part of our variance process up until now.

We

think that they stand a good chance of certifying and that they
will be treated like all other fuel manufacturers with respect
reformulated diesel by July 15.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Have you assessed a fine against any other

manufacturers?
MISS SCHAFER:

Yes, the fine had been assessed previously,

and as of February 11, we had collected about $10 million into the
diesel fuel escrow account.

If you'd like me to break that down,
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$7.6 million was collected from Chevron, $2.5 million from
Ultramar, and $160,000 from Texaco.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

That money is distributed ... What happens to

the fines in the diesel account?
MISS SCHAFER:

No determination has been made yet on how

those funds are to be used, so they remain in the diesel account.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Thank you.

Ultramar, to testify.

Let me ask now Ms. Green from

Then Jeff Irvin from the Independent Oil

Marketers.
CAROLYN GREEN:

am Carolyn Green.
for Ultramar, Inc.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

For the record, I

I'm Director of Government and Public Affairs
For people who are not familiar with

Ultramar--we're certainly not as well known as ARCO.

We're the

largest independent oil company that both refines and markets on a
retail basis here in California.

We operate the newest refinery

in Southern California producing about 45,000 barrels of gasoline
and about 11,000 barrels of diesel per day from crude and
intermediate feedstocks.

Virtually all of our crude supplies is

domestic and about 90% of that comes from California.
fairly large percentage of heavy sour crude oil.

We use a

Even though we

do, we're acknowledged as the least polluting refinery in the
South Coast air basin.

Particularly in light of the on-going

discussion today, it's important to remember that, certainly for
the foreseeable future, gasoline is going to be the fuel of choice
for the overwhelming majority of California motor vehicle
operators.

It's important also to recognize why that's the case.

California's gasoline is meeting the air quality challenge,
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particularly with the reformulated gasoline standards.

Ultramar

was the second of only two refiners to support the Phase II
reformulated gasoline standards.
We supported those standards for three reasons.

First, we

want gasoline to remain the fuel of choice in California.

And the

only way to make that happen is to show that gasoline can meet the
emissions characteristics of its competition (break in tape)
... unlike the current debate over electric vehicles, the Phase II
gasoline is based on existing technology.

It 1

S

expensive to make

the refinery modifications necessary to produce Phase II gasoline,
but it can done.

Secondly, unlike some of the industry, Ultramar

operates entirely within California.

And if motor vehicles don 1 t

do their fair share to clean California,s air, stationary sources
like ours, which operate pretty close to best available control
technology levels, will have to go beyond what,s known to clean up
our emissions.

I might add that we also are fully offset.

the only refinery that has all of its emissions offset.

We are

Even if

we do that, we still won,t make the air quality standards.

In

fact, if every stationary source in Southern California were shut
down, the region would still violate the ozone standard.

Aside

from inspection maintenance as Mr. Trunek was mentioning, the
single greatest opportunity for emission reductions is the Phase
II program.

And finally,

I 1 d be remiss if I didn 1 t admit that

Ultramar thinks that we can produce Phase II gasoline at a
competitive cost.
In fact as a newly-publically-held corporation, we,ve staked
our future on our ability to meet those fuel specs on time and on
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budget.

This is the largest single capital project in the history

of our refinery.

It is going to cost us $117 million to meet the

federal and the California gasoline specs.

We will be hiring an

additional 800 people at the peak of construction.
coming from the surrounding community.

Most of those

So far, we have let, by

December of 1993, we had let over $10 million in contracts to
people in the Wilmington, Long Beach area.

We've entered into

major engineering contracts for our work with two Southern
California firms.
We've been aggressively pursuing permits to do our refinery
modifications.

We've made sure we've kept the Air Resources Board

and the South Coast District informed of our progress.
raised concerns that we have immediately.

We've

And we've forced

ourselves and the agencies to focus on those concerns until
they're resolved.

We have made a standing offer to all of the

agencies to tour our refinery and observe our progress.

I would

note that we think we should be able to make an adequate return on
our investment at about eight cents a gallon for the Phase II
reformulated gasoline.
ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

I think with all of the ...
Eight cents a gallon.

That's a little

bit less than what was discussed by Miss Schafer.
MS. GREEN:

That's true.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

And you feel you can still make a

recovery of your investment and a profit with eight cents a
gallon?
MS. GREEN:

Yes, we do.

In looking at some of the potential

problems, what's important is to make sure we try to identify as
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many potential problems as we can, but recognize there are going
to be glitches.

We cannot take care of everything.

Various

refiners are at widely different points in the permitting and
construction process.

I join Mr. Trunek in urging that the

Administration really live up to its comments that it supports the
reformulated gasoline program.

We need that kind of regulatory

certainty with the investments that we're making.

We've been

heartened by the courage of the Administration in staying the
course on the diesel regs.
RFG program.

We hope that that bodes well for the

The only other comment that I would make is that

although a lot of progress has been made on the predictive model,
it still isn't complete.

That's really what's going to determine

whether the recipe that we all come up with is going to meet the
specs or not.

So, if we don't have closure on that very quickly,

we could see some problems.
very expeditiously.

The Air Resources Board is proceeding

We salute them on that.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

Either that or an observation.

It seems

to me from what you've said that while a large firm like ARCO
would certainly suffer if the regulations were changed, a moderate
sized firm potentially has its neck on the line.
MISS GREEN:

Not potentially--absolutely.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAUSER:

And so again, we face the real

possibility of losing jobs and investment in this state if we
don't keep to the path we set out.
MISS GREEN:

That's right.

We will always disagree during

the rule adoption process, but once that rule or that regulation
has been put into place, we depend on the process remaining as was
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agreed so that we have some sort of regulatory and planning
certainty.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Last witness we're going to hear from is Mr.

Irvin, who is the President of the California Independent Oil
Marketers Association.
MR. JEFF IRVIN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Jeff Irvin.

I am the 1994 President of the California Independent Oil
Marketers.

I'm also Vice President of a family-owned petroleum

distributorship in Cudahy, California.
comments.

We've provided written

I'd like to touch briefly on four items.

We strongly recommend that the transition to RFG be phased in
over a period of at least one year.

After our experience with the

diesel fuel crisis, we do not believe there is any benefit on a
drop dead compliance date for all segments of our markets.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:
MR. IRVIN:
period of time.

Just do it during the month of March ...

You can start it April 1, but phase it in over a
We believe the phasing will allow the new

gasoline to naturally work its way through the distribution chain,
beginning with the refiners, to distributors, and on to the
retailers.

It does take time to turn inventory in your tanks and

it's difficult prior to April 1, to get all this old fuel out and
expect to have enough supply for the new fuel.

I was very pleased

to Chairwoman Schafer talk about the last three items I'm going to
touch on.
One being insuring adequate supply.

It seems the last

go-around--and I'll revert back to the diesel--there was a lot of
proprietary information.

We're not concerned about formulas; we
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just want to know how much is going to be made available, when and
where is it going to be available--statewide or only on a regional
basis.

There were people in parts of the state that really had

trouble getting this new diesel fuel.
CARB has also indicated in recent meetings that they may not
know until March 1, 1996, who's going to make what.

One month

before the compliance deadline just is not sufficient.

I need to

know, as a business operator, who's going make it and if it's
going to be regional.

I commend ARCO for all their efforts.

We

are a diesel customer of ARCO, but I can't buy gasoline from ARCO.
So it's important that I have supply elsewhere.

It's important

that we all understand that.
We'd also like contingency plans.

We'd like to establish a

multi-industry, multi-agency public work group to identify
potential problems during this transition.
already worked that in.

I believe CARE's

I appreciate their efforts and it seems

to be working real well.

We are concerned, of course, if there is

a supply disruption, if prices do go sky-rocketing as they did
with diesel fuel.
street.

This time the prices are going ___ on the

That's going to be a lot of unhappy people.

We want to

keep that in mind.
Finally, the testing.

That's my favorite.

We had a lot of

customers calling saying, "Hey, this diesel's ruining my engines".
We do want to see testing.
serious flaw.

The lack of requirement to test is a

This may be a great time with any future fuels to

just make it a requirement that all these fuels will be tested.
We're not concerned with Ultramar fuel by itself, or an ARCO fuel.
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But what happens when you commingle.
have a lot of loyal customers.
supplier.

Unfortunately, we do not

They don't all buy from one

What are the effects of this fuel in cold weather like

we're experiencing with diesel fuel?

Just be reasonable.

We'd also like to see economic incentives for those refiners
who make the fuel rather than penalties for those that don't.

We

all know that ultimately the penalties are passed on to the
consumer and that's not really fair.

If there's some way to

provide economic incentives, we'd like to explore that.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

What kind of economic incentives are you

talking about?
MR. IRVIN:

We've talked about emission offsets, stationary

source pollutants, things like that.
them out.

Start them and then phase

Salable emission credits--that type of thing.

again, the penalties are passed down.

But

We all pay for those.

In closing, CIOMA does support the RFG program and hopes that
it really does improve air quality in the state.

However, our

members urge the state officials to implement the regulations as
reasonably as possible to minimize disruptions and supply and
price impact to consumers in the state.
CHAIRMAN KATZ:

Miss Schafer do have any response to any of

that or comments to want to make at this point?
MISS SCHAFER:

No.

I appreciated the testimony of all the

other witnesses on the panel.

I and members of the staff have met

with a number of these organizations to try to put together the
plans that I outlined in my testimony today.
mutually reinforcing.

Thank you.
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So I think it's

CHAIRMAN KATZ:

There's some interesting points on how the

fuels operate when they're commingled in the gas tank as opposed
to testing separately and how much of an issue there is or there
isn't.

If there is, I think that's something we need to look at.

I appreciate the panel and appreciate your waiting and patience as
we got through.

Is there anyone in the audience who feels

compelled to add something at this point, understanding that we're
going to revisit a lot of these issues over the next couple of
months and many more hearings.
in.

Chuck, thank you.

If not, Dan, thank you for hanging

I appreciate the audience's participation.

And Kate, especially.

***
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California leads the country in cleaning up air emissions.
We've continued this tradition with the implementation of the
Clean Diesel program last fall, with our heavy vehicle smoke
reduction program, and with other vehicle-related clean-up
programs.
we are considering today two programs which are crucial to
clean up our air:

the low emission/zero emission vehicle (ZEV)

regulation and the Phase II reformulated gasoline (RFG) program.
Last year, this Committee rejected a bill which sought to
de facto roll back the Clean Diesel regulation.

We held firm not

only because Clean Diesel will improve air quality, but also
because we believe that changing regulatory course in midstream
unfair to business.
Unfortunately, the implementation of Clean Diesel brought
much controversy and pain.

We on the Committee were painfully

aware of that controversy and pain.

This hearing is designed to

prevent future controversy about the ZEV and RFG programs.
California's plan to require 2% of vehicles to be zero
emission by 1998 has already been endorsed by the northeastern
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states, and has led to vigorous job creation activities in our
state.

But the requirement is under attack.

We want to hear from

those who are creating jobs to meet the mandate, and from those
who oppose the mandate.

What the Committee must consider is

where is the future of the auto industry:

Detroit or California?

If we hold firm on the ZEV mandate, we will likely bring the next
generation of automobile development to California.

Again, what

message are we sending to businesses now investing in California
jobs if we now change this mandate?
Even more immediately important to our constituents is the
transition to Phase II Reformulated Gasoline in 1996.
extraordinarily effective way to clean up our air.

RFG is an

If the

transition is rocky, it will make the Clean Diesel troubles look
like a sunday picnic.

We need to hear from regulators and from

the industry about the transition.

How can we ensure that we will

not experience the transition pains we saw with Clean Diesel?
For both these regulations, we need to ask:

if we delay or

change them, what other steps must we take to meet statutory
deadlines to clean up the air?

It is my belief that the

alternatives to these regulations would harmful for our state.
California is at the turning point.

We can clean up our air

and rebuild our economy, if we have the courage to stay the
course.
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ASSEMBLY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
CALIFORNIA'S PLAN FOR FUEL STANDARDS AND CLEAN VEHICLES

overview

Staff Report
February 14, 1994

California's air quality is improving, yet the state
continues to have the worst air quality in the nation. state and
federal law require reduction of smog-producing emissions. The
majority of these emissions are produced by vehicles. In order to
meet the statutory goals, the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) has established a strategy to prevent and control pollution
from mobile sources. The strategy includes regulations to clean
up motor vehicle fuel, to bring about the development of cleaner
vehicles, and to improve compliance with emissions standards (the
smog check and heavy duty vehicle smoke inspection programs).
The transition to cleaner diesel fuel meeting the CARB
reduced aromatic standard, in October of 1993, was marked by
severe disruptions in supply in some areas of the state and
serious price increases statewide. The supply and price problems
have subsided; however, there are lingering concerns about
potential effects of the clean diesel on engines. The Diesel Fuel
Task Force established by Governor Wilson is to report on that
issue by February 19.
This hearing
an opportunity to
implementation of
regulations: Low
Gasoline.

has been designed to provide the Committee with
prevent transitional problems in the
the two remaining major mobile source
Emission Vehicles and Phase II Reformulated

The Low-Emission Vehicle (LEV)/ Zero-Emission Vehicle (ZEV)
Regulation
The low-emission vehicle (LEV) regulations were adopted by CARB in
September of 1990. The regulation establishes four tiers of
vehicles with progressively more stringent emission standards:
transitional low-emission vehicles (TLEVs), low-emission vehicles
(LEVs), ultra-low-emission vehicles (ULEVs), and zero-emission
vehicles (ZEVs). As part of this regulation, CARB adopted a
mandate for ZEVs as part of the LEV regulations. The mandate
requires that beginning in 1998, two percent of the passenger cars
and light-duty trucks offered for sale in California by each major
manufacturer must be ZEVs. This amounts to 36,000 vehicles out of
an estimated 1,800,000 vehicles that will be sold in 1998.
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MANDATED PERCENTAGE OF ZEVS .
1998
1999

2%
2%

2000 2%
2001 5%
2002 5%
2003 10%
The only option believed to be technologically feasible to produce
a ZEV by 1998 is the battery-powered electric vehicle.
CARB staff estimates the total reduction in emission of
hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of nitrogen {NOx) and carbon monoxide
(CO} as shown below:
BENEFITS OF THE LEV REGULATIONS IN CALIFORNIA
(in tons per day)
NOX

co

29

36

190

250

14
320

HC
2000
2010

ZEVS are an integral element in the LEV standard. They maintain
zero emissions over their lifetime (regardless of driver behavior}
and require no smog checks. Their impact helps overcome the
effect of increasing numbers of vehicles and miles driven.
According to CARB staff, in the year 2000, the cost to reduce
hydrocarbons and NOx from the overall LEV standard is estimated to
be about $3000 per ton. That figure could vary depending upon the
technology used. The cost to implement stationary source control
measures for hydrocarbons and NOx range between $2000 and $10,000
per ton.
The northeastern states (the ozone Transport Commission) this
month adopted a policy endorsing California's LEV schedule as part
of their plan to clean up the air. That proposal is awaiting
action by the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
Development and manufacture of ZEVs is occurring in California.
California has 14 companies producing electric vehicles and over
90 companies producing related components. These companies employ
hundreds today. Project California forecasts that ZEVs can
provide 10,000 new jobs in California by the year 2000 and over
70,000 new jobs by 2010.
Some automobile manufacturers have suggested a functional
equivalent to the ZEV.
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Policy Questions
o

Will an economical battery-powered ZEV be available to meet the
1998 mandate? What, if anything (legislative or regulatory),
needs to be done to ensure that the 1998 mandate is met?

o

What are the job-creation effects of the ZEV mandate? In what
way is the ZEV mandate driving the development of an affordable
ZEV? Would job loss result from the delay or elimination of
the ZEV mandate?

The Reformulated Gasoline Regulation
Reformulating fuels cleans up emissions from existing and future
vehicles. The transition to the first phase of reformulated
gasoline (Phase I) occured in 1992. Phase I eliminated the use of
lead in gasoline and reduced reactive organic gas emissions (ROG)
by 80 tons per day.
Phase II reformulated gasoline (RFG) will be required to be sold
in California in March of 1996. This formulation is expected to
reduce ROG and NOx by up to 180 tons per day, and comprises a
major element of California's plan to clean up mobile source
emissions.
California refineries are planning for conversion to RFG. During
the next two years, up to 20,000 new construction jobs will result
from implementation of this regulation. At least two refineries
have been notified by the federal EPA that their work on upgrading
is unauthorized. One refinery has requested that CARB delay the
date for RFG compliance.
Policy Questions
o

What has CARB learned about transition from its diesel
experience? How is CARB ensuring that there will be adequate
supplies of RFG available, for a reasonable price, at the March
1996 implementation date?

o

Is CARB field-testing the RFG formulation and doing on-site
inspection of the refinery modifications?

o

What additional stationary or mobile source emission reduction
measures would be necessary if the RFG standard was delayed or
eliminated?
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Related Policy Questions on Reformulated Diesel Fuel
o

What is the status of the variance fund containing penalties
collected from refineries producing noncompliant diesel? What
is the status of the Tosco variance?

o

What is the extent of the engine damage problem due to clean
diesel? Is damage due to federal {EPA) or state (CARB) diesel
formulations?
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LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY
Reformulated Diesel and Gasoline
current Session
AB 711 (Statham) Would have required the CARB to hold workshops
and a hearing on the economic effect of low-aromatic clean diesel
requirements prior to implementing those standards. (Failed
passage in Assembly Transportation Committee)
AB 2485 (Quackenbush) Exempts the sale of diesel which meets CARB
low-aromatic diesel from state sales tax. Exempts vehicles which
use such fuel from the motor vehicle registration surcharge
charged by some air districts. (Assigned to Transportation and
Revenue and Taxation Committees)
Prior sessions
SB 1160 (Leonard} Would have required all gasoline sold after
1996 to meet federal EPA reformulated gasoline performance
standards. (Died in Assembly Transportation Committee during
1991-92 Session)
Low Emission Vehicles
Current Session
AB 783 (Polanco) Authorizes reasonable expenses of public
utilities to be included in rate-setting to the extent of
ratepayer benefit, for LEV infrastructure development and support.
(On Senate Third Reading)
AB 1156 (Woodruff) Authorizes claims for public transit funds for
the cost of converting gasoline or diesel powered buses to
low-emission fuels. (In Senate Transportation Committee)
AB 2230 (McDonald) Would have established a new tax credit of up
to $2500 for an employer who produces LEV components and creates
new jobs. (Returned to Desk)
AB 2495 (Richter) Prohibits implementation of the CARB ZEV
mandate unless a battery meeting specified standards is certified.
(Referred to Transportation and Natural Resources Committees)
AB 2677 (Alpert) Requires state fleet purchases, beginning in
1996, to comprise 5% ULEVs and ZEVs. (Not yet referred to
committee)
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SB 146 (Lewis) Continues existing state tax credit for specified
LEVs and low-emission retrofit devices, capped at $1,000, until
December 31, 1995. Expands existing tax credits for LEVs to
include non-road vehicles. (Chapter 875 of 1993)
SB 315 (Rosenthal and Katz) To be amended to provide $1.75
million for an "agile manufacturing" demonstration project in Los
Angeles. The project is to produce EV components. (On Assembly
Floor)
SB 381 (Hayden) Would have required state and local governmental
agencies to purchase LEVs and ZEVs. Would have exempted ZEVs from
the motor vehicle registration fee surcharge charged by some air
districts. Would have extended existing tax incentives for LEVs.
Would have created a $1 motor vehicle registration fee surcharge
statewide to pay for the tax incentive. (Died on File)
SB 531 (Hayden) Would have called for EV infrastructure readiness
in planning transportation facilities and in specified buildings.
(Vetoed by Governor)
SB 668 (Hart) Creates a temporary state sales tax exemption for
the sale of ZEVs and a temporary credit of ten percent of
qualified costs for in-state production of ZEVs and research and
development. Funds these changes from a temporary $1 increase in
motor vehicle registration fees. (In Assembly Revenue and
Taxation Committee)
SB 766 (Rosenthal) Would have authorized existing alternative
energy financing authority to finance clean-fuel vehicle
development.(Vetoed by Governor)
SB 1356 (Killea) Prohibits public funding for programs which
direct public funding to alternative fuel usage unless specified
economic impact studies are completed. (Assigned to Senate
Transportation Committee).
SB 1455 (Rosenthal) Requires, by January 1, 1996, 10% of state
fleet purchases be ZEVs and ULEVs. Directs General Services to
conduct annual procurement of ZEVs and ULEVs.
1991-1992 Session
AB 1926 (Farr) Directed the Energy Commission to facilitate the
development and commercialization of electric vehicles, advanced
battery technologies, and related maintenance and fueling
infrastructures. (Chapter 939 of 1991)
AB 3049 (Polanco) Requires the South Coast Air Quality Management
District to establish expedited review and assistance for
facilities used to research, develop, and commercialize clean fuel
vehicles. (Chapter 309 of 1992)
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AB 3052 (Polanco) Directed the Energy Commission, in collaboration
with the Public Utilities Commission, to develop a recharging and
refueling infrastructure plan for alternative transportation
fuels.
(Chapter 762 of 1992)
SB 1212 (Killea) Would have increased the percentage of LEV and
alternative fuel vehicles the state is required to purchase
(VEtoed by the Governor)
SB 1214 (Killea and Rosenthal) Calls for California
transportation energy policy to result in the least environmental
and economic cost to the state, and directs the Energy Commission
to develop a forecast of statewide transportation energy demand.
{Chapter 900 of 1991)
Earlier Sessions
SB 1006 (Leonard) Exempted specified low emission vehicles from
sales tax on the price differential between them and other
vehicles, to be sunset on January 1, 1995. (Chapter 990 of 1989)
SB 1905 d(Hart) Would have created the DRIVE+ program to provide
sales tax credits and surcharges on the purchase of new vehicles,
based on emissions. (Vetoed by the Governor, 1989-90 Session)
AB 234 (Leonard) Created a California Advisory Board on Air
Quality and Fuels to study how the CARB should address meeting air
quality goals through the use of clean fuel vehicles. (Chapter
1326 of 1987)
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<Jalifornia air rules move.east
D

espite a bare-knuckles auto industry
campaign against California's tougher
clean-air rules, 12 Eastern states and the
"District of Columbia voted last week to
adopt the California emission standards.
Those standards will require that by 1998,
2 percent of the cars offered for sale in states
stretching from Virginia to Maine be "aero
emission vehicles," most likely electric-powered cars. There are serious technica.l problems that must be solved to produce a commercially acceptable electric ZEV. But the
vote in the Eastern states says loudly that
the public wants the auto industry to try.
That's encouraging both for California's en\-lronment and the state's nascent high-tech
transportation industry.
The B1g Three automakers, with backing
from oil companies, contend that there is no
market for electric cars and that the battery
technology necessary to produce a commercially acceptable pollution-free car can't be
perfected by the time regulators demand.
Consumers do not want a car, they say, that
can only go 100 miles before it has to be
plugged in for seven hours for recharging
and can cost $30,000 or more.
There are acknowledged technica.l problems. but the auto industry has been wrong
in the past about how far innovation can be
pushed or what consumers will accept to further safety, fuel
.., efficiency and ~ air.
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Cars today are loaded wtth features Detroit
aaid couldn't be produced, from catalytic
converters to unleaded gasoline, from air
bags to antilock brakes. Many of those
breakt.hroughs came because of regulators
who stuck to their demands despite industry
resistance.

E

lectric utilities and eome small companies that are manufacturing electric vehicles now say there are plenty of willing

buyers. CA.lrStart, the California consortium trying to developing advanced transportation technology, bas al.ready built an
eleetric ear. CAL-Start is oonvi.nced there is
a market for auch can ..t t.hat Ce.lifornia
can profit by it: II electric cars were mass
produced, prices could be cut in half and
sales would soar. If DetrOit hesitates, Japan
and Europe will fill the void.
The regulatory battle is far from over. The
vote by the Eastern states ltil1 must be ratified by the federal EPA And California's Air
Resources Board, whlch il under heavy industey pressure to weaken iU3 rulea, meets
later this year to review its requirements.
Vet if' the effort to produee a marketable and
efficient ZEV fails, it ought to be because of
the limita of techoology, not becauae of the
political clout of an iadustry.t.IM.t would
rat.her.not tey.
·

,..

For Cleaner Air, a Cleaner Car FEB~ ,. 934
A small group of people from 12 Eastern states
and the D1stnct of Columbia v.ill meet in a Washington hotel th1s morning to make a critical decision
for the environment, for consumers and for the
automobile industry.
They are members of the Ozone Transport
Commission, established by the 1990 Clean Air Act
to fmd regional solutions to air pollution problems
up and dovm the Eastern Seaboard. On the table is a
proposal bitterly opposed by the automobile industry If approved by the commission and by the
Environmental Protection Agency, It would requir~
all 12 states and D.C. to adopt California's tough
"clean car" program.
The California program requires even tower
automobile em1ssions in gasolme-fueled cars than
those mandated bv the Clean Air Act. But what
terrifies DetrOit even more is another mandate: the
gradual introduction of electric cars, beginning with
2 percent of all new cars sold in Callfom.ia in 1998
and cllmbmg to 10 percent 111 2003.
The mdustry says the electric car requirement
is 1mpracucal But the Eastern states should say
yes to the California program. Their populations
and Cal:forn1a 's compnse 40 percent of the Amencar: automobile market And the fact that 40 percent
o~ L'lt: marke: wJIJ have stipulated a desire for
ele:t:1c vehJCles would give mdustry a contmuing
~~- .o;,uve to spend senous money on what could be
t.r.t: next leap 1r: automotJH technology.
So:-:1e o~ tht: mdustry·s fears are understand·
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able. Electric car technology is prtmitive: tiny
vehicles With a range of 150 miles costing over
$35,000. There is no obvious market and, as yet, no
means of mass production. Detroit has also offered
10 build for everyone the same low-emission gas·
<powered vehicles tt now builds for California.
But many state governors say they cannot
meet Federal clean air standards as long as the
dtles are clogged with gas-driven vehicles. Detroit's technological prowess has made those 'vehl·
cles 95 percent cleaner than they were 20 years ago.
Even so, cars and trucks still account for nearly
half of all urban smog. And there will be more of
them on the road as the years go by.
Industry also argues that "you can't legislate
innovation." True. But artfully drawn regulations
that set general targets and allow manufactnrers to
find their ov.-n solutions have stimulated amazing
nsults: unleaded gasoline, for example, the catalyt·
ic convener and cleaner, reformulated fuel. In each
case, there were many in the automobile and oil
industries who said it couldn't be done.
There is one final reason the Eastern states
should adopt the California standards: They are not
immutable. California officials will monitor technological advances and market forces. If conditions
are not right by 1998, the deadhne will be shoved
back. But even a flexible mandate will keep manu·
facturers working on the problem- not just the B1g
Three, but a lot of little high-tech comparues that
may see a market where Detroit does not.
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Big 3 trying to pull plug on electric car
N'ewsday

........
N
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There might not be an electric car in th€' nation's future after all - not if the Big Three
automaken:; have their way.
General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co. and
ChryRler Corp. offered Monday to build cleaner-running gasoline-pow€'red car!'! in coming
years instPad of the electric cars that will he
required in California starting in 1998 and
possibly some of the northeastern states at the
same time.
Under California clean air standards, 2 percent of each automaker's Emle8 in that state in
1998 must be of "zero emissions" vehicles which, practically speaking, means electric
cars. The percentage increases each year until
2003 when 10 percent of cars must produce zero emissions.
So· the auto industry must not only offer
electric vehiciPs for sale, but also persuade
thommnds t.o buy them.
From left, Chrysler's Bob Eaton,
Twelve statf'R and the District of Columbia
Ford's Alex Trotman, and GM'a Jack either have adopted some form of the stand·
ards or ate considering doing so, said Thomas
Smith, are fighting electric cars.

Jorling, New York state environmental COh·
servation commissioner.
.
The carmakers' proposal, made through the
American Automobile Manufacturers A.Rsociation, is to phaRe in cleaner running cars between 2001 and 2003 in those 13 jurisdictions
and in any other that wants them. It also calls
for the new gnsoline-powered cars to ex~d
federal clean air regulations.
.
The proposal is indicative of the industry's
rising opposition to being forced to build electric cars.
Although GM, Ford and Chrysler have
shown prototype electric models and have begun programs to place test vehicles in the
hands of electric utilities and consumers for
market research, their executives continue to
express doubts about whether thousands of
consumers will want cars that are both rxpensiv~ and are limited to a 100-mile driving
range.
In an interview with the trade paper Automotive News in October, Ford Vice Chairman
Lou Ross said, "We are charged with develop- ·
ing an electric vehicle, but I see a vehicle with
no market." .'
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ASSAULT ON
BATTERIES
Detroit wages war on

l legislation promoting electric cars
ord Motor Co. made sure that there
was plenty of fanfare on Kov. 16,
when it handed over the kevs to its
new Ecostar electric vans. Vice-Chair·
man Allan D. Gilmour trekked west to
deliver one to Southern California Edi·
son Co. Back in ~1otown, Detroit Edison
Co.'s chief executi\·e, John E. l..obbia,
tooled up in a 1914 Rauch & Lang elet·
tric car to collect •his company's first
Ecostar.
Behind such high-voltage eco-PR, how·
e\·er, the Big Three auto makers are
working to delay or cancel rules that
require them to offer electric vehicles
for sale in the U.S. bY 1998. Thev fear
that theY will lose hu~dreds of ~illions
of dollars pushing expensi,·e technology
on reluctant consumers. So thev·re lobb:-ing lawmakers. taking states io court,
and grousing about the Jack of longrange baneries to power such vehicles.
"You can't legislate innm·ation,'' says
1 Kenneth R. Baker, head of G~(s electric
vehicle program.
Despite Detroit's complaints. Califor·
nia regulators are standing by rules established in 1990 that require manufacturers to push up the number of electric
cars thev sell in the state to zc;; of owr·
all sales bv 1998 and to lO'i< bv 2003.
Given Detroit's lead time for ne~· products, carmakers ha\·e just a few months
. to decide which models to make to meet
requirements. Adding to the
j California's
heat, auto makers in Europe and Japan
ar_e pushing ahead with their own elec. trJc car programs.
For now, the Big Three seem to be
putting as much effort into lobb}ing as
engineering. In August, Ford's Gilmour
flew to California to meet with Governor
Pete, Wilson. In a follow-up letter, Gilmour said Ford expected to spend $2
billion by 1998 to meet the state's electric vehicle requirement-and to Jose
money in the process. Meanwhile, the
American Automobile Manufacturers

F
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DOUBLE SPARKING: A FORD ECOSTAR DELIVERED TO DETROrT EDISON AND A 1914 RAUCH & LANG

Assn. has led the legal battle to block
Kortheastern states from adopting the
California rules.
The car companies have plenty of evi·
dence of the high cost of getting into
electric vehicles-thev've made sure of
that. Ford's $2 billion figure, for in·
stance, includes such items as setting up
a dealer network and projected losses
for the first few vears when volumes
will be low and costs high. "The comptroller threw in everything he could
find," concedes John R. Wallace, Ford's
director of electric-vehicle development
programs.
YOLTSWAGEN? Among the Big Three,
Chrysler Corp. seems to have the soundest plan to meet the California deadline.
It's quietly readying the next generation
of its popular minivans to run on gasoline, natural gas, or electricity. The gasoline version premieres in 1995, the other
models in 1996. To keep costs dov."'l, it's
designing all versions to be put to-

Ford says California's rules,
which mandate that 2% of all
sales must b.e electric cars by
1998, \\ill cost it $2 billion

gether largely on the same factory line.
Across the Atlantic, a joint venture in
GermanY between Mercedes-Benz and
Volkswagen is testing advanced batteries in 60 different electric prototypes.
Mercedes expects to build an electric
version of its A3 small-car prototype by
the end of the decade. Japanese carmak·
ers are pressing ahead. too. Last year, i
Honda Motor Co. dropped its Formula
One racing program to focus on em-ironmental research and development.
Some of the most intriguing research,
though, is at small companies. A zinc-air
battery developed by an Israeli company, Electric Fuel Ltd., has powered a
small Mercedes van 200 miles on a single
charge, double the range of other batteries. The German postal authority will
test the product in more than ·50 vehicles
next year. A German company, Magnet·
Motor, has tested a city bus that's partly
powered by a fly·wheel spinning at
12,000 revolutions per minute. Other
companies, such as three-year-old American Flyv.·heel Systems Inc. of Seattle,
also hope to power vehicles ·with the en·
ergy stored in rapidly rotating gyros.
With so many companies in the clean-car
race, can Detroit really afford to back
off the .throttle!
By Datid Woodruff in Detroit, 11.-ith John
Templeman in Bonn and /l."eal Sandler in
Jerusalem
BUSINESS WEEK/NOVEMBER 29. 1993 39
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ErrCo E[Sc .riC ca~~?
New Tlehicles Would Create 70,000 New Jobs for the State

By David Cogan .
The emerging electric vehicle (EV) industry is viewed by most expertS as a major opportunity for
California. By capitalizing on its high level of technological expertise, the state could become the hub
for a new worldv.ide business. The introduction of EVs is further expected to bring substantial environmental benefits to the state. However, the major U.S. automakers have mounted a campaign
against California's innovative air quality regulations, which would stimulate production of EVs. If
corporate America has its say, the electric vehicle in California may remain only a good idea.

Tv

ith the demise of California's defense industry and the
devastating effects of the recession continuing to
linger, the need to develop new industries has never
. been greater. Electric vehicles emerged as a positive option fur a
new, statewide industry in the late eighties, when officials began
· looking at ways of improving California's air quality.
In 1990, the California Air Resources Board (CARE), under
the leadership of Jarmane Sharpless, inrwvatively mandated that
compan.ies selli'lg more than 35,000 vehicles in California must
provide 2 percent zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) fur sale by 1998,
increasing to 10 percent by 2003. The board's move, which also
included tough requirements for reducing em.issions in conven-
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"U'7irh the autonzakers' resistance,

the development [of the EV industry
in California] uill be slower,
and instead of the jobs being
in California they VJiJl be
in Europe or Japan."
-KIP WILEY, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION
FORSE."\. ToM HAYDEN

tional vehicles, spurred research and development of EV components and a system of charging stations across the state. \\-ith the
worldv.ide EV industry still in its infancy, and 70 percent of its
parts d.ifferent from those used to build conventional vehicles, a
recent study projected that California could be the beneficiary of
70,000 new jobs in the direct production of EVs over the next

decade.
Despite the positive forecast, the optimism about EVs has been
clouded recently as the "Big 1bree" automakers - Ford, GM,
and Chrysler, began an aggressive lobb}ing effort against California's ZE\" regulations. The automakers pleaded v.itb Gov. Pete
Wilson, claiming that EV research would be too expensive and
that no one would buy the vehicles. Fears.escalated in early
November v.'hen rumors abounded in Sacramento that jannane
Sharpless, chair of the CARE, was on her way out. Sharpless was
ultimately "reassigned" on November 18 to the California Energy Commission. In her place, Wilson appointed Jacqueline
Shafer, a former Reagan and Bush staffer who sen·ed on Reagan's anti-regulation White House Council on Environmental
Quality. While the governor minimized the significance of the
move, and contends that he does not want to alter the current
policy, obse:tvers view Sharpless's removal as a bad omen..
"{Sharpless's removal} is cause for very serious concern. The
emironmenral community as a whole is quite dismayed," says Dennis Zane, c:xecurive director of the Coalition for Qean Air. "When
(continued em p.:;.ge 12)
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(ccn:inued from page 8)
the principal leader in clean air legislation is
removed, it carmot help but convey some ~t
isfaction with the current policy."

,
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!though Wilson hasn't anempted to
change the EV regulations, CARB
announced that it would form a task
force to reexamine the regulation requiring the
reformulation of diesel fuel to reduce emissions, after receiving recent complaints from
the trucking industry.
The auto companies say they have no problem developing EVs, but argue that in the current recessionary business environment, the
CARR's EV requirements are simply too costly. Ford, for c:xam.ple, estimates it will spend 12
billion between now and 1998 developing EVs.
Further, they are unconvinced that a IIlJlrl:et
will exist for vehicles that currently have a bat-tery capacity of only 100 miles and may cost
between 115,000 and 120,000. In a lener to
the governor that was leaked around the State
Capitol building, Ford Vice President Alan B.
Gilmour asserted that California could reach its
air quality goals more cheaply through the use
of alternative fuels, anempts to get older cars
off the road, and reducing the emissions on
conventional vehicles.
"Even if the [EV] mandate is modified or
removed," Gilmour wrote in the memo to Wil&OD's chief of staff, Bob White, "we are committed to continue the research and development
of electric vehicles and battery technology."
Most experts on EVs are unconvinced by the
auto industry's arguments. Some observers
believe the auto indust:I)~s intransigence about
EVs is because the production would occur
largely in California, rather than Detroit. there-

A
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· by making it less of a priority to them. Others
. simply view the industry as shortsighted and
self-interested. "The Big Three have not been
• very enlightened in the past, and they coru:i.nue
not to be. They were slow on air bags, too,.,
says Don Shields, executive director of Project
California, a group of academics, business leaders, and government officials working on behal{
of the legislature to target economic opportunities for California. Shields is convinced EV
technology will be ready by 1998 and that Californians will buy the vehicles. The state, Shields
says, will have to implement an aggressive strat-

egy to get the indUStry off the ground if the auto
indUStry continues to drag its feet.
State Senator Tom Hayden, a longtime supporter of .EVs - he owns an electric car agrees that most new industries need government assistance to get off the ground. With ·
other legislators, Hayden bas introduced legis1 lation to help create a demand for EVs. The
bills would require, among other things, that
the state's auto fleet be 10 percent EVs by
2003, tax credits be given on the purchase of
EVs, and that Caltrans be compelled to install
cb.arg:ing stations at specific locations around
i the state. For Hayden, too much is riding on
EVs to atlow them to come to IIlJlrl:et at the
auto industry's oWn pace.
.
'"If [the automakersl succeed in repealin,g or
even scaling back the regulation,, we may
' squander a great opportunity," said Kip Wiley,
Hayden's director of legislation. Wiley notes
that with demand for EVs already high in
densely populated cities in Japan and Europe,
competition for the emerging market will be
stiff. Japan has already set a .&oal of having
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200,000 EVs for sale by 1996, and Volvo of
Sweden is accelerating its research of EV components. "With the automakers' resistance, the
development [of the EV industry in California]
will be slower, and instead of the jobs being in
California they will be in Europe or Japan,"
Wlleysays.
ith the passage of the Federal Clean
Air Act in 1990, other states are
now looking to follow California's
lead on ZEVs and LEVs Oow emissions vehicles). In the Northeast, the multi-state Ozone
Transport Region, which includes New York
and MassachusettS, is currently considering
adopting a standard similar to California's.
They too are under intense pressure from
automakers to legislate less demanding require-

W
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!. ~~t EV ;ropone~ts a~e h~ping Wilson

\ remains focused on the economic benefits elec: ttic vehicles ·will provide California and will
leave the regulations intact. However, with the
gubernatorial election less than a year away, it's
difficult to predict what Wilson will do as he
begins consolidating the suppon he needs from
big business and the right wing to remain in
office..
ft'
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Ford May End ·
:Effort to Build
Electric Velticle·'

• Autos: The company is
considering postponing
development until a better
i battery is available.
J

~-B-y_DO
__N-'A-LD--~-..-N-A-U-~~--------~
TIMES STAFF WRITER
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DETROIT -Ford Motor Co. may cancel
its program to build an electric vehic~e
from the ground up, its director .said
Tuesday. calling the effort fmanc1ally
wasteful until more advanced battery and
related technology is developed.
Such a step would increase pressure on
California to relax its mandate requiring
auto makers to sell zero-emission vehicles
in the state beginning in 1998. Car makers
worldwide want the mandate repealed.
A delay of Ford's- new electric vehicle
program would leave the comp.any.likely to
relv on the conversion of eXlstmg mternalcombustion enrrine vehicles if it is to meet
California's regulations. The company will
continue testing its prototype Ecostar,
which is essentially an electric conversion
of its European Escort van.
.
"We are reassessing the appropnateness
of spending money on a ground-up vehicle," Dennis Wilke, director of Ford's
electric vehicle programs, acknowledged
after a speech to the World Automoti':'e
Congress. "If the battery and powertram
Please see FORD, D6

Continued from b1

technology are not there. it's a
waste of money."
Wilke said Ford has spent more
than $100 million on electric vehi·
cle development in the past two
years. The company is now considering whether such spending
should be directed more at technology advancement rather than
product development, Wilke said.
The reassessment comes just two .
months after Alexander Trotman
was named chairman and chief
executive of Ford. Publicly, Trotman is more pessimistic and outspoken about electric vehicles than
his predecessor, Harold Poling.
At the Detroit auto show last
week, Trotman told reporters that
Ford hopes to persuade the California Air Resources Board to drop
its mandate in favor of proposals
that would rely on alternative fuels
and other measures.
"We think we can achieve the
Clean Air Act objectives without a
mandate," Trotman said. "There
are other feasible alternatives."
Ford officials said Tuesday that
they will soon present a plan to
California officials showing how
, federal pollution standards can be
met without requiring zero-emis. sion vehicles. Electric power is the
only viable option in the near term
for meeting the state's rules.
The proposal will call for a mix of
vehicles fueled by compressed natural gas, methanol and other alternative fuels. It will also advocate a
. stronger smog check system-currently a matter of conflict between
the state and federal governments-and a program to remove
high-polluting clunkers from California roads.
The Big Three began a lobbying
push last fall aimed at persuading
• California to relax the electric vehicle mandate. The .auto makers
argue that they are unable to
produce a vehicle with sufficient
range and a low enough cost t.<:- .
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1994

attract buyers. The main obstacle:
the lack of a good battery.
Detroit sees 1994 as a key year in
the electric vehicle debate. The
ARB will review its emissions
regulations this year, and the companies say they must make production decisions soon.
While Detroit appears increasingly optimistic that a rollback will
occur, electric car proponents in
California say the state will not
readily fold.
..At this point, we have no reason
to believe the mandate won't
hold," said Diane Wittenberg,
manager of electric transportation
for Southern California Edison, a
strong supporter of electric cars.
Indeed, Jacqueline Schafer, the
ARB's new chairwoman, said at
the Los Angeles Auto Show last
week that the agency had no plarlS
to kill or delay the zero-emissions
regulation.
In the meantime, the auto makers continue to cor.duct advanced
battery research in tandem with
the federal government and the
electric utility industry. The auto
companies are also pursuing electric car development
To date, only General Motors
Corp. has unveiled a ground-up
electric vehicle-the two-seat Impact-but the company has backed
away from a promised 1995 rollout
Ford has been more secretive
about its electric vehicle programs.
Trade publications indicate that
Ford is working on a small, fourpassenger commuter car. There
has also been speculation that the
company would build an electricpowered family van developed in
Europe.
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ASHINGTON- Four yeal'!! ago, Califor·
nia launched a mi88ile that could land
with devastating impact on Detroit's
Rig Three: By 1998 the state decreed, 2 ~reent of
the new cal'!! sold there must be "zero eml"!!!!ion ve·
hicii'R" <ZEVe). For now, that means electric cal'!!.
The requirement climbs to 10 percent by 2003.
New York, Mas!lachusetta end Maine have
adopted Callfornia'11 standard. Maryland and New
Jer~ey have done so conditi~ on enou!lh other
Rtatee joining in. Connecticut and Pennsylvania
are thinking it over. And In early February, a regional air commission wiD decide whether to a11k
the Environmental Protection Agency to make the
Ntandard mandatory for every lltate from Maine to
Virginia.
If that happen11, and the ZEV 11tnndard 11Urvive11
Detroit's inten11ifying effortll to kill it, California's
requirement will become the de facto national
Rtandard. If the technollli!Y works, as a growing
number of experts think It can, America will lind
it!lelf making a technological quantum leap be·
cause an obscure California llgl!ncy took a step
CongreNR would never in a million yeal'!! have at·
ll'mpted.
Why the riekl to Detroit? Ironically, for a tech·
nology that promi81!R an enormous advance in air
quality, noise reduction and energy savings, elec·
tric cal'!! are much simpler than a gaBOiine-pow·
ered car. There is no Internal-combustion engine
with 70 yea I'!! of optimization built into it, no radiator, no gas tank, no muffier, no tailpipe, no poilu·
tion-control equipment. None of these Aystems, on
which competitors would face Detrnit'a tens of hil·
lionR in investments and decades of experience, are
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No law says the U.S.
can support only three
'/1

auto companies, which :

neMed. There is one huge challl'nge - a powl'rful,
affordable enl'rcy stora1,'l' systl'm. D('wlop that,
and the rest is cosy.
Detroit had foctl!'!ed on chemical hattPrieR,
which, until recently, sePmed the only anRW"r. Tlut
decades of resl'arch have not significantly improved their shortcomings: great Wl'ight, high t-ost,
short range and hril'f lifespan. IJiffl'rl'nt combinations of chemicals may yl't do the trick. Morl' likely, newer idt>as- flywhel'ls (a mechanical hntt!'ry),
. fuel cells or ultracapacitors - may turn out to he
better.
HEBE OPTIONS rest on fresh thinking,
borrowing from space and other nonautomobile applications. It's a perfect setup for
a br88h, innovative, high-tech newcomer. No law of
nature 1~ the United States can support only
t~ree,@titft.pompanies (Japan supports nine). It
was a.d"etado.ago, remember, that the notion that
IBM cou'ld- lose market share to tiny start-ups
seemed laughable.
Detroit can easily keep its monopoly of U.S. car
production, but perhaps only if it can hrl'ak its
habit of reflexitely opposing every publicly man·
dated change in technology. Whether on safety,
emissions or mileage, the Tlig Three put their effort into proving that whatever the government
wants can't be done. Only when everything the lobbyists and law:vers can think to do has fail!'d do
they get down to engineering. It's the same this
time. Since the day the ZEV standard was adopt·
ed, the Big Three have insisted that it can't he met.
Mayhe thl'y are right. ThiR time, how('ver, thl're
is the risk that while !Jtotroit fights the standard,
newcoml'rs will be. lighting to m(•l't it. "You can't
ll'gislate innovation," complains a GM spokeRmnn.
True, hut you can darn sure Rlimulnte it. Offf'r a
guarantf'e share of Cnlifornia's markl't, nnd folks
pny attl'ntion.

Pijpsil¥*~
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Should we care if Detroit
won't build electric cars?
Jessica Mathew11 is a Renior fellow at the
Council on Forr'ign Relations.
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the government wants :
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can't be done.
MAGUIRE/Speclal to The Bee

The Big Three have been to visit California's
ronservative Republican governor. They have tak·
en New York and Massachusetta to rourt. They are
lobbying liereely in every Legislature. Yet even
though the California schedule is technologically
risky, the states don't seem to be listening. That's
because- says New York State Environment Com·
missioner Thom88 Jorling, one of the ZEV stand·
ard's strongest proponents - the states see it 88 a
promising source of economic development.
Pushed by the standard, technology is bul'!!ting out
all over, involving both new companies and under·
employed defense contractors. No law of nature
Allys American auto companieslmve to be based in
Michigan either.
·

T

HE STATES also are keenly aware that if
ZEVs succeed they can avoid far more cost·
ly measures to meet the stringent standards of thl' 1990 clean air amendments.
Ml'anwhilc, back in Washington, the adminiB·
trntion and the Big Three havl' form('(! R partner·
ship tn dl'vclop in "approximately a dccnde" a pro·
totype (not a production car) of an affordnble cnr
t hnt could achiPve mileage "up to" thrN' times that
of tndny·~ <'nrs, or an avl'rpge of 82 miii'R per gnl-

Jon. Reaching levels of puffe'l"y unusual even for ;
this town, the administration called this loophole· :
riddled goal a "technological venture as ambitious:
811 any America h88 attempted" that will "push the :
:
theoretical limits of energy efTJciency."

N

'
0 ONE was Impolite enou!lh to point ~t:

that a few yeal'!! back GM unveiled a four· :
passenger, 100 mpg prototype called UJ. ;
tralite. The Ultralite wu not affordable, but nei· :
ther did it use technologies such 88 regenerative :
braking (which captures and reu81!R braking ener- •
gy rather than losing it as heat) that are now 88· !
liUmed to be part of advanced cal'!!.
;
What value there is to the partnel'!!hlp Is more :
political than technological: to break the yeal'!! of !
confrontation between Washington and Detroit :
over fuel efTtciency and provide a test calli! for the l
administration's technology poliCy. A serious Apol· •
lo· or Manhattan-type project would never hove :
been 1111t up this way. As long u Detroit doos not !
use it as a reason to kill the ZEV standard, the :
partnel'!!hip may prove to be a modestly useful :
sideshow, while the future - with or without the •
Big Three- unfolds elsewhere.
i
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Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Assembly Committee on Transportation
for this opportunity to present my views and those of Project cali!omia relating to Callfomta's
clean a1r standards and to the enormously promising electric vehicle industry.

In these brief remarks. I would like to emphasize just four major points. namely:

Firat: The califomia Air Resources Board regulauons relating to eo-called Zero
Emission Vehicles (ZEV's) and Ultra Low Emtse1on Vehicles (ULEV'e) have acted as a powerful
stimulus for investment tn entrepreneurtal acttvtty in both large and small companies and for
the creation of new jobs in california. Pragmatically, no matter how the regulations came
about. they have. 1n fact. constituted a powerfuleoc1o-econom1c instrument for development of .
our State's economic environment as well as our quality-of-life environment.
Second: Tough goals drtve technological progress. invention. and competition. They
drive entrepreneurtal activities like those now taking place 1n Califomla which are a direct result
of govemment leadership 1n establishing these goals. An exciting and revolutionacy new
industry is being born which uniquely fits our State's industrial and intellectual capab1llties. I
believe that a large consumer-driven market will evolve over the next decade from what 15 now
an 1n1tially legislatively driven market.
Third: Powerful traditional automobtle manufacturers apparently view all of this as a
threat rather than as an opportunity. Together. they are using implied economic coercion and
fear to scuttle California's clean air rules. to stem the tide and to postpone indefinitely the
advent of this very large industrial transformation. I'll indicate why I believe thte le unnecessary
and why, tn fact. it is detertmental to their own interests.
Finally: At the end of the day, we must ask 'What 1B

beat for C&llfornia."? california.

should not fold on this tesue. It should not give up tts 1ntemationally recognl.zed role-model
position. In doing so we would not only lose this leadership. but would also be relinquishing
an important economic opportunity for industry and jobs and would be sending a negatiVe
stgnal which would further impair our State's business climate.
In making these points. Mr. Cha.innan. I have no personal axe to grind. I act as an
individual seeking what 1s beet for rebuUdtng Caltfornta's future:
-- AB an industrialist. I participated tn the automotive industry as VY'Cll as tn the

defense/aerospace industry. I have also been heavily involved in defense d1vers1flcation and. 1n
fact, personally started the group that developed the propulston system for GM's Impact electric
vehicle and that has since grown into a large tndustrtal activity.
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- I have also acted as Co-Chair of Project California. Project california ts a statewide
program whose goal is to create new Industries and Jobs by establishing california as a world
leader 1n advanced transportation and related telecommunications syatems for people. goods.
services, and information. Theee objectives also contrlbute d1rectly to our State's envtronmental
and aoctetal goals. Project Cal1forn1a ts guided by a Select Panel of 25 disttngu1ahed leaders 1n
industry, academe, government. and labor from acroas the State. It 18 bipartisan and tts
ambitious action agenda received the endorsement of California's poltticalleaderehlp with the
signing of a "California Declaration of Leadership in Advanced Transportation and Related
Telecommunications" by the Governor, by the Speaker of the Assembly, by the President ProTempore of the Senate, and by the minorlty leaders. This constitutes a landmark commitment
by California.
The bottom line. of course, 1s not just advanced transportation. advanced 1nfrastructure
which will attract new industry. and an improved environment. The bottom ltne 1s also jobs.
Project California. through extensive studies of markets and technologies, through surveys,
through studies of policy Impediments and incentives. and study of the practical creation of
self-reinforcing tndustrlal clusters in California, projects a realistic attainment of some 200.000
direct jobs by year 2000 1n various areas of advanced transportation and some 400.000 Jobs
plus 200,000 or so tertiary Jobs by 2010. based on conservative market shares. These are good
jobs at good wages.
The development of an active and growing electric vehicle and alternative fueled vehicle
industry cluster is a sign.l.flcant part of this Vision -- Project California projects a market of
several blli1on dollars in California alone by around the tum of the century and 70,000 EVrelated jobs by 2010. A major part of the job creation strategy is to build directly on the large
anchor market in California.
As I mentioned earUer. with the stimulus provided by the CARB regulations. the
technologies are evolving rapidly in batterles. flywheel storage systems. fuel cells. motors, high
power semiconductor electronics. and matertals. Flrst-generation commuting electrlc vehicles
having ranges of around 80 miles exist now and super-low emlsston hybrld electric vehJcles with
ranges of hundreds of mUes within a few years are being developed. In addition. the uUltties are
actively working to estabUsh a dispersed Infrastructure for charging which wtll create customer
confidence and acceptance In first-generation l1m1ted range vehicles. CALSTART is an
important facilitator In all of these industrial actiVities.

Now let me bnefly elaborate on two of the points I made earlier.
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Frankly, as a bualneasman. I have not always supported speciflc air quality regulations
which sometimes seemed to be expenatve ways to achieve improved air quality per se. However,
In the case of the particular clean car regulations which are the subject of this hearing.
environmental and economic policies obviously are cloeely linked together. We can argue
endlessly. for example, whether electric power plant em1al1ons should be taken into account
analytically in detlnlng tail plpe standards or whether scrapping all pre-1980 care could achieve
a similar environmental result more cheaply. But 1 think this misses the key point-· that this
bold and admittedly somewhat arbitrary mandate nOW" will have both a positive economic as
well as environmental impact on the State. It is entirely reasonable to view this mandate as a
broader socto-economtc instrument for the development of California -- and the fact that its
intention and goal is broader than environmental alone should be understood and encouraged.
Now let me look at this from the viewpoint of a large automative manufacturer. They
recognize that the consumer acceptance of first-generation EV's, t.e., the size of the market and
exact market growth rate, 1s uncerta.1n at this time. Further,lf they approach 1t trad1tionally
and design new vehicles from the ground up in a traditional way and then tool up to produce
them and then amortize the large investment over relatively few vehicles this obviously leads to
htgh unit costs. It ls. then, predictably concluded that this is a bad business deal. at least from
a pure financial viewpoint. Given this scenario, I would agree. With this conclusion. their
reaction 1s to then band together to launch a massive, well-funded campaign to defeat the
CARB mandates or to try to postpone them indefinitely. promising to continue to work on
technologies for the future ''when the world 1s ready" and prom1slng to achieve elean a1r some
other way. Further, as part of their united campaJ.gn. they make economic calculations and
ascribe enormous added consumer costs or 1mpl1c1t taxes and subsldles and loss of jobs as the
price for their having to reepond to the regulatione. After all, based on previous precedent15.
this 1s a tried and true formula for rejecting new developments. This, 1n fact. ts what ts
happening and this 1s what this hearing is all about.
But let me suggest a different kind of approach more in tune with our times. For
example, an enlightened automotive leader might ask the following questions:
o How can we meet this challenge and creatively turn 1t into a great opportunity instead
of a potentially costly threat?
o How can I use 1t to my competitive advantage?
o How can l meet the requirements gracefully and at drastically reduced investment?
o For example. during the transition period from a leg1slatively-d.I1ven market to a
consumer-driven market. can 1 advantageously evolve by converting one or two of my
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existing great looking fully tooled and mass-produced models to electric propuleion in
limited quantities? Can I assemble them or help an entrepreneurial organization to
assemble and test them for me 1n California? Can I thereby gain a competitive image and
position and. at minimum investment. understand factors involving customer
acceptance and the future marketplace?
o Can I thereby get a jump on my competition from Europe and Japan, where intensive

work on EV's1s occurring?
I can only note that anything new which disrupts the past has historlcally always had
to overcome entrenched interests and entrenched methods of thinking. That is why new
companies grow. and older ones that can't adapt decline. There are many examples of this in
our rapidly cha.ng1ng world.
In closing. Mr. Cha!.nnan, let me say that in my pro!e&&ional. technical. and business
judgment. we are on the threshhold of a new industry 1n which California can participate and
realize great economic as well as environmental benefit. California Is uniquely poi1Uoned to
leverage its tremendous investment In aerospace/defense. in other high technology induetrtes.
in tts laboratories. un1vers1tles. and manufacturing capacity.
We need this kind of positive uplift and vision in Caltfomia.

I can tell you firet·hand
that there are today well over 100 firms directly involved across the State in electric vehicle
technologies. They are buUdlng promising enterprises. as you wUl hear. I can tell you that this
ls a.lso an important contribution to so-called defense conversion.
-

An enl1ghtened public policy by Californians for California is providing a powerful kick-

start for this activity. We should not retreat from our position before the eyes of the world and
tn the face of extemal business interests who are doing business in a traditional way and not
contrtbuUng to our State's economy. We should not waste the investments already made and
the positive momentum we now have and which we badly need 1n California at this time. The
State and its industry needs consistent policies. We need a ftrm sense of constancy of purpose
from our government leaders. We need to stay the course. This would be a hell of a time to
blo;.v this opportunity!
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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James J. Lee
(916) 324-9670

SACRAMENTO -- Following is testimony given by Secretary for
Environmental Protection James M. Strock at a meeting of the
Assembly Transportation Committee on Monday, February 14, on
current efforts achieve low- and zero-emission vehicle and
reformulated gasoline standards:
"Chairman Katz, ladies and gentlemen, I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you this afternoon as you consider
the status of California programs for reformulated gasoline, and
to achieve low and zero emission vehicles in the coming years.
"Governor Wilson remains committed to both the reformulated
gasoline rule, and the low and·zero emission vehicle regulations
and schedule. The environmental challenge of clean air -apparent to all Californians -- can best be met through
advancements in transportation technology. There is also a
tremendous economic opportunity. Governor Wilson will work with
you to assure continued progress in both of these areas.
"Because of the scope of the challenge, some may flinch from
decisive action. That would be a grave mistake. Those who would
compromise the vehicle emission limits must answer the question,
how would they propose to cut emissions? If progress is not
sustained from advanced transportation, then the difference will
have to be made up from further restrictions on emissions from
so-called "stationary sources." That means factories, dry
cleaners, foundries, print shops, bakeries, oil refineries and so
on. The jobs of Californians would be unnecessarily placed at
risk.
"The advanced transportation regulations not only avoid
unnecessary economic cost; they also help California seize new
economic opportunities. Low- and zero-emissions vehicles
technologies can build upon California's competitive advantages - a high technology academic and industrial base, large state
markets, and most importantly, innovative and industrious
individuals from across the world -- to create a new industry of
international implications.
MORE
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"Recently the Ozone Transport Commission created by the
federal Clean Air Act voted overwhelmingly to adopt California's
advanced transportation air regulations for the northeastern
states. When one looks to the future, whether to New England or
New Delhi, low and zero emission vehicles will have a growing
place. Those vehicles should come, to the greatest possible
extent, from California.
"The economic opportunity presented has been noted by key
leadership groups that are focused on the "bottom line."
According to the UCLA Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies,
an electric vehicle industry could create as many as 24,000 jobs
for Californians. Over the next generation, Project California
projects as many as 70,000 new jobs.
"Chairwoman Schafer will speak in greater detail about the
regulatory underpinning for advanced transportation, which
includes the reformulated gasoline rules on to the forthcoming
zero emission vehicle mandates over the coming years. ARB is
planning to hold the next in its series of technical reviews of
the LEV/ZEV this spring.
"Governor Wilson recognizes that the important work on this
quest is to be performed not by lawyers and lobbyists, but by
engineers, scientists and hard-headed business leaders who need
certainty for investment purposes.
I know that many of those
testifying today are looking forward to the opportunity to make
their case before the Board, and they can be confident that the
technical review wili be just that, a review based on the
technical merit and analysis.
"Chairman Katz, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I
would be pleased to answer any questions you might have,
recognizing that Chairwoman Schafer is best placed to respond in
detail on the ARB schedule."
-30-
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The state of California has provided leadership and vision in promoting clean
air through its stringent vehicle emissions program, particularly the Zero-Emission
Vehicle (ZEV) mandate. Adoption of the program by other states, especially the recent
vote of 13 northeast states to adopt the same program as a region, attests to the
power of that vision.
The ZEV mandate embodies a· great challenge. And it sets deadlines deadlines which provide time to develop and commercialize new technologies, but
demand near term results to address a problem whose solutions are long overdue.
Since electric vehicles are the only ZEV which can meet those deadlines, the biggest
technical challenge embodied in the ZEV mandate is development of a battery that will
enable production of commercially viable electric vehicles by 1998.
I am here today to state unequivocally that the challenge has been met. The ·
Ovonic battery is a here and now battery that makes EVs practical, affordable and
attractive - not just for fleets or other niche markets, but to the general consumer who
wants a car with no maintenance, the convenience of refueling at home or at work,
with high performance and quiet operation, and with a practical driving range of 150
to 200 miles between charges.
Ovonic Battery Company (OBC) was established in 1980 to develop a
rechargeable nickel metal hydride (NiMH) battery utilizing new hydrogen storage
materials developed at Energy Conversion Devices, its parent company. OBC's NiMH
batteries were initially developed in small sizes to replace nickel cadmium batteries
used in notebook computers, cellular phones and other portable electronic devices.
These batteries are now in commercial production by our licensees around the world.
Our EV battery development program went into high gear when we received the
first contract awarded by the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium in May, 1992. In less
than a year and a half, we had our first battery in a vehicle. Today Ovonic batteries
are powering several electric vehicles, both in the US and abroad. The Ovonic battery
at its current state of development has demonstrated the following:

1.

Over twice the range of existing lead acid batteries.
A converted four passenger Geo Metro, which OBC has purchased and
is operating using an Ovonic battery, has demonstrated a range of 1S.Q
~on the highway between charges.
While this is impressive performance for a conversion EV, a ground up
designed EV would achieve over 200 miles using Ovonic batteries.
Based on published performance numbers for GM's impressive Impact
vehicle, we project a range of over 250 miles for this state of the art EV
when the Ovonic battery is employed.
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2.

Excellent acceleration • 0 to 60 mph in 8 seconds.

3.

Lasts the lifetime of the vehicle.

4.

Fast recharge capability.
Can be recharged to 60% of capacity in 15 minutes and to full capacity
in one hour. The battery can also be recharged more slowly at home or
work using a standard household outlet.

6.

Totally sealed and maintenance free.

6.

Contains no toxic materials.
Can be safely disposed of in landfills.

7.

Completely Recyclable.

The only shortcoming of the Ovonic battery today is the lack of availability in
commercial quantities. Whereas we have been very successful in commercializing our
small size Ovonic batteries based on the quality of the technology and the expanding
market tor portable electronic devices, the EV battery is not yet in volume production
due, in part, to the uncertainty of the future EV market, particularly in light of recent
efforts to roll back the California ZEV mandate and stop its spread to other states.
Based on materials and components manufacturing operations at OBC and
extensive detailed cost analyses, we are confident that in volume production, Ovonic
batteries would cost approximately $3000 to $4000 for a car and $5000 to $6000 for
a van and would last the lifetime of the vehicle.
Lower fuel and maintenance costs of an EV will offset much of the battery costs.
Based on the present cost of gasoline and electricity, the fuel cost to travel 100 miles
is estimated to be $5 for a gasoline car and $1 for an EV, which amounts to a savings
of $4000 over 100,000 miles. This does not include other maintenance savings
associated with internal combustion powered cars such as oil changes, tune-ups, etc.
The federal EV tax credit of up to $4000 provides an additional offset.
Our battery costs are based on the state of technology as it exists today.
History also teaches us that the costs of new products such as computers, VCR's and
even the automobile itself, drop dramatically as the technologies mature and their
markets grow. OBC is already working on improvements which will substantially
reduce costs and improve performance of the NiMH battery beyond today's impressive
levels.
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OBCs battery development program is an excellent example of the dynamic role
the ZEV mandate has played in the development and commercialization of EV
technology. The lack of an established. market for EVs made it difficult to obtain
needed financial support for our EV battery development programs until california
adopted the ZEV mandate. A firm resolve by california to retain the mandate, coupled
with the recent U.S. Court of Appeals decision upholding the right of other states to
adopt the california program, will reduce market uncertainty and enable our battery as
well as other emerging EV technologies to proceed to commercialization in the US in
a more timely fashion.
Further development and commercialization of advanced EV technologies such
as the Ovonic battery will inevitably occur because of the worldwide need for clean air
and relief from dependence on imported oil. Maintaining the ZEV mandate will help
to insure America's leadership and competitive edge in these emerging technologies.
Failure to maintain the mandate will make commercialization in the U.S. more difficult
and result in the loss of environmental benefits and economic opportunity for california
and the nation.
Thank you.
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Card. Pres1dent and CEO of the American Automobile Manufacturers

-\:::;s:•c:atior: which represents Chrysler. Ford and General Motors.
\1~ Cb1;;:~ar:.
a:--:~

1 be!Je\e you and J share the same goal: to improve California's air quaiit:

a· the sar:;;; time pro\ ide consumers with safe. affordable. transportation. It is these

r-,f..'\\ ·

:

:;·,a:~:·

a:-e e'\rectmf: me to tell you what \\e can't do. But I'm here to tell you

\\ ::· \\ e an: doing and what \\ e can do. Important!:. we both need
\>.:·.:,:

r ::'<.

-~ :-:c~.: J.:':-

to

ask the question

:!JC· consumer and the emironmen('

!e' me speaA to the 1ssue of air quality. A.merica's Car Companies recogl}ize the

se:-Jc·usnes:, oJ California's air quality problem. A great deal of progress has been made.
The autc> industr:- has already made significant gains in cutting tailpipe emissions.
1 od2:· s California cars are 99 percent cleaner than 25 years ago.

1 o further cut emissions. CARB has put in place even more stringent requirements. Our

member companies have launched an enormous effort to meet the Onboard Diagnostics
(OBD i and

LO\\

Emissions Vehicle (LEV) requirements. Our member companies are

hopeful these requirements can be met \\ithout serious adverse effects on vehicle
:--:::-: ,-,rrnance a.Jld cost In addition. major efforts are underway in the area of alternati\ e~:...;:-•

P•'\\ered \chicles The: are also de\eloping hybrid vehicles. And our member

~.':':~:.'Jnies
rL::~~:;;:;~

are ma.kin£ progress on the Utra Lo\\ Emission Vehicle (l'LE\'). One of our

h.:::-- cer:if1ed one \ehicle. a dedicated natural gas powered Yehicle. at l'LE\'
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]e\ els. But it is unclear how these standards can be met by a broader range of vehicles.
Our member companies believe we can make further progress. Realistically, however,
some regulations may need to be adjusted. And. as in the past. we will work closely with
CARB
Let me now turn to the electric vehicle. The question is: "If we build it. will they come?"
The issue here is matching technology to consumer expectations.
C ontrar: to v;hat some would have you believe. the auto industry recognizes there
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great consumer interest in electric vehicles. Our members know there is an opportunity to
sell consumers an entirely new class of vehicle. They know that the first company to
mtroduce a product that meets the needs of large numbers of consumers will be very
successful That's why members of this industry have spent hundreds of millions of
dollars on the electric car.
.-::fa.::: :c-.
K.f',C'\\
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member companies know how to make electric vehicles. \\bat they don't

hem

to

make an affordable baner; which will meet customer needs. The

a1lable for electnc whicles today fall short of customer needs. If we were to

an electnc \ ehicle toda;. it probably would run on lead acid baneries. carry two
than 100 miles on a hot Los A..ngeles day and be extremely high in cost to the

c .::-·:-;~:..::-ner \1arket studies show that fev.. people would buy them.
t. \ er. \\ 1tr. one of the most ad\·anced experimental power packs -- the sodium sulfur

baner: -- operating costs in 1998 would be unacceptable to most drivers. It would be like
telling a driver he needs a $15.000 gas tank for his car. A $15.000 gas tank that has to be
replaced every few years. A $15.000 gas tank that holds the range equivalent of three
gallons of gasoline. A three gallon tank that takes eight hours to refill.

To tr; to solve the problem. our member companies have formed the United States
Ad\·anced Baner; Consortium (l_TSABC). This effort, carried out in concert with the U.S.
De;;anment of Energ; and the Electric Power Research Institute is an anempt to find a
hrea!..:t~;_;ough

in baner; technology with a research commitment of a quarter of a billion
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dollars Here's what LSABC has to say about the current state of banery technology:

At this time, the USABC's best judgment is that a mid-term battery is
not feasible for low volume production to meet the 2% mandate by 1998.
First, none of the mid-term batteries has yet to meet all the targets. Some
are close on indi,·idual parameters; all fail in terms of battery life and
cost. Secondly, e\·en assuming feasibility could be established for all
targets. the last major program, the Eagle Picher Nickel Iron battery,
was estimated to take 50 months from the time a battery was proven out
as meeting the basic performance parameters to volume production
(based on pilot plant experience). To meet the 1998 mandate, the
J!roundbreaking on the pilot plant should have begun last June.

l:c '\, ;::-:; ber. the L S Department of Energy stated:
... the single most important technological obstacle facing the auto
indust~

in placing electric Hhicles in the California market by 1998 is

the lack of a lo'" -cost

batte~

that provides adequate acceleration power

and travels a minimum distance of 100 miles before recharging becomes
necessa~.

~

Clea:-!:-. the federal government recognizes the need for break.'throughs in technologies if
\\ e are to acruew dramatic improvements in emissions and fuel economy in verucles
acceptable to the American consumer. That's why the federal government and America's
Car Companies joined together in the Partnersrup for a New Generation of Vehicles. In
short. this effort requires a whole new way oftrunking about personal mobility .
.\1andating or forcing electric vehicles on the market before they are consumer-acceptable
could huJ1 consumers. the environment. and the future of the electric vehicle. The fact is
th;: c-urrent generation of electric vehicles would be rugh in cost. In order
\er.;~le~.

to

sell these

some ha\e suggested that manufacturers subsidize them in some manner. for

e\amp1e b: raJsing the pnce of gasoline-powered vehicles to new car buyers. Increasing

::1;:

;:·;:>;;;

0f motor vehicles v.;ould slov. vehicle turnonr which means that more high

,
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polluting vehicles stay on the road longer. Ironically. forcing electric vehicles on the
market before they are ready would hurt air quality.
Final!:. if we are not careful. premature introduction could delay development of electric
vehicles for a very long time. History shows us what happens to technologies when they
are not ready for or acceptable to consumers. The industry made substantial investments
in diesel and rotary engines. only to have them rejected by consumers. The government
required auto makers to provide ignition-interlock safety belts which triggered a
consumer backlash and later a repeal of the requirement. \Vhere are these technologies
nO\\' The same could happen to electric vehicles.
If we bui Jd them. will they come? That's still the multibillion dollar question.
Bm we continue to look for a breakthrough banery as well as other technologies in order
tc' 1mpr'='\e California's air qualit:. To be successful. that technology needs to tie into
consumer needs and be in sync with the marketplace. The bonom line: technology
breakthr0ughs and consumer acceptance should dictate market opportunity rather than
arb:tr:l:-:· saies mandates. In the meantime. we want to work with California to examine if
:here a:-e market mechamsms which can be used to help improve air quality.
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1.0 Executive Summary
DRI!McGraw-Hill and Char1es River Associates have completed a study of the economic
costs to California of adopting programs for fuels ·and vehicles that go beyond federal
requirements. The study considers not only California refonnulated gasoline and vehicle
standards, but also incrementally analyzes the impact of subsidizing the sale of alternative
fuel vehicles (AFV} including mandates for the sale of electric vehicles (EV). The study also
estimates the emission reductions that result from these programs.
Cases
The study is designed to allow evaluation of the incremental costs of regulations on both fuel
and vehicles by analyzing three cases which progressively increase the level of regulation
(Table 1.1). The first case (Base Case) which serves as the basis for comparison with the
other cases assumes that California implements Federal standards for gasoline and
vehicles. The second case assumes that California implements California vehicle and fuel
standards but no mandate for electric vehicles (EV). The third case includes the California
vehicle and fuel standards including mandates for EVs and subsidies to promote the
purchase and use of AFVs. The high and low ends of the range of results come from
assumptions about the cost of EVs and AFVs and on how aggressively regulatory and
subsidy programs are implemented.
Table 1.1
The Cases

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

California
Low Emission
Federal California Federal
Vehicles
RFG
Vehicle
RFG
~LEV}
X
X
X
X
X
X

Electric
Vehicles

Market
Driven

Subsidized

~EV~

AFV

AFV

X

X
·.X
X

X

Conclusions
Emission reductions due to electric vehicle mandates and AFV subsidies are costly in
comparison to the emission reductions that can be achieved with cars and trucks that
meet California's emission standards and use reformulated gasoline (Table 1.2). In
2010, the cost to reduce hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) with EVs and AFVs
is $48,000 to $292,000 per metric ton of emissions avoided. This contrasts with the
California vehicle emission standards and refonnulated gasoline programs which collectively
cost $16,000 to $30,000 per metric ton of HC and NOx. This cost-effectiveness estimate
includes both the added cost of manufacturing vehicles that meet California standards and
the added cost of meeting California's Phase II regulations for refonnulated gasoline, and
cannot be used to independently detennine the cost-effectiveness of California Phase II
gasoline. Some studies(1)(1 1)(12)(13) that have looked at vehicles and fuels separately suggest
that meeting the California Phase II refonnulated gasoline standard could be more
Economtc Consequences of Adopting Califomaa
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effective method of reducing emissions. Moreover, electricity must be generated to power
electric vehicles, producing NOx emissions that have not been included in this calculation.
Figure 1.1
Emission Levels in 1998
NOx
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Taxpayers and utility customers in California will pay for $2.2 billion in subsidies to
AFV and EVs by 1998. State, regional and local government agencies in California, as well
as universities, have in place 55 programs to provide incentives and direct funding for
alternative fuel vehicles. These programs are in addition to exemptions from part of state
fuel use taxes and sales taxes for AFVs and EVs. Two-thirds of the subsidies will be
provided by two programs. The LA County Mass Transit District has plans for converting
existing bus lines to electric trolley lines at a cost of over $1 billion. Gas and electric utilities
have been authorized by the California Public Utility Commission to provide subsidies to
electric and natural gas vehicles which are paid for through higher rates charged to all their
customers. Several utilities have recently proposed substantial inCreases. At current
subsidy levels, these programs could cost utility rate payers $451 million in 1993 dollars
between 1993 and 1998. By 2010, these programs would cost a cumulative $1.2 billion in
1993 dollars and subsidize a total of 220,000 vehicles if continued at their current levels.
Despite their cost. the subsidies may have little effect on emissions or alternative fuel
consumption because about the same number of alternative fuel vehicles would be
purchased without subsidies, based on the projected economics of fleet use.
The price of every new conventional vehicle sold in California could be increased by
$400 to $4400 by 201 0, just to cover the cost of mandated sales of electric vehicles.
Motor vehicle sales will decline as a result of mandates for EVs, leaving more old vehicles on
the road and increasing emissions. The California vehicle emission and fuel standards
would result in increased costs for consumers. These costs are pushed even higher by
mandates for EVs. Manufacturers will have to recover the costs of producing electric
vehicles. If they charged the full cost to electric vehicle purchases, they could not meet
sales targets, because electric vehicles would cost much more than conventional vehicles.
To encourage electric vehicle sales. vehicle manufacturers will have to raise the price of
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Forcing consumers to pay more for vehicles and fuel will result in lower expenditures on
other goods and services. As a result industries which serve local markets, such as services
and retail trade will suffer. Personal income in California will drop by $4.8 to $14.5 billion in
2010, measured in dollars of the day. Wrth the California low emission vehicle and fuel
standards, job loss by the year 2010 will be between 35,000 - 59,000. Should the EV
mandates and AFV subsidies be adopted then the job loss will inaease to between 50,000 153,000. The loss in jobs along with the subsidies will mean shortfalls in tax revenues. By
2010, tax receipts will be down $1.0 billion- $2.8 billion. A significant part of the annual loss
in taxes - $314 million to $412 million in 201 0 - will be from fuel taxes that finance highway
construction.
Figure 1.2
Incremental Job Loss in California
Year 2010
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Key Assumptions
The main assumptions (Table 1.3) under1ying the analysis concern the cost of fuel and
vehicles. The assumptions concerning the incremental cost of reformulated gasoline were
based on a prior study by DRI of the cost of California reformulated gasoline. Natural gas
prices were based on the current DRI forecast for overall natural gas supply and demand.
Motor vehicle costs were based on published studies by others. Costs of EVs in the low
case are based on the low end of the range of estimates by the NPC, and in the mid and
high cases on continually improving battery technology and vehicle designs required to
match the size and performance of the gasoline vehicles they replace. The incremental
costs for California low emission vehicles used in this analysis do not include the upper end
Economtc Consequences of Adopting Califomca
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Two scenarios for regulatory implementation of EV mandates were assumed. In the low
case and mid case, we assumed that the current CARS plan would take effect, and in the
high case we assumed that recommendations of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District for an increase in the EV mandate to 20o/o would be translated into a statewide
CARS requirement and a tightening of the average tailpipe emission standard. Case 3 High
is considered a sensitivity case for evaluating the impacts of an expanded electric vehicle
mandate. This case assumes the development of breakthroughs in EV technologies as well
as significant changes in consumer preferences beyond the Case 3 low and mid scenarios.
Even with the EV mandates, auto manufacturers are unlikely to locate production facilities in
California. Auto manufacturers are likely to locate plants outside California, where they can
produce EVs at lowest cost. Reasons that costs are lower outside California include: the
availability of modem and efficient production facilities elsewhere in the country, availability
of furloughed auto workers who are receiving compensation even though they are not
working, plants with capacity better suited to the projected volumes of electric vehicles to be
required, and efficiencies of locating manufacturing near engineering/design. There have
been proposals to provide subsidies and tax incentives to encourage vehicle manufacturers
to open or reopen plants for producing EVs in California, on top of the mandates for EV
sales. This study has used a conservative approach to estimating costs, by assuming no
additional subsidies for manufacturing facilities. If those subsidies were provided, they
would increase the cost of EVs to California, because California taxpayers would be
covering any difference in cost between production in California and production at the least
costly location outside California.
Vehicle manufacturers will need to recover the costs of producing electric vehicles. If they
charged the full ·cost to electric vehicle purchasers, they could not meet sales targets,
because electric vehicles would cost much more than conventional vehicles and have limited
range. The California EV mandate is structured such that each manufacturer will have in
California the same proportion of conventional vehicle sales relative to electric vehicle sales.
Consequently, each vehicle manufacturer will likely raise the price of conventional vehicles
by the same amount and there will be no relative price shifts between manufacturers. This is
not necessarily true nationally. Shares of California electric vehicle sales relative to
nationwide conventional vehicle sales may differ for each vehicle manufacturer. As a result,
unitizing the costs of California electric vehicles nationwide could lead to different cfianges in
price for each manufacturer. Competitive market forces would cause those manufacturers
that have disproportionately increased their price to either incur the cost themselves or lose
market share. This study assumes that vehicle manufacturers will recapture the incremental
cost of electric vehicles sold in California by changing prices of conventional vehicles sold in
California. As a result, the incremental cost of electric vehicles will be bome by California
consumers purchasing conventional vehicles.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is David Montgomery, and I am Vice President of
Charles River Associates, an economic consulting firm. Though I do not live here now, I
am not a stranger to California, having lived here during the 1970s while teaching at
Caltech, and last winter while a visiting lecturer at Stanford. It is a pleasure to appear
before this committee to describe the results of the study of California alternative vehicle
and fuel programs that was recently completed under my direction at DRI/McGraw-Hill
and Charles River Associates.
DRIJMcGraw-Hill and Charles River Associates (CRA) were asked to perform this study
because their qualifications include extensive experience in analysis of alternative vehicle
fuels (AFV) scenarios, transportation planning, and the evaluation of economic effects of
proposed energy and environmental policy directives. I myself have conducted a series of
studies on policy toward alternative fuels over the past few years.
Let me begin with some general observations that underlie this study. Under the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990 and California's own Clean Air Act, California has set standards
for emissions from new motor vehicles and for reformulated gasoline that are more
stringent than those applied in the rest of the country. These are performance standards for average emission rates from an auto manufacturer's fleet and for a cleaner-burning
motor fuel. We have estimated the costs of these standards, measured in several ~
dimensions, and their effectiveness in reducing emissions. In addition, California has
adopted a number of subsidies for alternative fuels and a specific mandate that a growing
percentage of new cars sold in California be electric vehicles. These subsidies and
mandates have far higher costs than the California vehicle and fuel standards, and they will
produce little or no reduction in emissions. Mandating and subsidizing the use of specific
fuels, on top of strict performance standards for emissions, adds a lot to costs and very
little to the environment.
The fuels and vehicle analysis 1 performed by DRIJMcGraw-Hill and CRA evaluated the
incremental costs and changes in emission levels associated with two progressively higher
levels of regulation, as I described. Both of these cases were compared to a base case
1

Econom1c Consequences ofAdopting California Alternative Fuels Program. DRl/McGraw Hill and
Charles River Associates. 1993.
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implementing the current federal standards for refonnulated gasoline and tailpipe
emissions. This comparison makes it possible to see the incremental effects of regulation
adopted in California over and above those in effect in the rest of the country, and to see
how rapidly costs increase when fuel mandates are imposed on top of environmental
perfonnance standards.
There are five primary conclusions that may be drawn from this evaluation. They will be
briefly presented here, with supporting explanation and pertinent background.
Fint, emission reductions due to electric vehicle (EV) mandates and AFV subsidies
are costly in comparison to the emission reductions that can be achieved with can
and trucks that meet California's emission standards and use reformulated gasoline.
In 2010, the cost to reduce hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) with EVs and
AFVs will range from $48,000 to $292,000 per metric ton of emissions avoided. That is
at least three to ten times the cost of improvements in emissions that will be achieved
through implementation of the California vehicle and refonnulated gasoline standards.

The relatively high cost of the EV and AFV programs stems primarily from two factors: 1)
the additional expense of manufacturing these vehicles, and 2) the small incremental
emission reductions realized from their use. The added cost to manufacture an EV is 10
to 35 times the added cost of manufacturing a vehicle that meets the California emission
standards using refonnulated gasoline. Because new vehicles must meet the same tailpipe
emission standards for HC regardless of whether EVs are introduced, there is virtually no
HC reduction and only a small reduction in NOx attributable to the introduction ofEVs.
In addition., there are emissions from electricity generated to recharge EV s. I have not
included these emissions in my cost-effectiveness calculation., but they would make EVs
even more expensive compared to vehicles and fuels satisfying California standards.
Second, the introduction ofEVs and AFVs leaves emissions nearly unchanged in
1998. California low-emission vehicles and refonnulated gasoline alone reduce HC and
NO:~e emissions by about 70,000 metric tons in 1998. The EV mandates and AFV
subsidies decrease emissions by no more than 200 metric tons, a truly insignificant amount
in comparison., and they may actually increase emissions. The reason emissions may
increase is that the small reduction in emissions from new vehicles is offset by another
effect. Higher new car costs slow sales and replacement of older, higher emitting vehicles
and increase emissions from the existing fleet.

New car and truck prices increase because someone must pay for the cost ofEVs and
AFVs. Auto manufacturers would not be able to sell their required allotment ofEVs if
they charged their full cost to purchasers ofEVs, because the cost ofEVs will be much
higher than the cost of comparable vehicles that otherwise meet California emission
standards. In order to sell EVs, manufacturers will have to spread these costs over all new
cars sold in California. This price increase will lead to a decline in new vehicle purchases
and subsequent delaying of routine automotive stock turnover, historically the primary
driver for reducing motor vehicle emissions.
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Third, taxpayers and utility customers in California will pay for Sl.l billion in
subsidies to AFVs an~ EVs by 1998. Government agencies in California have 55
programs in place to provide incentives and dir,ect funding for alternative fuel vehicles.
The source for a significant portion of these subsidies will be California gas and electric
utilities. At current funding levels, utility ratepayers would pay $451 million (1993
dollars) in higher rates between 1993 and 1998 to subsidize EVs and AFV s. Several
California utilities have recently requested substantial increases in these subsidies. It is
hard to see how ratepayers would benefit from the expanded electricity sales that might
result.
At current funding levels, these subsidies will benefit about 220,000 vehicles between now
and 2010. Our baseline forecast is for more AFVs than that to be chosen by fleets based
on straight market economics and the Federal fleet program. Thus, depending on how
they are targeted, the utility subsidies on the current scale might not bring about any
increase in alternative fuel use. Much of the utility subsidies for AFV s could prove to be
windfalls for those who would have adopted alternative fuels in any event.
Fourth, the price of every new conventional vehicle sold in California could be
increased by $400 to $4,400 by 2010 just to cover the cost of mandated sales of
electric vehicles. The California vehicle emission and fuel standards will result in
increased new car costs~ EV mandates would push costs even higher. Motor vehicle sales
will decline as a result of mandates for EV s, leaving more old vehicles on the road and
increasing total emissions. To meet EV sales targets, EV prices would have to be kept
below costs, and conventional vehicle prices would have to be increased to make up the
shortfall to manufacturers. This would result in fewer sales of conventional vehicles,
slower automotive stock turnover, and a corresponding increase in emissions compared to
implementing just the California vehicle emission and fuel standards program.
Fifth, imposing mandates and subsidies to promote the purchase ofEVs and AFVs,
in addition to California vehicle and fuel standards, will hurt the economy of
California, cause California job loss, and reduce tax revenues. Complying with'the
California emission and fuel standards will cost a family of four $130 to $240 (todafs
dollars) in 2010. If AFV and EV measures are imposed, that cost rises to between $160
and $1030. This effective loss of income means fewer goods and services will be
purchased in local economies. California total personal income will drop by $4.8 to $14.5
billion in 2010 (2010 dollars). Between 35,000 and 59,000 jobs will be lost by 2010 with
just the low emission vehicle and fuel standards. IfEV and AFV mandates are imposed,
the job loss will increase to between 50,000 and 153,000. State tax revenues will drop
too~ by 2010, tax receipts will be down $800 million to $2.8 billion, much of this loss from
fuel taxes that finance highway construction.
We also concluded that, even with the EV mandates, auto manufacturers are unlikely to
locate production facilities in California. Auto manufacturers are likely to locate plants
outside California_ where they can produce EVs at lowest cost. Reasons that costs are
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lower outside California include: the availability of modem and efficient production
facilities elsewhere in the country, availability of furloughed auto workers who are
receiving compensation even though they are not working, plants with capacity better
suited to the projected volumes of electric vehicles to be required, and efficiencies of
locating manufacturing near engineering/design facilities.
There have been proposals to provide subsidies and tax incentives to encourage vehicle
manufacturers to open or reopen plants for producing EVs in California, on top of the
mandates for EV sales. This study actually used a conservative approach to estimating
costs, by assuming no additional subsidies for manufacturing facilities. If those subsidies
were provided, they would increase the cost of EVs to California, because California
taxpayers would be covering any difference in cost between production in California and
production at the least costly location outside California.
This concludes my oral statement. I will be happy to respond to any of your questions.
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technology -- at greater cost -- to reach the low emission
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This is because

far higher costs.

Achieving major reductions in pollution from

cars and trucks is the only realistic path to follow for
ca:ifornia to achieve healthful air quality.

Perhaps the most compelling aspect of the reformulated gasoline
prograr:-, is the fact that the air quality benefits begin as soon
Unlike the gradual reductions in

as the regulations take effect.
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ma~ufacture
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Because these costs are so substantial, we continue to
closely with refiners as this rule is implemented to lower
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re~orrn~lated

c

gasoline in 1996.

For the past two years, we have been working with refiners,

local lead agencies, permitting agencies, and air pollution
control districts to expedite the approval of construction
projects wit!:. the California Environmental Quality Act

(CEQA)
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supp:ies of fuel will be available and that the fuel will perform
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CONCLUSION

Meter vehicles and their fuels are a principal focus of our work
at the California Air Resources Board because motor vehicles are
the greatest single source of air pollution in this state.
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the entire fleet is made cleaner

by adopting reformulated gasoline for the vast majority of in-use
motor vehicles; Smog-Check holds the consumer responsible for
properly maintaining the vehicle's pollution control equipment;
and the manufacturer is held responsible for guaranteeing that
po:lution control ecr...1ipment will remain effective throughout most
of the life of the vehicle.
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Committee, to move ahead

ARCO Products Company Testimony
By Robert J Trunek
Before the California Assembly Transportation Committee
February 14, 1994

Good afternoon, I am Robert Trunek, ARCO's Vice President of
Environment, Health and Safety. I am here today representing
ARCO's views on the importance of the CARB Phase II gasoline
rule to the State of California and the California environment.
AR CO is a recognized leader in the development of emission
control gasolines. ARCO's first emission control gasoline, EC-1,
was introduced in California in 1989 and our expertise in clean
fuels has now expanded to include the new diesel fuel required by
CARB last October. We have five years of experience in the
production, testing and consumer acceptance of reformulated
gasolines and fuels. As an experienced supplier of clean fuels,
ARCO wants to reaffirm its commitment to the timely introduction
of CARB Phase II gasoline. We encourage CARB and the
legislature to do all they can to ensure that California meets the
1996 Phase II deadline.
The introduction of CARB Phase II is important to California. It
will provide enormous and immediate air quality benefits and
complement the substantial emission reductions that have already
been made statewide. Since the late 1960's, the combined
technological changes to fuels and vehicles made by the oil and
automotive industries have reduced mobile source air pollution
significantly. Between 1968 and 1993, a combination of tighter
controls on vehicles and the associated fuel modifications
eliminated a substantial percentage of the certified emissions of
light duty vehicles.(The reduction of Hydrocarbons, NOx and CO
emissions from 1968 to 1993 is 94%, 75% and 94%, respectively.)
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In 1996, the use of CARB Phase II in all gasoline powered vehicles
throughout California will help achieve even greater reductions.
This is the only strategy available which will, on the day it is
introduced, immediately and substantially reduce emissions from
the entire fleet. It will be equivalent to retrofitting all existing cars
with pollution control equipment which would otherwise cost
hundreds of dollars for each and every car. At the time it was
passed, it was estimated that the effect of the rule would be
equivalent to taking 8 million vehicles off the road. That is almost
a third of the vehicles in the state. No other fuel and no other
strategy can provide these immediate emission benefits in the
existing car fleet. This fuel is also a key element in providing a
consumer friendly way to meet California's new low emission
vehicle standards.
CARB gasoline will cost more to make than conventional gasoline,
but the costs are much lower than those associated with any other
fuel alternatives. CARB has estimated that the increased cost to
manufacture this new fuel will be 12 to 17 cents per gallon more
than conventional gasoline. ARCO's own estimate falls within this
range.
ARCO will invest well over $500MM by 1996 to meet clean
gasoline requirements and make the necessary modifications to our
refinery. These investments will generate as many as 2350
construction jobs and 40 new permanent jobs. Similar investments
by other California refiners will result in significant economic
benefits to the state right now. Furthermore, by taking this cost
effective, consumer friendly step now, the state can avoid far more
draconian stationary source reductions.
ARCO has supported the development of CARB's new gasoline
standards. We remain committed to the CARB II program,
including an orderly and timely transition to the new fuel in 1996.
2
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It is far less certain that California government has the same
commitment.
As recently as February 8, 1994, CARB granted another variance

to its clean diesel rule and, at the same time, proclaimed that it
would significantly reduce air pollution. Actions such as this send a
clear message to investors that timely compliance with CARB
orders is not necessary and that there are few, if any, penalties to
be assessed if one does not comply. In the February 8 decision,
CARB stated that no penalty for noncompliance was required
because the refiner had incurred some costs. This was of little
comfort to other refiners who expended huge sums to comply in a
timely manner or paid penalties when they failed to meet the
deadline for compliance.
It is essential that all branches of the government display the
fortitude needed to hold steadfast; to refuse to permit the sale of
fuel which does not satisfy the requirements of the Phase II rule.
Only then will there be full support for the substantial investments
needed to meet the 1996 deadline. Anything short of a total
commitment will compromise the process and discourage
inv,estments, thereby failing to achieve the desired emission
reductions and creating marketplace chaos. Only the legislature
and the Administration can provide the certainty that is required.
Californians will not accept, and we believe CARB should not
tolerate, any relaxation of the standard, or any delay in the 1996
implementation deadline. Any other outcome will penalize those of
us who have made huge financial commitments to produce cleaner
gasolines and cleaner air.

All new products need to be tested before being introduced to the
consumer. Reformulated gasoline is no exception. We are
confident there is ample time for testing CARB II gasoline. Our
confidence is based on five years of experience with low emission
3
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gasolines and our participation in the joint AUTO/OIL research
and other programs. Additional testing is underway. One example
of ongoing programs, the Multifuel Federal Express Cleanfleet
program (111 vehicles/five fuels/completion 1994), has completed
one year, over 2 million miles of testing and is continuing.
We are considering additional joint testing programs and would
invite CARB to participate in these efforts. We are also
recommending that an education program begin soon so that
consumers are informed about the benefits of CARB gasoline.
Since 1970, the automotive industry has done an outstanding job in
reducing emissions. Their LEV plans, when combined with CARB
Phase II gasoline, will radically improve the future air quality of
this state. Similarly, programs such as vehicle scrappage programs
would provide significant benefits.
These are very cost effective programs which will yield immediate
benefits and as in the case of scrappage, at no cost to the
consumer. All of the efforts described above involve virtually no
inconvenience to the consumer. Other alternative fuel/vehicle
systems that are proposed require radical changes in fuel use and
in the cost of vehicles and fuels, with little if any measurable
benefits. Many of the alternatives are sales hype, offered by
promoters who want to expand their business at consumer expense.
Before we commit limited consumer and taxpayer dollars, we must
clearly understand, without a rhetorical cloud, the true cost of
change and the benefits to be achieved.
The public wants and deserves clean air and they expect business
to produce that result. The business that does so at the least cost,
with the least inconvenience to the public should succeed. The
public votes with its consumer dollars and business will respond to
their expectations or disappear. If government interferes with this
4
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freedom of choice by dictating either the vehicle to be sold or fuel
to be used, innovation will be stifled, and we all achieve less than
our potential.
In closing, I compliment the chairman and this committee for your
interest in transportation issues. They are complex. Through the
hearing process, we can come together and openly discuss
California's needs and options and highlight the consequences of
each proposal. I would urge this committee to explore each issue
before it proceeds. I believe that our industry has stepped up to
the air quality problem and developed a series of excellent
programs for improving the quality of California air. We ask of
this body and California administrative agencies that they adhere
to the fuel rules that they have adopted and not shift with each fad
that blows through California. Billion dollar investment cannot be
made in the face of constant legislative or regulatory change.
Working together, we will continue to make progress toward
California's clean air goals.

5
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Assembly Transportation Committee
Testimony Regarding Introduction of Reformulated Gasoline
February 14, 1994
Thank YOU, Mr. Chairman and committee members, for the opportunity to speak on
behalf of the California Independent Oil Marketers Association (ClOMA) regarding
the introduction of the reformulated gasoline regulation, scheduled to take effect in
April19':1o. Although this deadline may seem far off, it is in reality approaching \'ery
qUJckly \\'e should now be planning for implementation of this regulation by
ensurins that a smooth transition is made from use of the old fuel to the new one.
Smooth transition depends on four things -- 1) an appropriate timeframe for
mtroducing the new gasohne throughout the industry; 2) adequate supplies of fuel
from all the fuel poducers and importers that currently supply California gasoline;
3) contingency plans that permit quick response to supply or distributions problems;
and 4 J adequate f1eld performance and engine wear testing of the nev; fuels prior to
certliJcatlcm for pubhc usc
Timeframe --Phase-In the

~ew

Regulation

CiC'\L\ urses C..:..R5 to mtroduce th1s regulation OYer a period of at least one year.
A'- the d1esel e\perH:nce last fall indicated, a drop-dead compliance deadline for all
secmcnts of the market places seYere and unnatural demand on fuel supplies.
Gctsolmc producers mav encounter many of the same problems in modifying their
rcfmenes to produce reformulated gasoline that they experienced in making lowarornat1c d1csel. If refmenes are unable to produce and reserve adequate amounts of
refc,rmulated ~asollne to meet the deadllne, then the same kinds of sh@rtages and
pnce SJ'Ikes could occur.
A more effective solution would be to phase out the old fuel by setting compliance
deadlines for each of le\'el of the gasoline distribution chain that enable refiners,
d1stributors, retailers, and consumers to turn their tanks within a reasonable amount
of tlme Generally, it takes two to three tank turns to fuJJy flush traces of the old fuel
from storage and fuel tanks. Since some segments of the market from distributor to
consumer may take two months to turn one tank of fuel, giving each market segment
si \ mcmths stag~ered throughout the one year period should reduce the excessiYe
demand for fuel seen last September and October and make transition much less a
ens: c..
TL> phii'-c:-m al'-c' perrn1ts the m<Hkct to usc supplies of old and new gasolme 1f
~utth-Jvnt suppllt''- of reformulatecl gasoline are not aYailable from all supphL•rs
Th,•·-c '-Uff'lit'r" \\ h0 arc cap<1bk of producing substantial quantltH.'S of reformulate-d
.ca--,•il:·,._. couiJ l:">t gl\·en economic incenti\"C'S, such <1S Si1h.'ctble emissions crecllls C'r
tml~'-L' , r•tf'-c't' of stat10n<1n '-('UT(t' criteri<1 pollut<1nts fn•m production of
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reformulated fuel. CIOMA strongly opposes the use of penalties or fees that will
ultimately be passed onto consumers who will be forced to pay for the costs of
making the new fuel as well as a means of insuring future supply.

Adequate Supplies from Traditional Suppliers
Distributors and retailers often buy fuel from a variety of suppliers. This practice
serves the consumer by making the best fuel available at the lowest possible price
since it spurs competition between fuel suppliers. Prices will inevitably rise to
unprecedented levels if either the number of suppliers falls dramatically or if these
suppliers do not have adequate amounts of fuel that can be sold in California. The
state must take every step available to ensure that all current suppliers remain in the
California market and that the fuel specification does not preclude import of fuel from
overseas or out-of-state if supplies drop significantly below demand.
As distributors, we need reliable information as soon as can be obtained about which
producers will be suppl:ing reformulated gasoline and which will not. At a recent
meeting where implementation of the reformulated gasoline regulation was
discussed, CARB officials indicated that expecting compliance reports from refiners
by \:ovember 1995 would be unrealistic given current timeframes for releasing CARB
predictiw model and the level of preparation refiners have already made for
produons reformulated gasoline. CARB officials then said that information may not
be a\·ailable until ~1arch L 1996-- just one month before the compliance deadline.
Releasmg information about which refiners will be in compliance only one month
before the deadlme must be met will not gin marketers adequate time to find

alternate suppliers tf one of their critical sources of supply will not be in compliance.
lf suppllers will not be able to ad\·ise CARB of their ability to comply until March 1,
1u:.6, then CJ0~1A strongly recommends that the deadline for initiating compliance
be pushed back and the fuel introduced through a long-term phase-in period. Supply
from many sources is the key to effective introduction of this regulation. Without
adequate supply throughout the state, disruptions will occur.

Contingency Plans Can Reduce Impact of Supply Disruptions
\'Vhen a regulation that has such a broad impact is introduced, disruptions, problems,
can be expected to occur. Problems are not necessarily disastrous, but they certainly
can be if they are not anticipated and if no contingency plans are made to determine
what can and should be done if problems occur. CJOMA strongly urges the state to
establish a multi-industry, multi-agency, public working group to identify potential
problems that may result from implementation of the reformulated gasoline
regulation and to develop contingency plans for quickly addressing those problems in
a manner least disruptive to all concerned.
Jn recent discussions CJOMA has had v.'ith state agencies looking at implementation
of the refc,rmulated gasoline regulation, many references have been made to '"letting
th~o

marlct take care of itself' and using the variance procedures to remedy supply or
problems CJ0~1A does not believe that reliance solely on these solutions
1'- cfkctl\C or \\"l<.e. The 1993 supply shortages and price spikes substantiated
d1~tnbut1on
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ClOMA's concerns about the effecti\·eness of the variance mechanism to insure
adequate fuel supplies.
The state cannot solely rely on market economics when governmental policies have
removed some of the critical balances that keep the market competitive. CIOMA also
believes the development of supply contingency plans with a trigger point, based on
an industry determined level of supply, at which the regulations would be suspended
until adequate levels of supply return to the market would help stabilize supply
driven price jumps.
Setting single state standards that deviate substantially from those followed in the
other fifty states changes the balance of trade in California. As previously mentioned,
if importers and traders cannot bring fuel into to California to meet demand when
supplies produced by refiners here are low, then market forces cannot respond
adequately. \Vhen the state has taken action which effectively removes a market
segment that helps balance supply and demand, then it must look at ways to restore
that balance if supply and demand are too far out of line.
Responses may include requiring allocation by historic volumes rather than price or
temporary suspension of the regulation until sufficient supplies are available to bring
supply and demand back into balance. The state cannot forget that the consumer
ultimately pays for these regulations. Therefore, the state cannot allov,• an
uncompetitive market to unfairly price a product that governmental policies made
art1ficialJ~· scarce. To make sure the interests of all concerned or affected by the
re~wlation are addressed, we urge the state to set up a working group to de,·elop
appropriate and effective responses to market imbalance.

Test Fuel Formulas, Don't :\1ake Consumers Become .:;uinea Pigs
Gasoline is a product that has been developed over the last century to effectively run
m engines. Changes made by refiners over the years have generally been widely
introduced only after extensive laboratory and field testing. Although the state
requires new fuels to be extensively tested for emissions, the reformulated gasoline
regulation contains no requirement for refiners to test the ne,,· fuel's useability or
quality in engines. CIOMA believes that the lack of such requirements is a serious
flaw in this regulation.
Fuel useability and quality testing should be completed by all refiners seeking to
certify new gasoline formulas with CARB. CARB should require laboratory and field
tests as prescribed by standards development organizations, like the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the International Standards Organization, and the American
Society for Testing Materials. In addition, the state should examine the emissiom
impact new technologies or federal regulations, like the on-board canister rule, will
have and complete a broad scale emissions inventory to determine the cumulati\·e
effect of all regulations on improving air quality. Results from these alternatives may
reduce the need for stringent fuel and engine specifications. Perhaps an objective
examination of the Clean Air Act requirements and emission reductions efforts would
prc•ndc insi~ht into the succe:;.s CARB has already achie\·ed and what is further
lll'l'\.kd
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In closing. CIOMA supports the reformulated gasoline regulation and hopes that it
will improve air quality substantially. However, our members urge state officials to
implement the regulation as reasonably as possible to minimize disruptions in supply
and distribution of gasoline and the price impact to consumers.
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECfiON AGENCY
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY
COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
FEBRUARY 14, 1994
Good afternoon Chainnan Katz and members of the Committee. My name is
Dave Calkins, and I am Chief of the Air Planning Branch of the EPA Region 9 Air
and Toxics

Division~

Felicia Marcus and David Howekamp have ?Sked me to send

their apologies for their inability to be here today. In addition, I have brought a
letter from Assistant Administrator Nichols for the record.

I am here today to express U.S. EPA's strong support for California's existing
plan for clean vehicles and fuel programs. Technology forcing regulations, such as
California's LEV program, lead to innovative solutions in our efforts to solve the
difficult air quality dilemmas facing us throughout California and the Nation.
California will serve as a launching pad for marketable technologies in a global arena
increasingly concerned with environmental quality.

Numerous factors have led to California's current leadership in electric vehicle
technology. California's market demand will be the earliest, largest, and most
sophisticated in the world. The level of research and development provided by the
universities and national laboratories in California is unequalled anywhere. The
presence of the electronics and aerospace industries has created a crucial foundation
for development.

1
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California is already horne to over 100 companies dedicated to electric vehicle
technologies. Companies are developing every conceivable electric vehicle product from advanced batteries and aluminum frames to DC/ AC converters and
regenerative braking systems. These companies, and the new ones which will be
developed in the next few years, will also be leaders in the emerging environmental
technology export market.

The California Council on Science and Technology has projected that by 2003
over 70,000 Americans will be employed in direct manufacturing jobs in electric
vehicle industries. California alone has the potential to be the site of 10,000 new jobs
by the year 2000 and 70,000 new jobs by 2010, including direct manufacturing and
assembly, indirect, construction and deployment, and service jobs.

This hearing is particularly timely as EPA is announcing Federal
Implementation Plan (FIP) proposals tomorrow which include support for California's
LEV program. Emissions reductions from those programs will be credited in the FIP.

2
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CLEAN AIR ACT: BACKGROUND
The fundamental goal of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 as mandated
by Congress is to reduce pollution by over 50 billion pounds a year. The reductions
will come from cutting the emissions from several principal sources including motor
vehicles. Motor vehicles contribute about half of California's emissions of volatile
organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen. In addition, mobile sources account for
about ninety percent of the carbon monoxide emissions. These pollutants result in
the nation's worst carbon monoxide and smog problems. For California's 31 million
residents, that means greater risk of respiratory problems and reduced cardiopulmonary function. With 26 million vehicles in California, upgrading mobile source
programs will do more to improve air quality than in any other pollution control
area.

CLEAN AIR ACT: CLEAN-FUELED VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) establish two dean-fueled
vehicle programs. Both require controls that go beyond those necessary to meet the
basic mobile source control provisions. The vehicles regulated under the programs
are: car and truck fleets; and cars to be sold under a pilot program in California.
Clean fuels include methanol, ethanol, reformulated gasoline, natural gas, liquified
petroleum gas and electricity.

3
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The CAAA incorporated a concept originated by the California Air Resources
Board of defining several vehicle emission categories representing emissions levels
lower than those applying to conventional vehicles. These ''Low-Emission Vehicles"
or LEV standards include permissible exhaust emissions for certifying vehicles as
LEVs, Ultra Low-Emission Vehicles (ULEVs), and Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEVs).
Because the standards are based on emission performance, not fuel type, vehicles can
certify as LEVs, ULEVs, or ZEVs on any fuel which meets the standards.

EPA has established an additional clean vehicle emission category known as
"Inherently Low-emissions Vehicles" or ILEVs. To qualify as ILEVs, vehicles must
first qualify as LEVs and then meet additional criteria. The primary !LEV criterion is
that the vehicle inherently emit little or no evaporative emissions even if the
evaporative emission controls malfunction, as has often occurred in actual use. Also,
an ILEV must meet the LEV exhaust standards for hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide and the ULEV standards for nitrogen oxides. As with the LEV categories,
a vehicle operating on any fuel or fuels that meets these criteria can qualify as an
ILEV; the most likely vehicles to be certified as ILEVs will be pure alcohol vehicles
(100 percent methanol or ethanol), dedicated gaseous fuel vehicles (compressed
natural gas or liquified petroleum gas (propane)), or electric vehicles (in which case
ILEVs may also be ZEVs). Vehicles which operate on more than one fuel may be
ILEVs if they meet the requirements on each fuel. The most likely application of
ILEVs will be with centrally fueled fleets.

4
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There are a growing number of local, state, and national programs in which
LEVs, ULEV, ZEVs and/or ILEVs play a role. These include 1) California's LEV
program (which several states have adopted or are considering adopting); 2) the
federal Clean Fleet program and the California Pilot Program; 3) the implementation
of the federal fleet provisions of the Energy Policy Act; and 4) a variety of programs
initiated at the state. and local level to accelerate the introduction .of alternative fuel
vehicles into fleets. For a variety of reasons, including air quality and compliance
with Clean Air Act and Energy Policy Act fleet programs, policy makers at all levels
of government are considering programs that would mandate or offer incentives for
the purchase of LEVs, ULEVs, ZEVs, or ILEVs.

California is substituting its LEV program to meet the Federal Clean Fleet and
California Pilot programs mandated by the Clean Air Act

Federal Clean Fleet Vehicles
The fleet vehicle requirements apply to cars and all sizes of trucks in serious,
severe and extreme ozone nonattainment areas. Fleets of 10 or more vehicles that are
capable of being centrally fueled are covered, but certain vehicles, including ones for
law enforcement and emergency use and rental retail, are exempted. The
amendments' definition of "covered fleets". is quite expansive, with vehicles owned,
operated or leased included. For cars and light trucks, standards are specified that
will result in emissions being 60% to 70% less than under basic vehicle requirements.
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Standards providing a slightly lesser benefit are to be set for heavy-duty
trucks. The percentage of each fleet that must meet the stricter standards increases
from 1998 to 2000, with 70% of new fleet cars and light trucks and 50% of heavy
trucks ultimately being required to be clean-fueled.

California Pilot Program
In California, a portion of the vehicles sold must meet standards that are
substantially more stringent than under the national program. The number of these

.

clean-fueled vehicles that must be produced and sold increases from 150,000 in 1996
to 300,000 in 1999 and each year thereafter. The standards for the pilot program are
to be about 50% more stringent than the national standard in the initial years and,
beginning in 2003, should achieve about 70% greater control.

As under current law, states may elect to adopt and enforce California vehicle
standards. States that choose to adopt California standards are given no new
authority to require availability of dean fuels. To meet automakers' concerns, the act
clarifies that states adopting California standards cannot take any action that would
result in automakers having to build a special car to meet its requirements.

6
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Reformulated Gasoline
Cleaner, reformulated gasoline is p1andated in the nine cities with the worst
ozone pollution (about 25% of the market). Limits are set for oxygen content,
aromatic hydrocarbons and benzene. The fuel also must meet restrictions on ozoneforming VOCs and hazardous air pollutants. The Federal program takes effect in
1995, with restrictions being tightened in 2000. States can elect to have the
requirements in other cities with ozone pollution problems.

CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS
In 1990, California adopted very stringent light and medium-duty emissions
standards. The LEV program relies on Advanced emission control technologies, clean
gasoline, and an on-board diagnostics system, which together are designed to assure
that in-use vehicles emit at or near their respective emission standards.
The California reformulated gasoline program is being implemented in two
phases. Phase 1, which began on January 1, 1992, included a moderate reduction in
the Reid Vapor pressure, requirements for deposit control additives, and the phaseout of leaded gasoline. Phase 2 involves a comprehensive set of specifications

.

designed to achieve maximum reductions in criteria and toxic pollutants and in the
mass and reactivity (ozone-forming potential) of emissions from gasoline-fueled
vehicles. All gasoline sold in California after March 1, 1996 will have to
aforementioned specifications.

7
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FEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION PLANS
The U.S. EPA is under court order to issue a FIP for California by February 14,
1994. The FIP is designed to bring the areas surrounding Los Angeles, Ventura, and
Sacramento into attainment of national, health-based air quality standards for ozone
pollution and to bring the Los Angeles area into attainment for carbon monoxide.

The FIP includes proposals to regulate emissions from the follo\A.'ing source
categories:
o

Commercial and industrial facilities, chemical plants and gas stations;

o

Products that pollute when used, such as pesticides, house paints and
industrial coatings;

o

On-road vehicles such as automobiles, motorcycles, and light-, mediumand heavy-duty trucks;

o

Non-road vehicles such as marine pleasure craft, lawn and garden
equipment, all-terrain vehicles, and farm and construction equipment;

o

Civil and military airports, ships in ports and passing by the Ventura
coast, locomotives, interstate trucks, and used cars imported from other
states.

The FIP builds on the existing state regulatory program to reduce emissions
from automobiles (e.g., LEV, reformulated gasoline). To provide extra emissions
reductions above and beyond the substantial reductions provided by LEV, the
proposed FIP also includes an enhanced Smog Check program and an enhanced inuse vehicles compliance program.

8
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The enhanced Smog Check program is included due to the importance of such
a program as a cost-effective tool to reduce vehicle emissions. However, U.S. EPA is
continuing to discuss with Chairman Katz and other California legislators and leaders
a state program that would meet federal performance standards. Once such an
approvable program is adopted by the state, it would take the place of that FIP
component.

OZONE TRANSPORT COMMISSION VOTE ON CA LEV
As you are aware, the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC), a group of states
extending from Virginia to Maine, voted nine to 4 on February 1 in favor of
petitioning U.S. EPA to mandate California's low-emission vehicle (LEV) program.
Under Section 184 of the CAAA, U.S. EPA has nine months to review the OTC
petition. Thus, U.S. EPA must remain neutral until the decision making process (e.g.,
public hearings, solicitation and review of comments) is complete. However, it is
important to note that the OTC vote signals a movement to more stringent standards.
The potential addition of the Northeast market would mean that one in every three
vehicles would have to meet California standards.

In closing, I want to reiterate our full support for California's LEV program.

.

We will continue to work with you to ensure the successful implementation of the
program. I will be happy to try and answer any questions you may have. Thank
you for the opportunity to testify on these important issues.
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My Name is Veronica Kun and I am a senior scientist with the
Natural Resources Defense Council. The NRDC is one of the
nation's premier non-profit environmental organizations. Founded
in 1970, it is now backed by 170,000 members, including 30,000
members in California, and has a staff of more than 80 lawyers,
scientists and environmental specialists working in five offices
nationwide. The NRDC led the fight to get lead out of gasoline,
CFC's out of aerosol sprays and Alar out of apples. It is
currently spearheading campaigns to. clean up air and water
pollution, minimize ozone depletion, reduce global warming, and
reverse rainforest destruction.
I am here today to present testimony concerning the health
effects of air pollution, and its particular risks to children.
This committee, in its legislative and oversight capacities, has
jurisdiction over that part of the economy, the transportation
sector, which is the largest source of air pollutant emissions.
In the past, controlling emissions from automobiles has been the
single most successful program instituted in this state. In the
future, securing the vital additional emissions reductions
necessary to meet minimum health standards may well prove to be
the state's greatest challenge.
NRDC urges the Chairman to use the full power of this Committee's
legislative and oversight authority to protect and extend
existing vehicle emissions programs. These programs are
essential to securing clean air for the State's residents and to
protect its children from the enormous health risks posed by
living in heavily polluted areas.
X.

INTRODUCTION

Young children constitute the largest group at high risk from
exposure to air pollution. In California alone, there are 6
million children under the age of fourteen. Ninety percent of
them live in areas that fail to meet state air quality standards.
In Southern California, there are more that 2.5 million preadolescent children breathing highly polluted air.
NRDC recently published a study of the health impacts of air
pollutants on children, and the implications of this research for
children in the Los Angeles Air Basin and other polluted areas.
NRDC had prepared this study by reviewing recent medical
literature concerning both the general health effects of air
pollution and, where it is available, the specific evidence
concerning children. We also evaluated evidence about children's
activity patterns and exposure to air pollution and their
particular physiological vulnerabilities. Finally, we examined
the state of air quality in the Air Basin and the adequacy of
existing clean air programs and health standards.
The principal conclusion of this report is that Southern
California, as well as the nation as a whole, is failing to
protect its most precious citizens -- its children -- from the
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adverse health effects of air pollution. In Southern california
and other regions in air pollution crisis, emission reduction
efforts and health standards are insufficient to shield children
from potentially serious health damage. As the report describes,
children in these regions are chronically exposed to high levels
of pollutants that may have a cumulative and possible
irreversible impact on their health. This means that every day
and every year in which a child is exposed to high pollutant
concentrations, the risk of health damage increases.
NRDC's purpose in preparing this report is to inform the public
about these serious health consequences of air pollution and to
demonstrate the urgent need for cleaner air in Southern
California and other heavily polluted areas. · The health of
children in this state must not be compromised by our failure to
institute and maintain an aggressive air pollution control
program.
II.

ACTIVE BODIES, YOUNG LUNGS:
POLLUTION

CHILDREN'S VULNERABILITY TO AIR

Children's behavior patterns and certain aspects of their
physiology lead to greater e~sure to air pollutants than those
experienced by an average adult. Physiological immaturities in
their developing systems render young children more susceptible
to some of the damaging effects of this exposure.
Greater Exposure

*

Children take in more air relative to their body weights and
lung surface area than do adults. Relative to their weight,
therefore, children also receive higher doses of air pollutants
than do adults.

* Children spend more time outdoors than any other age group. In
California, children typically spent more than two hours outdoor
every day, versus slightly over one hour every day for adults.
Much of children's exposure is likely to occur during mid-day and
afternoons, when pollutant levels are highest in Southern
California.
* Children are more active while outdoors than are adults,
spending three times as much time engaged in sports and other
vigorous activities. Increased activity creates increased oxygen
demand and raises breathing significantly.
* Gravity forces many air pollutants to the ground or floor. By
virtue of their stature, young children are more exposed to
pollutants recirculated into the air from contaminated dust and
dirt.
-
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* Respiratory symptoms such as coughing and shortness of breath
serve are signals of air pollution exposure and warnings to move
indoors or curtail exercise. However, research on ozone exposure
shows that children often fail to exhibit these symptoms, despite
significant changes in lung function. Research also indicates
that some children do not take note of symptoms when they do
occur.

*

The nasal airways filter many particles that would otherwise be
inhaled into lungs; breathing through the mouth increases the
dose of particles reaching the lungs. Most people breathe
increasingly through their mouth as their level of exertion
rises. Children are prone to mouth-breathing because they are
very active outdoors, and they have small noses that are easily
blocked by congestion, constriction or other illness.
Greater Phyaioloqical Vulnerability

* The lungs grow rapidly both in size and in complexity during
childhood. During this period, damage to the lungs through
irritation, inflammation, or infection not only affects the
tissues themselves, but can also impede the further development
of tissues and biochemical mechanisms in the lung. In addition,
infants and children may be at greater risk from airborne
carcinogens (such as some groups of particulate matter) than
adults: there is some evidence that carcinogens have a greater
effect of rapidly growing tissues than on mature tissues.
Children exposed to carcinogens also have a longer expected life
span over which carcinogenic action may occur.
* Children's pulmonary defense systems are immature, so that
their lungs are less able to remove or neutralize contaminants
(such as bacteria, particles, and other foreign matter) than
adults' lungs are. Children also experience frequent respiratory
infections -- an average of eight a year. Polluted air
exacerbates the problems of frequent infection in several ways:
1) Exposure to air pollution, especially to ozone and
particulate matter, has been shown to increase children's
susceptibility to infection.
2) Exposure to ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate
matter can impair the respiratory immune and clearance
mechanisms.
3) The irritating properties of pollutants can inflame the
airways. Research implies that chronic exposure to ozone
causes chronic airway inflammation and enlargement and
excessive formation of cells without cilia in the airway
lining.

-
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In turn, infection and the inflammation and mucus secretion that
can take place during infection render the lungs more susceptible
to air pollution by hindering the removal of particulate matter
from the lungs. Thus, air pollution exposure exacerbates
infection, and infection exacerbates the response to air
pollution.
*Children's airways are smaller than adults', so that they are
more easily obstructed during infection, inflammation, or muscle
constriction. They are also likely to trap more particles than
adults' airways. One researcher estimates that children's
airways may trap 60 percent of particles entering the lungs,
versus 40 percent for adults.
* There are several additional structural immaturities that make
children's lungs more delicate that those of adults.
Inflammation and infection that might create mild symptoms in an
adult can therefore be more serious in a child, and air pollution
can be an additional burden for a child with respiratory
problems.
1) Early in life, the air sacs are fewer, so that there is
less "reserve volume" from which to supply oxygen demand.
2) In adults, gas is able to move directly from one air sac
to another through holes in the sacs and chann.els between
the small airways and the sacs -- so that gases can be
distributed deep in the lung, circumventing obstructed
areas. Infants and young children do not have enough of
these pathways to allow for this restorative air drift.
3) Infants and small children have relatively less reserve
surface area in their lungs available for times of stress or
increased metabolic demand.
4) The rib cage, chest wall, and chest muscles are immature
at birth: full development may not occur until 16 years of
age. An infant's chest wall has less structural resistance
than an adult's and can cave in more easily during labored
or obstructed breathing, causing lung collapse. (This is
relevant to general respiratory vulnerability, but not
generally a concern with air pollution exposure.)
Children At Greatest Risk
* Polluted air is an additional burden on the sensitized
respiratory systems of allergic and asthmatic children.
* Up to 25 percent of the otherwise healthy population (both
children and adults) may be hyper-responsive to ozone exposure
(without necessarily exhibiting any outward symptoms).
-
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*

The lungs of newborns and infants are ~ess developed and often
lack the mature immune system defenses found in older children.
Although there is little information about the age at which
children are at highest risk from low-level air pollution, the
youngest children are known to be at greatest risk from cigarette
smoke. As infants' vulnerability is offset by their relative
immobility, or low exertion rates, and the small amount of time
they spend outdoors, preschool children may be at greatest risk.

* The health of poor children may already be compromised by
conditions such as lack of adequate medical attention,
undernourishment or malnourishment, or crowded or unsanitary
living conditions.
* Other children at increased risk include those frequently
exposed to sources of contaminants such as industrial pollution
sources, areas of heavy traffic, and cigarette smoke.
XII. WITH EVERY BREATH TREY TAltBI
POLLUTION ON CHILDREN

'l'HB HEALTH I:KPACTS OP AIR

Scope of the Review
In preparing this report, NRDC focussed on pollutants that are
both problematic in Southern California and most likely to cause
long-term health effects -- the effects with the greatest
potential impact on the future well-being of children growing up
with pollution. The studies reviewed examine the health effects
of ozone, particulates, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide,
particularly those bearing most directly on long-term health
damage. In most cases, little labOratory research has been done
specifically on risks to children. NRDC believes that our survey
of children's vulnerability, together with the evidence from
research that does exist on children's health risks, shows that
children may be disproportionately affected by many if not all of
the health impacts described. Additional research is urgently
needed to refine medical understanding of -- and ultimately to
prevent -- the health risks to children.
Cellular Damage

* Even short-term exposure to low levels of pollutants can cause
marked changes and damage in the lung at the cellular level.
Furthermore, evidence suggests that if the exposure is prolonged
and repeated, the damage is progressive and cumulative, and may
not be reversible.
1) Sulfur compounds can interfere with the lungs'
mucociliary clearance system. Ozone may hinder the immune
system's ability to defend against infection. This effect
has been found in laboratory animals at levels below the
federal ozone standard.
-
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2) Ozone exposure is connected with inflammation of the
airways -- an indication of injury to these tissues -- that
persists for many hours or days after exposure ceases. This
effect has been seen in humans at levels below the federal
standard. Exposure to acidic aerosols may aggravate the
effect.
3) Sulfur compounds and ozone (even at low levels) make the
airways more sensitive to other agents that cause bronchial
constriction (as in asthma).
4) Even short-term ozone exposure increases lung cell
permeability. This effect may hinder the body's ability to
regulate the movement of gases and liquids between the lungs
and the bloodstream, potentially facilitating the body's
uptake of inhaled toxic substances and perhaps promoting
enhanced allergic sensitization.
Reduced Lunq FUnction

* Even brief exposure to levels of ozone below the ~ederal
standard can induce temporary but significant impairment in lung
function (the lungs' ability to inhale and exhale an adequate
volume of air). Prolonged.exposure can cause impairments that
persist for many hours or days. Similar, although less
comprehensive, effects are observed from exposure to sulfur
dioxide and other sulfur compounds. Chronic exposure to
pollutant mixtures such as of sulfur oxides, particulates, and
ozone may cause chronic impairment of children's lung function.
(Lung function impairment is often a consideration in setting air
pollution health standards. It is also significant because it
may be a sign of invisible, sub-clinical damage inside lungs, and
because people with severe asthma or other lung disease may not
be able to tolerate additional lung function impairments).
Xncreased susceptibility to Respiratory Xllness
Respiratory illness such as bronchitis
* Several epidemiological studies, mostly of pollutants in
combination and most involving particles, found a significant
correlation between exposure to air pollution and the frequency
of respiratory symptoms, ranging from chest colds to hospital
admission for bronchitis, pneumonia, and emphysema.

*

Ozone, particles, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide, either
independently or in combination, are linked to increases in
respiratory disease at levels below federal health standards.

* The effect on children, as measured by hospital admissions, is
greater than the effect on adults.
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* There is some evidence that this effect, for extended exposure
to particle pollution, may be cumulative.
Effects on asthmatics
* There has been a dramatic upsurge in asthma during the past
twenty years that cannot be completely explained by improvements
in disease tracking, diagnosis, treatment, and access to health
care. In addition, more people are being hospitalized for asthma
and more people are dying as a result of asthma attacks. These
trends are most pronounced among children under fifteen. While
there is disagreement in the medical community as to whether air
pollution is a factor in the upsurge in asthma cases, numerous
studies show links between attacks (and/or clinic and hospital
admissions for asthma) and air pollution levels. Air pollutants
may trigger the asthmatic response directly or may increase
sensitivity to allergens.

* A variety of pollutants are implicated in these studies -ozone, acidic aerosols, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and
particles. Ozone and nitrogen oxide at levels at or below the
federal standards have been associated with increased emergency
visits and hospitalizations of children for asthma attacks.
Higher mortality rates
* Elevated death rates have been found at concentrations of
particulate matter that are well below federal health standards;
death rat~s start to inch upward when particles reach levels as
low as a third of the current standard.

* One study also found small, but significant, associations
between daily mortality and three separate environmental factors:
automobile emissions (such as carbon monoxide and nitrogen
dioxide), photochemical oxidants such as ozone, and temperature.
Long-tera effects of chronic exposure

* studies of laboratory animals suggest that, with long-term
ozone exposure, damage to lung cells can accumulate and develop
into structural changes. Among the effects observed are
progressive changes in respiratory function, increase in airway
responsiveness, progressive respiratory symptoms, and chronic
inflammation with healing by fibrosis (a type of scarring that
stiffens the lung and may make it less capable of efficient gas
exchange).
* One study found that laboratory animals intermittently exposed
to ozone developed greater biochemical and physiological changes
than animals that breathed ozone continuously. Some
epidemiological research also suggest that multi-day, episodic
ozone levels may cause cell death and inflammatory reactions in
humans. The implication is that there is little scientific basis
for the current ozone federal health standard with an averaging
- 7 -
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time of only one hour.

* There are three major concerns identified in the medical
1iterature as possible effects of the long-term lung damage
induced by chronic exposure to pollution:
1) Stunted growth of 1ung capacity in children. One study found
that residents of a aore polluted area in the Los Angeles Air
Basin had substantially worse lung function when they were
initially tested, and showed significantly more rapid
deterioration of lung function over time, than residents of a
less polluted area. Children appeared to experience less rapid
growth of lung function, while adults showed a greater rate of
deterioration.
2)
Accelerated aging of the lungs. The aging process in the
lung, which occurs naturally throughout adulthood, is marked by
increased deposits of collagen that may stiffen the lung and
impair its efficiency. Ozone is strongly implicated as a cause
of premature aging of the lung. Tissue changes seen in
laboratory animals include death of ciliated cells; reduced
ability to remove foreign material; inflammation; biochemical
changes that suggest damage to tissues; and stiffening of to lung
andfor increased co1lagen production.
3) Chronic lung disease. Chronic exposure to pollution may
raise the risk of developing chronic lung disease later in life.
Chronic bronchitis, airway obstructive disease, and asthma cases
have been associated in some research with high levels of
particles. An autopsy study of fourteen to twenty-five-year-old
accident victims in Southern California showed evidence of
chronic damage and disease. Researchers stated that their
subjects "had lungs of older people," and believed air pollution
was one of the factors. (However, this study is far from
conclusive due to other factors such as the likelihood that many
of the subjects were cigarette smokers.)
XV.

PARADISE LOST:

AIR POLLUTION XN THE CXTY OF ANGELS

The South Coast Air Basin is home to 12.8 million people. They
drive 8 million cars and operate more than 50,000 stationary
point sources of pollutant emissions. A total of 9,000 tons of
pollutants is added to the air each day.
Moreover, the Basin's topography and weather make it a constant
and highly effective pollution trap. The ring of mountains
surrounding the Basin impedes air flow. During the summers, an
"inversion layer" collects and concentrates pollutants under a
lid of hot air. The 270 days of full or partial sunshine every
year create photochemical reactions that produce secondary
chemical compounds such as ozone and particulates. During the
"smog season" (May 1 to October 31), health standards may be
- 8 -
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violated almost every day for several months. Topography and
weather also act to spread the pollution over a wide area.
overview of air quality in Los Angeles
Of the six pollutants for which EPA has set health standards, the
south Coast Air Basin meets only those for sulfur dioxide and
lead. The Basin routine1y violates the federal standards for the
other four pollutants; ozone, particulates, nitrogen dioxide, and
carbon monoxide. (Los Angeles was the only area that failed to
meet the federal nitrogen dioxide standard in 1991, although it
has met the standard more recently.) In 1990, the health
standard for one or more of these pollutants was violated 175
days at one or more locations in the Air Basin. The Basin also
routinely registers the hi9hest pollutant levels in the country.
smog alerts and health advisories:

air too dirty to breathe

Regional health officials have devised an air pollution emergency
response system. A "health advisory" is triggered for ozone when
pollutant levels reach 0.15 ppm, a "Stage I ozone episode" at
0.20 ppm, and a "Stage II ozone episode" at 0.35 ppm.
(The
federal standard is 0.12 ppm.) During health advisories
schoolchildren are required, and other sensitive individuals are
encouraged, to curtail outdoor activity.
In 1989-1991, an average of 105 ozone health advisories and
forty-seven Stage I episodes were called each year. These
episodes are widespread and affect large populations. In 1989,
all but one of the thirty-five monitoring sites in the Basin
registered ozone leve1s high enough to trigger health advisories.
In both 1990 and 1991, all but four monitoring sites in the Basin
registered ozone health advisory levels. There are also
occasional "episodes• of carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide
pollution in the South Coast Basin.
Averaging angels:

the war on Los Angeles air pollution

As bad as the air in Southern California is, it is not beyond the
reach of federal and state pollution control program to remedy.
The pollution control strategies required by state and federal
law and implemented by regulatory agencies have had significant
successes, in spite of the growth in pollution. However,
restoring healthful air to the Basin will require redoubled
efforts and greater emissions reductions than have every been
achieved in the past.
Historical trends
ozone. Ozone has been the most difficult pollutant to control.
However, the number of days violating federal standards has
decreased significantly in the past three decades. In 1960, the
worst ozone location in the Basin had 221 days exceeding the
- 9 -
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federal standard; in 1990, the worst location had 84 days. The
number of violations in the Basin has declined by 32 percent over
approximately 1979 and 1988, compared to an average of 10 percent
for the nation as a whole.

Particles. PM10 is the one pollutant for which there has been no
significant improvement in the Air Basin. There has been a 51
percent increase in PM10 emissions between 1975 and 1990,
including a 14 percent increase between 1985 and 1990.
Nitrogen dioxide. The average frequency of federal violations
dropped 78 percent between 1980-82 and 1988-90. The average
number of days violating the state one-hour standard dropped from
nineteen in the mid-1970s to two in 1990. In 1992, Los Angeles
had no violations of the federal standard. The average annual
concentration has been slower to improve, dropping only 13
percent between 1980 and 1990. However, the average for
nonattainment areas nationwide has improved only 7 percent in the
same period.
Carbon monoxide. Both the South coast region and the nation as a
whole have made impressive strides in controlling carbon monoxide
levels. In the Basin, violations of both the state and federal
standards fell 90 percent between 1976 and 1990. This is
consistent with the 88 percent average national decline in
violations from 1979-1988.
Sulfur dioxide and lead. Concentrations of these pollutants in
the South Coast Basin now meet both federal and state health
standards.
FUture prospects. By 2010 the basin's population will be 23
percent higher than it is today. The expected 3 million new
residents will generate thousands of new sources of pollution.
The number of miles traveled by automobile is expected to
increase by 65 percent over the next two decades, completely
overshadowing anticipated improvements in automobile pollution
control systems. At the same time, emissions must be reduced
substantially below current levels for the Basin to meet federal
air quality standards. Hydrocarbon emissions will have to be
reduced by 83 percent. Nitrogen dioxide must be reduced to 65
percent of what is today. Carbon monoxide must be reduced by 29
percent, PM10 by 44 percent.
At a minimum, the required emissions reductions will demand full
implementation of all pollution control measures in the region's
current Air Plan. Moreover, future emissions reductions must
come from parts of the economy that have been the most resistant
to controls -- the transportation and land-use sectors.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS P'OR CLEANDIG UP AIR POLLUTION

More aggressive clean air strategies
Better air pollution control programs
NRDC has identified eight areas in particular where California
air quality programs must be strengthened:
1) The Air Resources Board and the California Legislature must
renew and reemphasize their commitment to the rapid
commercialization of a zero-emissions automobile fleet.
Investors, California businesses and automakers must be left in
no doubt that California intends to move forward on schedule with
the ZEV mandates.
2) California must move quiCk1y to implement cost-effective
measures to clean up the existing non-automobile vehicle fleet.
Diesel buses, trucks, construction and farm equipment, and marine
engines are extremely important sources of NOx and particulates.
However, they are woefully under-regulated. The Air Resources
Board should institute a much more rigorous emissions standard
which would promote the development of advanced engines and the
wider use of cleaner-burning fuels by these sources.
3) Critical technical and institutional problems in state cleanup
programs must be solved; for instance, emissions accounting must
be improved and air quality officials must be given the scope of
authority for coordinated regional plans of action.
4) The state Implementation Plan must provide for accurate .
monitoring and evaluation of individual programs and cumulative
progress, and for strict legal accountability.
5) The State Implementation Plan must include measures, such as
land-use controls and contro1s on pollution from smaller sources,
that are technically and economically feasible but have typically
been excluded because they are politically difficult.
6) Other states and EPA must join California in promoting cleaner
vehicles, including promoting alternative-fueled and electric
vehicles through technology-forcing requirements and incentives.
7) California must strengthen its strategies for controlling
transportation emissions and reducing automobile travel. These
should inc1ude providing alternatives to automobile travel,
creating incentives for drivers to use thei~·cars less, and
following more compact "smart growth" land-use patterns that are
conducive to alternative transportation systems.
8} California must secure more reductions in emissions form
industry, businesses, and other stationary sources -- including
consumer products and smaller businesses, which have not been
-
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successfully regulated hitherto.

Better public education
Regulators and policymakers must expand and enhance current
public education and involvement programs to build a base of
support for these improvements. The public must be informed of
the quality of the air they are breathing, associated health
risks, ant the rationale and methods behind pollutant control
programs.
Targeting communities with the greatest needs
communities of color often suffer disproportionately from air
pollution; the same is true of lower-income communities. Air
quality officials must investigate local variations in risk from
air pollution, so that those who are at particular risk can know
what hazards they face, and so that implementation plans can
target communities most at risk •
•
Better health
standards

* Air quality standards are critical because they are the moving
force behind federal, state, and local pollution control
·
programs. Standards determine which areas are subject to clean
air regulation. Moreover, the degree to which a region falls
short of air quality standards determines the schedule and
aggressiveness of the pollution reduction efforts it must
undertake.
* The California Clean Air Act requires the Air Resources Board
to establish pollutant standards based on health considerations.
To do so, the agency must find the lowest exposure level that
causes adverse health effects in the most susceptible segments of
the population, and set the standard so as to prevent these
effects. The standards must also provide and "adequate margin of
safety" for all populations against suspected health impacts.
Recommendations
* NRDC believes that the criteria used by both California and
federal air quality regulators do not account for three important
factors discussed in this report: repeated and chronic
exposures, exposure to combinations of pollutants, and the need
for an adequate margin of safety. Regulators must speed research
to expand on what is known about these problems at pres~nt.
Based on this research, they must change their fundamental
assumptions and criteria for setting health standards.

* In addition to these general criticisms, NRDC has five specific
recommendations for improving state and federal health standards
for individual pollutants:
1) Tighten the federal ozone standard.
- 12 -
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2) Establish both a federal and California long-term ozone
standard.
3) Strengthen the federal particulate standards.
4) Refine both the federal and California particulate
standards so that they offer adequate protection against the
most dangerous particles.
5) Strengthen the federal standards for nitrogen dioxide and
sulfur dioxide.

- 13 -
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UNiTED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL MOTECTlON AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

Assemblyman Richard ~tz
Chairman
Assembly Transportati.on committee
state capitol, Room 4202
Sacramento, california 95814
Dear

Ass~lyman

Katz:

'.rhank you tor tbe opportunity to comment at the special
hearing of the Assembly Transportation Committee on california's
low emission and zero emission vehicle·(LEV/ZEV) mandate.

The u.s. Environmental Prote~tion Agency {EPA) supports
California's efforts to achieve significant mobile source
reductions through enacting ambitious LEV/ZEV standards. With
emissions from mobile sources accounting for a large and everincreasing proportion of the total emissions inventory in
~alifornia's dirtiest air basins, the state's adoption of
stringent technology-forcing standards for new vehicles is
critical in maintaining the growth potential of the state's
manufacturing base.
Today Administrator carol Browner will be signing the.
proposed Federal Implementation Plan for the Sacramento, Ventura
and south Coast air basins. Implementation .of the IZV/ZEV
program iR an important baseline assumption in the proposal and
an essential elellletlt in the federal attainment strateqy. As a
result, every ton of emissions not reduced through the LEV/ZEV
progrnm will have to be obtained from the implementation of
further controls on stationary sources and potentially from other
more intrusive mobile source measures such as restrictions on
driving.
·
California's leadership in the clean vehicles program has
othor states to pursu~ si•ilar strategies. Recently a
federal appeals court upheld the state of New York's right to
adopt California's IBV/ZEV prO<]ra11. EPA supported New York's
offorte to fight off an auto industry challeng~ by ~ilinq an
aJRicus brief in "'this case. The ruling added motnentum to efforts
by other Northeast states to petition the EPA to mandate
California's program. On February 1, the Oeonl;l! Trnnsport .
Commission (OTC), a group of states from Maine to Virginia, ·
approved a petition ~equestinq EPA to review the necessity of
adopting thA T~/ZEV mandate in order to achieve attainment in
spurred
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EPA is committed to reviewing the OTC petition
through an open, expeditious, and comprehensive process.

the region.
n~e

OTC petition opens the potential for an expanded market

for the "California CarH and enormous opportunities for the over
100 california companies already dedicated to pUrsuing electric
vehicle technologies.

LEV/ZEV represents

~nether

lnstance of U1e

significant economic benefits associated with california's strong
environmental commitment. According to the California Council on
science an~ Technology, over 70 1 000 Americans will be employed in
direct manufacturing jobs in electric vehicle industries. The
council projects that the state's edge in this emerging
technological market will translate into io,ooo new jo~s ~y the
year 2000 and 70,000 new jobs by 2010, including direct
manufacturing and assembly, and indirect construction,
deploj7lllent, and service jobs.
The EPA is strongly supportive of California's LEV/ZEV
program not only because of the dramatic air quality improvements
it will achieve, but also for the dyn~ic economic opportunities
it holds for the state. EPA remains committed to assisting
California in implementing this impo
nt and
itious program.
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NORTHEAST STATES FOR COORDTNATF.D ATR USE MANAGEME~1
(NESCAUM)

MFMRFRC\

NEW JERSEY O!=t=ICE OF ENERGY
NEW YORK DIVISION OF' AI~ ~ESOU~CES
RHO:JE ISLAND DIVISION OF AIR AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAl.$

CON~~e~:TrCUT

BUREAU OF AIR MANAGEMEt·.iT
MJ..INE BUREAU OF AIR QUALITY CONTROL
MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION OF AIR QUALITY CO!\'TROl..
NEW HAMPS'"IIRE AIR RESOURCES DIVISION

VEnMONT AIR POUl.JTK)N CONTROL DIVISION

February 14, 1994
Assemblyman Richard Kntz
State Capitol. Room 3146
Sac:-amemo, CA 95814
Dear 11r. K.-itz:

The Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Manag~men4 ~~SCAUM:. is a regional
org::.:uzation Vr'ith the objective of assisting the eight nonheast states with the developm:nt of
effec:ive, economically sound, air pollution control strategies that: will meet their clean air goals.
!\"ESO\GM has been involved with evaluating the benefit and COStS associa~ 'With the California
motor vehicle emission control program since 1987. Since the fall of 1990 NESCAUM has
pwvlded its member states with extens.ive technical and analytical support in their effons to adopt
c~:ifornia's lov.· emission vehicle (LEV) program.
As you may know under the auspices of the Nort11east Ozone Transpon Commission
(OTC) t'he twelve states and the Disrrlct of Columbia voted on February 1, 1994 to fo11ow
C2.lif'orria's lead and issued a fonnal recommendalion LO the US EPA to ensure that a LEV
prog,ram, including zero emission vehicles (ZEVs), is implemented throughout tbe nonheast

and
r::.icl-Atla.ntic rt:gion beginning wiLL the 1999 model y~. Prior to the OTC action New York and
:"vL:.::::>achu:>eru had adopte.d regulations requiring California certified low emis~ion vehide.s
be8.nni.r..::: v.ith t::.e 1995 model vear. The arc recommendation does not interfere with New
Yo:-b; 2:1d Massachusem;' plans to implement the LEV program earlier than the other OTC J;ta!es.
B.:~:h :..~e ?\ew York and Massachusens programs include a 1998 ZEV mandate identical to the ZEV
ma:~dare adopted by the C<>Jifornia Air Resource.s Board. It is important to point our that the
ec:or.:)rnic deve.lopmc-.nr opportunitie--s and air e.quality benefits associated \vith ZEVs was a key
f::;:::~c.·r ir. th~ mind£ of a number of Governors who voted in favor of OTC's LEV recommendaf.on.
The automobile and petroleum industries have waged very aggressive lobbying and legal
<:a.-np;tigns v,.ith the intention of undercutting state efforts to arlopt LEV legislation and regulations.
As evidenced by the OTC vote on February 1, 1994 the industry's comprehensive misinformation
campaign was not successful. On the legislation front the automobile industry has also been
uns:1ccessful in their challenges to both the New York and Massachusetts LEV programs. On
February 9, 1994 the US Coun of Appeals upheld New York's right to adopt California's LEV
progT3lll including the mandate for ZEVs. In November 1993 the Federal District Coun in Doston
rejec:ed. on all counts, the auto industry's request for an injunction against :Massachusetts' LEV
program.
In t~e nonheast., t.lje opposition has tried to use various means to show that the LEV
Fop-am, i:1cluding ZEV, wil1 adversely impact the economic health of the region. One of the most
freq'Je:n.ly l.!sed argw:nents agai..r1st the LEV progr..un presented at legislative heurings throughout
the \'on.1tast has been a portion of the results of a srudy commissioned by the American Perroleum
I::s:irJte (:\Pl) from DR1'McGraw-Hill (DRI). This study, Assessing the Ecorwmic: Effects of
Eas:e."n Srazes Adopting Cal{fomia' s Lo;•.-' Emission Vehicle Program is presented as an assessment
196
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of the " ... economic ramifications of adopting the California LEV program and using refonnulatcd
gasoline on the New York economy as well as other east and mid-Atlantic states" (ES-i).
The results of the API study fail to fulfill this goal for a number of reasons: 1) the results
quoted from the srudy are those which are based upon the highest industry cost estimates; 2) the
study design fails to include an assessment of the LEV program alone; 3) the results are presented
without the necessary context of information on the costs of implementing alternative control
strategies that would achieve emission reductions equivalent to the LEY program; 4) the results arc
presented without the necessary context of information on the co~ of not implementing the LEV
program, thereby failing to meet the requirements of the CAA and becoming subject to the nondiscretionary itnposilion of punitive ft:dt:rd.l san'-1ions including a revocation of federal highway
monty aml a vinual ban on industrlal growth; and 5) the repon fails to a.clmowledge, even
qwclitativdy, the potential positive economic and public health effectC\ of the LEV program.
The study's omission of the potential benefitf\ of the LEV program results in a failure to
positive economic effects such as improved crop yield, increased tourism, increased
worker producri.vity, decreased monality, decreased morbidity and improved visibility. A study by
ICF Resources, Inc. and Smith Barney, released in January of 1992, estimatt:s that four segmt:nt.s
of tie air pollution control industry will expcience a cumulative revenue im.:rease of $50 to S70
billinn from 1992 to 2000 (ES-8). Mobile source·related industry alone is projected to grow by
$9-13 biiDon by the year 2000. This ~timation is supported by the fact that the regional market
response to rhe ZEV component of the LEV program has resulted in over 100 northeast companies
\n:tiati..ng efforLs to Ctm!pete in ZEV-related business.
h1cluU.~

It is important to remember that one of the most compelling argumentS in support of LEV is
its cusl effectivt:.ne.ss. The crux of the conclusion of the API repon is that these changes will result
in joo k1ss~:s. lowe..red personal inc.ome, and lower wages and salaries for the regjon. A gross
ove~igJt of the report is the omission of the fact that all the alternatives available for complyil1g
wi:h fe.dc-rn.llaw (including the "no action" alternative) 'Will be more expensive: they Y<ill result in
h:gh~r losses for johs, inco-:ne and wages. As a result, NESCAUM believes that the API study is
severely hampered in it!\ ability to inform public policy.
The NESCAUM states believe, based upon this and other srudies, thar the LEV program
represents one of the most cost-effective compliance strategies available to the Nonheast The ZEV
compone.nt of the program will deliver long tenn air quality benefits and is fostering rapid
tech.1ological advancements by both large and small companies. Interest in electric vehicles here in
the nor+.heast h::.s grown enormously over the past two years as electric vehicle demonstration
programs have lY>....en launched in each of the northeast states. A strong commioncm to ensuring
th::.t electric vehicles emerge in the markcrplacc during this decade is jointly shared by the northeast
stlte governments, private industry, and environmental advocates.
Wc continue to depend on California's national leadership in promoting tough clean air
stR.ndards that aJso make practical economic sense. Please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

;krL(jC4J
~·)
:M1cheal J. Brddley
Executive Director
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO:
THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
HEARING ON THE CLEAN CAR AND CLEAN FUEL ELEMENTS OF CALIFORNIA'S
MOBILE SOURCE EMISSIONS REDUCTION PLAN
PRESENTED BY:

JOHN C. COX, COUNCILMEMBER, CITY OF NEWPORT BEACH, CA
MEMBER, SCAG REGIONAL COUNCIL
CHAIRMAN, SCAG TRANSPORTATION AND
COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE
CO-CHAIR, SCAG/SCAQMD TCM POLICY COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN, SCAG ADVANCED TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY TASK FORCE
February 14, 1994, 1:30 PM
Sacramento, CA

Chairman and Committee members, my name is John Cox. I am a council member from the City
of Newport Beach, a member of the SCAG Regional Council, Chairman of SCAG's
Transportation and Communications Committee, Co-Chair of the SCAG and South Coast Air
Quality Management District Transportation Control Measure (TCM) Policy Committee , and
Chairman of SCAG's Advanced Transportation Technology Task Force.
SCAG is the regional council of governments serving 6 counties, 185 cities, and 15
million people in Southern California. The South Coast Air Basin, within our region, is
the only area of the country classified as an extreme ozone non-attainment area under
the federal Clean Air Act. Our region's four air quality districts and the California
Air Resource Board (CARB) have aggressive plans underway to meet federal and state clean
air requirements. In 1993, SCAG established an Advanced Transportation Technologies Task
Force to help guide the development of new technologies in the context of our proposed
Regional Comprehensive Plan, with special attention to improving mobility and air
quality. California's Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) program, with its Zero Emission Vehicle
(ZEV) mandates, is already an indispensable part of our region's adopted air quality,
mobility, and economic revitalization plans.

G:'ddi Vasquez Orange County-Preside~!, Stella Mendoza City of Brawley-First Vice President, Ed Edelman Los Angeles County-Second Vice President, John Longville City of Rialto-Past President $
R1chard Alarcon C.ty of Los Angeles, Richard Alatorn City of Los Angeles, Robert Bartlett City of Monrovia, George Bass City of Bell, Ron Bates City of Los Alamitos, George Battey, Jr. City of Burbank,
Hal Bernson C.ty of Los Angeles Walter Bowman City of Cypress, Manin Braude City of Los Angeles, Susan Brooks City of Rancho Palos Verdes, Art Brown City of Buena Park, Yvonne Brathwaite-Burke
L?s Angeles County, Jim Bus~y, Jr. Ci~y of Victorville, Bob Buster Riverside County, Laura Chick City of Los Angeles, John Cox City of Newport Beach, Cynthia Crothers City of Moreno Valley, Elmer
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City of South El Monte, Richar~ Kelly Cit~ of Palm Desert, Bob Kuhn City of Glendora, Abbe Land City of West Hollywood, John Melton City of Santa Paula, Barbara Messina City Alh~bra, Judy
l\likels City of ~1m1 Vall~y, Dav1d Myers City of Palmdale, Kathryn !Ita City of Pasadena, Bev Perry City of Brea, Gwenn Norton-Perry City of Chino Hills, Ron Parks City of Temecula, Irv Pickler City
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Htghland, Joel Wachs City of Los Angeles, Rita Walters City of Los Angeles, Judy Wright City of Claremont, Zev Yaroslavsky City of Los Angeles e
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WHY AM I HERE TO TESTIFY?
As you begin to consider implementation of the ZEV and reformulated gasoline (RFG)
standards in California's Mobile Source Emissions Reduction Plan, I believe it is
important for your Committee to be aware of the economic and environmental
reasons why SCAG continues to support the ZEV mandates. Based on work done for Project
California and SCAG's own Advanced Transportation technology Task Force (ATTTF), we
strongly believe that the ZEV mandates are crucial both for cleaning our air and for
rebuilding our economy.
ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS FOR OUR POSITION
Recent studies clearly show that today's automobile fleet is much more polluting
than was previously suspected. This reinforces the need to continue the mandates
for zero emission and ultra-low emission vehicles. At a time when the ability of
previously identified transportation control measures to achieve our mobile source
reduction goals is being painstakingly reassessed, it would be folly indeed to back
away from the ZEV and ULEV mandates which are one cornerstone of the AQMP for the
South Coast Air Basin.
In a report done for the California Council on Science and Technology's Project
California, technical experts concluded that ZEV's do have commercial potential

as long as CARB maintains its regulatory mandate. According to the report, "if
the automobile industry is required to produce ZEV's, we believe the technology will
progress rapidly and that the price differential for ZEV's will decline to a point
where it will not be a significant barrier to meeting market penetration
objectives."
ECONOMIC REASONS FOR OUR POSITION
More recently, a memorandum prepared for the SCAG ATTTF states that:
"ZEV's are the single greatest hope for smog choked areas such as Los Angeles.
ZEV's can have an equally large impact on the California economy and job base.
Thousands of jobs will be created in research, development, manufacturing,
sales, service, construction and deployment. Employment will be created for
engineers, construction workers, sales people, mechanics, scientists, and a
hundred other vocations."
We couldn't agree more.
Indeed, California's regulations are spurring the rapid
development of the electric vehicle industry. California is already home to hundreds of
businesses dedicated to ZEV technologies. Companies are developing every conceivable ZEV
product - from advanced batteries and aluminum frames to DC/ AC converters and
regenerative braking systems. As California struggles to emerge from the prolonged
economic downturn, one of the key opportunities lies in the manufacture of super-clean
vehicles. Any backing down from California's clean vehicle mandates would deal a
crippling blow to promising entrepreneurial activities such as Cal-Start. Moreover, such
a decision would eliminate a golden defense-conversion opportunity at a time when all our
energies should be focused on helping the State's aerospace and defense workers find new,
meaningful, and financially rewarding jobs.
Moreover, pollution reductions have to come from somewhere. Any elimination of the ZEV
mandates will concomitantly impact our ability to achieve reductions from mobile sources,
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which in turn would result in increased emission reduction requirements on businesses in
the South Coast Air Basin. This is hardly consistent with recent State attempts to
convey the message to the business community that California is "business friendly."
Indeed, given the alternatives, the ZEV mandates may be the most "business friendly"
thing we can do to achieve our clean air goals.
LOCAL LEADERSHIP NEEDED TO SUPPORT ZEV
DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT
In Southern California we are taking an aggressive stance in promoting the electric
vehicle as a major contributor to meeting air quality requirements. The South Coast AQMD
has set an interim market penetration goal of 200,000 EVs by the year 2000. The
District's 1991 Air Quality Management Plan, which SCAG helped to formulate, has
projected that 17 percent of the passenger car vehicle miles travelled (VMT) in the year
2010 will be in EVs and 33 percent in alternative fueled vehicles (AFVs), including
ethanol, liquefied petroleum gas, methanol and natural gas.
SCAG is working with local governments and the private sector, including the public
utilities, to assure that the necessary infrastructure is in place to meet the forecasted
demand for EVs and AFVs. We encourage your Committee to join us in this effort.
SCAG's Advanced Transportation Technology Task Force is developing marketing strategies
for the electric vehicle and for other clean· fuel technologies. We are also looking at
ways to accelerate deployment of these technologies. We know that it is hard to get
people out of their cars - they cherish their mobility. Rather than focusing on
restrictive behavioral change strategies, which unduly burden the driving public and the
business community, we see the short and long term solutions lying in new technology
measures, like the electric vehicle.
STATE LEADERSHIP NEEDED TO SUPPORT ZEV
DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT
Given the fragile state of our economy and the urgent need to achieve clean air goals,
there couldn't be a worse time for the State of California to abandon its leadership role
on auto emission standards. Such an action would be bad for the environment, it would be
bad for the economy, and it would be bad for the people of California. It would be a
misguided action taken at the wrong time for the wrong reasons. In the strongest
possible terms, SCAG urges the California Legislature and the California Air Resources
Board to stand fast, and to work with us to both clean the air and to help rebuild our
economy.
SCAG recognizes the importance of the auto industry - government partnership for ensuring
the successful market penetration of ZEV's and for achieving the associated air quality
and economic benefits. We remain hopeful that the Big 3 will join with us in this
historically crucial effort.
SCAG CONTACTS: Nona Edelen, 213-236-1870; Richard Spicer, 213-236-1887.
dhc:me:scag:katztest
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RESEARCH CONSULTANTS & ADVOCATES

Comments Regarding Clean Fuels and Electric Vehicles
Western States Petroleum Association
California's refining industry is well along in the process of making clean gasolines
a reality in the marketplace. In addition, WSPA's refiners and marketers are
working with ARB, auto makers, and others to do the best they can to identify and
avoid the implementation problems experienced with the recent diesel regulation.
According to industry and ARB estimates, the cost of meeting California's clean
gasoline regulations will increase the cost of refining gasoline from 14 to 17 cents a
gallon and cost refiners 5 to 7 billion dollars to produce clean gasolines between now
and 1996.
Low- and ultra-low emission vehicles running on clean gasolines are rapidly
becoming a reality. It is hard to understand the support by many public policy
makers for market mandates for the much less cost effective electric vehicles (EVs),
and hundreds of millions of dollars of subsidies for EVs and alternative fueled
vehicles paid for by ratepayers, taxpayers, and vehicle owners.
Examples of these include over $800 million worth of current state and federal tax
expenditures, credits, and other subsidies for alternative fuels and alternative fuel
vehicles in California:
• $260 million direct monetary incentives.
• $250 million R&D and infrastructure.
• $291 million regulatory, demonstration, and vehicle conversion
programs.
WSP A members are justifiably concerned. The huge refinery capital investments
required to produce cleaner gasolines are jeopardized by public policies that give
large taxpayer- and ratepayer-funded incentives and other preferential treatment,
including government mandates, to uneconomic alternatives. Further, taxpayers
and ratepayers are asked to shoulder these additional burdens during tough
economic times.
A recent study by DRI/McGraw Hill, confirms that California low emission vehicles
operating on clean gasolines are three-to-ten times more cost effective than EV
mandates and alternate fuel vehicle subsidies.
ARB's current low-emission vehicle/ clean fuels program will reduce hydrocarbon,
carbon monoxide, and NOx emissions below 1991 vehicle emission standards by 90,
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75, and 50 percent, respectively. At the national level, the auto makers are working
with the Administration to develop a high-mileage, low emission "supercar."
While we support the need for research and development of new technologies, we
seriously question government-required programs that force consumers to spend
hundreds of millions of dollars on transitional and uneconomic technologies that
can only be sustained as long as the subsidy exists. If these programs are
worthwhile, the utilities should be willing to compete in the marketplace and spend
shareholder money.
The CPUC is entertaining applications by the four large investor-owned utilities for
$600 million of ratepayer subsidies for alternative fuels and electric vehicles, of
which only nine percent is for research and development. For example, Southern
California Edison is applying for over $190 million (in 1992 dollars) over the 19952000 period in ratepayer-supported EV programs that include:
--$69 million to buy batteries for EV owners.
--$63 million for customer EV recharging facilities and other EV
infrastructure.
--$11 million in staff overhead.
--$10 million to purchase EVs for Edison's fleet.
PG&E and San Diego Gas and Electric Company are also proposing battery incentive
and EV infrastructure programs amounting to an additional $61 million and $30
million, respectively. Not only are the large, investor-owned utilities proposing to
become the beneficiaries of tens of millions of dollars of ratepayer subsidies, these
programs:
• Force ratepayers to subsidize utility company profits, since the costs of
these programs would be put into the rate base. No shareholder money is
at risk.
• Go well beyond research and development. They give an unfair
advantage in the marketplace to utility monopolies at the expense of
companies who provide competing products, and who are utility
ratepayers themselves.
• Duplicate each other, diminishing the breadth and creativity of the
research.
• Subsidize battery technologies, which increasing numbers of experts
suggest is, at best, a transitional technology that may not be acceptable to
consumers in the long run, and may pose environmental problems if not
recycled or disposed of properly.
• Relocate emissions to the source of electrical generation.

:W2

WSPA is opposed to the use of ratepayer money as subsidies. But if they are
necessary:
1) The use of ratepayer money should be capped at $15 million per year, used
only for research, development, and demonstration in government- or
utility-owned fleets, and not used for infrastructure development or
market intervention;
2) Expenditures should be matched dollar-for-dollar with investor or
shareholder money;
3) Programs should not duplicate either federal or state taxpayer funded
programs or those of other utilities; and
4) The benefits should be available to all-comers, utility and private
investors, large and small, by competitive bid.
In closing, California is making a huge investment in low emission vehicles and
cleaner gasoline. It is a course of action that will lead to significant advances in air
quality. Importantly, the state has pursued policies that are consistent with free
market economics. Capturing the energy of the marketplace is the way to encourage
private-sector innovation to achieve important public goals. This has been the
time-tested method for effective progress.
California's problem is not that we are faced with industry resistance to new
technologies. Rather we lack the technological breakthrough in achieving electric
powered vehicles that are economic and acceptable to the consumer. No amount of
government mandates and hidden subsidies will alter that reality.

February 11, 1994

Testimony of Bill Campbell
President, California Manufacturers Association
Assembly Transportation Hearing
February 14, 1994
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. First, let
me say that we agree that electric vehicles are a promising
new technology, and that research and development of the
electric car, as well as vehicles using compressed natural
gas, should be encouraged.
The debate over clean-fueled vehicles has many
dimensions. Today, however, I will be addressing only one
narrow segment of the issue -that of ratepayer subsidies for
clean fuel technologies.
We are aware that there are proceedings currently
before the California Public Utilities Commission
investigating the request of four of the state's investorowned utilities to invest more than $600 million of ratepayer
money, to finance compressed natural gas and electric
vehicle projects.
The California Manufacturers Association has
represented California industry in such CPUC proceedings
for nearly 40 years, to ensure that utility rates paid by
manufacturers are just, reasonable and reflect the utilities'
cost to serve each class of ratepayer. After a long struggle,
the CPUC has gradually moved to adopt cost-of-service
rates for all ratepayers of the electric and gas utilities.
However, the resulting rates are still extremely high,
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leaving California manufacturers in a position of competitive
disadvantage with other manufacturers across the country.
A recent report issued by Merrill Lynch on U.S. investor
owned utilities tells the story. The system average rate for
Pacific Gas & Electric is calculated at 10.28¢ per kilowatt
hour; for Southern California Edison, the rate is 10.41 ¢/kwh;
and for San Diego Gas and Electric, the rate is 9.23¢/kwh.
The national system average rate for the utilities surveyed is
6.6¢ per kilowatt hour. This is a striking difference, and one
that results in a huge impact on a company for whom 1/10
of a cent can make a significant difference in the cost of
producing a product.
We believe that if there is a promising business
opportunity for utilities in the research, development,
demonstration and dissemination of clean fuel technologies,
that they should be encouraged to proceed, but at
shareholder risk, not at ratepayer risk.
CMA has testified before the CPUC on a variety of
social programs, including energy conservation investments,
that ratepayer funding is inappropriate where the cost- ~
benefit of that investment is too speculative or too long term
to benefit existing ratepayers, who are already facing high
utility rates. We believe that this principle also applies to
clean-fuel technologies.
The members of the organization I represent - the
California Manufacturers Association- will bear a particularly
heavy portion of that burden. The machinery that is
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employed in the manufacture of products consumes
tremendous amo-unts of electric power and natural gas.
Further, the products manufactured here must compete with
other states where costs to produce are lower. To add more
than half a billion dollars to that burden - at a time when we
are seeking to retain and increase manufacturing
opportunities, along with the employment opportunities that
will entail, runs counter to the efforts that the state has
underway to address some of the negative factors in our
business climate.
In the last session, the legislature and the Governor
made some significant progress in improving California's
business climate. But increasing utility rate by $600 million
will seriously undermine our efforts to put Californians back
to work. This legislature, and the California Public Utilities
Commission, should reject this initiative, and instead
encourage the utilities to invest shareholder money to fund
such research efforts.

3
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NUMBER OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES REQUIRE
UNDER THE ZEV MANDATE TO BE CERTIFIED,
PRODUCED, AND DELIVERED FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA
(Based upon 1992 California vehicle registrations for passenger and light duty pickup trucks)

N

0
00

Manufacturer
General Motors
Ford
Toyota
Chrysler
Honda
Nissan
Mazda
Subtotals:

Total Units Sold
330,000
320,000
195,000
135,000
125,000
90,000
45,000
1,240,000

1998 {2%}
6,600
6,400
3,900
2,700
2,500
1,800
900
24,800

1999 {2%}
6,600
6,400
3,900
2,700
2,500
1,800
900
24,800

2000 {2%}
6,600
6,400
3,900
2,700
2,500
1,800
900
24,000

~001(5%}

~002

16,500
16,000
9,750
6,750
6,250
4,500
2,250

{5%}
16,500
16,000
9,750
6,750
6,250
4,500
2,250

2003 (10%)
33,000
32,000
19,500
13,500
12,500
9,000
4,500

62,000

62,000

124,000

* Based on the above numbers, the ZEV mandate would require a total of 322,400 electric vehicles to be sold from 1998
through 2003, and 124,000 per year for each year thereafter.

EV COMPARISON WITH
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE VEHICLE

.

GMimpact

·.· ·• · ·•·

·.•· · · ·........

2- seater
Wheelbase- 95.0 in.
Length- 163.0 in.
Width - 68.2 in
Height- 47.5 in.
Curb \Veight- 2900 lbs. (includes an 1100
lb. battery pack)
Frame- 168- piece alloy space frame.
Engine- AC induction motor, 20,000
-_rpm.
Range per Charge - 90 miles highway, 70
miles on federal driving cycle (Regenerative
braking
contributes some 20% to the range).
Energy Source- 312-volt battery pack (26
12-volt lead acid batteries, plus one for the
accessories).
Charging Time - 2 to 3 hours from a 220volt (30 amp) source; 8 to 10 hours from a
110-volt (15 amp) source; and, 10 -15
minutes from a 480-volt (100 amp) source.
Battery Life- 20,000 to 30,000 miles
depending upon how often it is recharged
and maintained (replacement cost: $1,500 to
$2,500)
Price- $25,000 (estimated).
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.. Geo Metro>
4- seater
Wheelbase- 89.2
Length- 147.4 in.
Width- 62.7 in.
Height - 52.4 in.
Curb Weight -1650 lbs.
Engine - 4-cylinder, aluminum block, 52
horsepower.
Range- 488/city & 530/hwy. per tank of
gas (10.6 gallon gas tank- miles per gallon:
46/city- 49 hwy.)
Energy Source - 86 octane gasoline.
Refueling Time- 5 minutes.
Price- $7,695 (manufacturer's suggested
retail price).

1994
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE VEHICLES
Passenger Veh ides

Number of Models

Under $10,000
$10,000- $14,999
$15,000- $19,999
$20,000- $24,999

30
108
99
59

Mini Vans
$15,000- $19,999
$20,000- $24,999

27
14

Sport Utilities
$10,000- $19,999
$20,000- $24,999

20
21

Pickup Trucks
Under $20,000

58

Total Number of Vehicle Models with Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price of
$25,000 or Less: 436
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Under $10,000
Option
Your

Suggested Estimated
Make and model

Chevrolet Cavalier VL 2dr
Chevrolet Cavalier VL .Cdr
Dodge Colt 2dr
Dodge Shadow 2dr hatch
Dodge Shadow 4dr hatch
Eagle Summit DL 2dr
Ford Aspire 2dr hatch
Ford Aspire 4dr hatch
Ford Escort 2dr hatch
Ford Escort LX 2dr hatch
Geo Metro 2dr hatch
Geo Metro 4dr hatch
Honda Civic CX 2dr hatch
Hyundai Elantra 4dr
Hyundai Excel 2dr hatch ·
Hyundai Excel Gl4dr
Hyundai Excel GS 2dr hatch
Hyundai Scoupe 2dr · ·
Mazda 323 2dr hatch·
Mazda Protege 4dr •·
Mitsubishi Mirage S 2dr
Plymouth Coll2dr
Plymouth Sundance 2dr batch .
Plymouth Sundance 4dr batch ·
Pontiac Sunbird LE 2dr
Pontiac Sunbird LE 4dr · ·
Saturn SL4dr
.·· ...
Suzuki Swift GA 2dr hatch
Suzuki Swill GA 4dr
Toyota Tercel2dr
'1: ~-- •• •

·'

..

-·- :

#

•'

mall

~s

price

cost

$8,97{)
9,120
9,319
8,806
9.206
9.319
8.240
8,855
9.135
9,990
7.295
7,695
9,400
9.749
7,190
8,099
8,099
9,499
8,395.
8,995
8,989
9,319
8,806
9,206
9.9049,904
9,995
7,549
8,529
8,958

ta~et
P ce

$8.477
8.618
8.900
8,263
8,631
8,900
7,578
8,138
8,413
9,191
6,799
7,172
8,460
8,800
6.710
7,476
7,311
8,675
7,990
NA
8,268 .
8,900 .
. 8,263 .
8,631
9,448.
9,448 .
8,996 ·.
6,945
7,847 .•
8,196

$8,731
8,877
9,167
8,511
8,890
9,167
7,805
8,382
8,665
9,467
7,003
7,387
9,400
9,064
6,911
7,700
7,530
8,935
8,230
NA
8,516 9,167
8,511
8,890
9.731
9,731 .
9,995 ·.·
7,153
8,082
8,442

Alr bags
gallon available

f1ve-year

Miles per

price as
resak!
a%of as a %of
1
retall
original

hwy.J

86%
86
86
85
85
86
89
89
89
89
89
89
84
82
83

(city/

(driver/ Cost to
pass.)
lnsure1

Malntt
nance

Repalrs 5

Total!
ownership

costs'

Ava.
23133 No/No
$3.785
$491 .. $23,231
Avg.
3,785
491 . -~ 22,952
50
23133 No/No
Hi
491 •. ·.· 20,096
3,428
61
32/40 Yes/No
Hi
26133 Yes/No
3,657
52
599
21,712
Avg.
51
26133 Yes/No
3,657
599
21.733
Hi
32/40 Yes/No
3,692
54
491
20.822
N.A.
NA
34/40 Yes/Yes
56
N.A.
NA
N.A.
N.A.
34/40 Yes/Yes
55
NA
N.A.
Hi
3,326
45
30137 Yes/No
687
22.239
Hi
3,533
45
30137 Yes/No
420
22,836
VHi
3,859 .. 420
46/49 No/No
66
18.543
VHi
46/49 No/No
3,859
64
420 .. 18,843
3,937 ..
Hi
18,408
73
42/46 Yes/Yes
420
3,703 .;: . 420
Hi
49
23,500
23128 · Yes/No
VHi
20,470
3,371 ,,._.: 420
44
28/36 No/No
·.
28/36 . No/No
VHi
3,691 '·i 420 . 21,345
45
..
VHi
47
3,691 .. ;,-. 420 . . 21,159
28136 No/No
46 .
··.:· 420.:. 23,244
VHi
3,755
26133 No/No
Hi·
3,517 .. ,: . 421:·' ;: 20,125
62
29136 'No/No
· 3,616 • <· A2Fc •c•; 20,731
64 ; · 28/36 •.. No/No - Hi.
·~ • ;. 61
4,095' ~·y.\ 420,i·<;.":"20,287
32/39 ~~ Yes/No ~- . Hi .;
·'
: .:··. ~ 62 -·:.·· 32/39 ~:Yes/No . • · Hi · ·
3,795 :-·;;;.,:; 491'1'<-:\20,441
·:... :·. 52 ·::; ··26133 ;_;Yes/No :·;c. Hi -.:-. :· 4,052 . :' ~ ,, .. 599 '"~.:::;22,269
; .· . 51
• 26133 ;.';·Yes/No :.· ·• Ava.
\;:~4.052 .•.': (.· 599 ;:;:'~22.107
·'·4,249 ",(··,, 491 /:.: 22,959
. .····· 55 ,. 231312. No/No · • Avg:
.
. 23131 2 • No/No . Avg ..
4,249 ';.: .· 491 ·.~-' 22,707
53
3,492 ;-- . 420 i • ;·19,348
Avg.
73 • 28137 '·Yes/No
. 4,413 ',;_•·,;_ 420'< . :·.19,158
37/43 · .: NO/No . VHi .
66
.· 4,391 :-·;;.':~ 420:: ::,<20.106
37/43 · -No/No ··VHi·
60
. ' 61
4,487 :;.p . 420 . ·. 20.897
. 31/36 Yes/No -' Hi '

88
86
83
85
89
71
86
85
85
86
86
90
92
92
80

51%

..~

$10,000 to $14,999

I

1•

Acura Integra RS 2drt'-..:.• Buick Century Special Mktg. Ed. 4dr ..
Buick Skylark Custom Mktg. Ed. 2dr
Buick Skylark Custom Mktg. Ed. 4dr
Chevrolet Beretta 2dr
Chevrolet Camara 2dr ..
Chevrolet Cavalier wgn
Chevrolet Cavalier RS 2dr
Che\trolet Cavalier RS 4dr
. Chevrolet Cavalier Z24 2dr ..
Chevrolet Corsica 4dr
Dodge Coll4dr ··
..
Dodge Colt ES 2dr
...
Dodge Colt ES 4dr
Dodge Shadow ES 2dr hatcb
Dodge Shadow ES 4dr hatch
..
Dodge Spirit 4dr
'.
Eagle Summit DL 3dr wgn
Eagle Summit ES 2dr
Eagle Summit ES 4dr
Eagle Summit LX 3dr wgn •
Eagle Summit LX 4dr
Eagle Talon DL 2dr
Eagle Talon ES 2dr

..
. .
$13,232
87% . ...
70% . ' • 24131 •• Yes/Yes .. ·• Hi
Lo>
14,470 ·.·
NA ·~:·.;.:.56: ~·-· 24134 _._.Yes/No
86 : ,._,: 49 :.<- 22/31 ··:Yes/No ·" Avg:-:.
13,734
13,734
86 >:;"--""\. •. 50 .· ·' • 23131·"~ Yes/No • • Avg. ·
11,845 ... 86 •-..::•\:• 46 ·: · • 21/29 :'.Yes/No · · :Hi
86 -:-, . 45 "··,· 19/28 Yes/Yes · .·. VHi
12,849 .
Avg.:
11,270
45 · • ·. 20128 . No/No
86 ·-···
86 ;_,,•• 48 .. ·.· ·. 20/28 .·: No/No
Avg.·
10,540
86 ,.:__·,. 47 · ·: · "20128 ~ .. No/No: · Avg.'
11,124
13,172
86 : :.~J.' 47 . ; 20128 ; No/No :, Avg. '
21/29 .~:Yes/No :. ; Avg. ),
12,532
·86:•···44·
. 11,391
86 ' •
57 · ·. 26133 ··<;Yes/No .. :; Hi ·. /.
61 ·. '' 27/34 ..;_Yes/NO ··.· Hi·•~
10,164
86
Hi ;,•.~
27/34 .:; Yes/No
12,044
86
55
Hi-:4
9,818
85
52
24/29 : · Yes/No
52 ..
10,189
Avg.•t:
85
24/29 • Yes/No
12,907
85
46
24129 ·' Yes/No .. 'lo :,..
12,648
86
51 .. 20/26 . ·Yes/No ·-.'Hi
10,164
86
54
27/34 -- Yes/No i Hi~'
11,931
27/34 :--Yes/No . Hi·;.;:
86
49
13,791
. 49
20/26 .. Yes/No • Ava.·
86
11,391
Hi
86
27/34 'Yes/No
53
·.Hi
11,526
85
60
23132 No/No
85 .
.· 22/29 No/No
13,864
Hi
59

$14,820
$12.723
14,470 . 13,689
13,734
12,841
13,734
12,841 .
12,585
11,389
13,499
12,355
11,590
10,837
10,840
10,135
11,440
10,696
13,995
12.665
12,050
13.315
11,545
10,953
9,773
10.277
12,298
11,581
10,252
9,532
10,652
9,892
13,649
12,411
13,114
12,161
. 9,773
10,277
12,181
11,472 .
14,340
13,261
10,953
11.545
11,892
11,083
14.362
13.331

~ ··~.:.

•,

'$4,240 ;_;!F;;$421' '" $23,434
: 3,959 ~.+;.;;.· 599 ' ' . 24,940
3,781:*';;~,491· .: 26,075
.. 3,781\'>ifA-;: 491· .. 25.266
. . 3,850·'Ji;].r, 599 ·;.. '· 27,762
: 5,170 ?.i<"f;·; 599 :.· ... 31,040
.· 3,895·-/~.:i, 491 ~ 25,832
• '3,895:<,ir;'i'•: 491 . 25,514
:.:-3,895 •,:;~!'?.,491 : . 25,157
\(5,050. -.;.c~. 599 ; ·..· 28,607
<3.850•\; 491 . . .-•. 26,909
,•.-.3.m·
491 ,· 23.111
:-3,610
491· • 21,577
<'C,4,000
-491 . 23,943
)3,755
599. . 23,476
.03,765 .. •. . 599
23.233
·-"3.716 : : . 491 :, 24,374
. 4,326 '"•' ; 491 ,· '26,143
3,867 . ·' '•, 491 . ·.'22,514
4,267 "; .. 491 ·: . .-:~·: 24,952
26,880
4,326 . ·- 491
4,044 . .. 491 ...• 23,792
420 . 23,736
3.785
. 420 ..~- 26,721
4,351

.

1

Hot~: Insurance. maintenance ond repoir costs Ofe based on 1993 model history. 0eoler's overage cost os o percentage of retail prfce 2Esfimote 3Compored wilh other models in its doss •Includes
scheduled mo1ntenonce plus replocemer.t of tires. bro«-e pods. boller,es o'ld other paris ~Average five·yeor repair costs not covered by worronlt includes depreciation, maintenance. repo1rs. state loxes
ond reg1sttol10n fees. in'.iuronce ond fvel N.A: Not ovo,foble Sources: lntellichoice Inc .• AutoAdvisor Inc.. Insurance Services Office ond the manufacturers
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$10,000 to $14,999

f"rve-year eosts
Suggested
retail
price

Make and model

Estimated
dealer's
eost

Your
tax

89%
$12,300 $11,293 $11,745
Ford Escort GT 2dr hatch '
9,781
90
10,325
9,496
Ford Escort LX 4dr hatch ·. · · ·; · .
~I:',
9,701
9,992
90
10,550
: Ford Escort LX 4dr
·
..
:·.-·
10,880
10,400
90
10,000
•Ford Escort LX wgn
12,050
12,532
89
13,365
Ford Mustang 2dr '•.
12,387
12,882
89
13,755
-Ford Probe 2dr hatch
10,006
10,406
10,885
89
·Ford Tempo Gl2dr
..
10,006
10,406
89
10,885
Ford Tempo Gl4dr
12,133
12,710
11,666
89
Ford Tempo LX 4dr . ' ' \ '
'.:· -~· :";:_':
11,070
10,539
10,961
86
Geo Prlzm 4dr
· Geo Prtzm LSI4dr . :,,,~·:: "·
11,840
10,916
11,353
86
14,130
12,011
12,491
85
Honda Accord DX 2dr"~-' ·'
. 14,330
12,424
12,921
Honda Accord DX 4dr-~ ·•
85
· Honda Civic del Sol S 2dr . 14,100
12,126
12,611
86
11,220
9,649
9,938
86
· Honda Civic DX 2dr '. -·.. .. .•
Honda Civic DX 2dr hatch .,
10,800
9,288
9,567
86
·Honda Civic DX 4dr · ;'f.:- : . ..... .. . 11,750
10,105
10,509
86
·Honda Civic EX 2dr . ~;, ·;~ · .• ...
13,600
11,696
12,164
86
· Honda Civic LX 4dr .•.,_.; r·f.·i •·;-: ··.-:-·
12,950
11,137
11,582
86
13,170 - 11,326
·Honda Civic Si 2dr hatch.~~-:? :-.:·::
11,779
86
:Honda Civic VX 2dr batch ;,:;;,.,f. '· ·•· ~ • .
·11,500
9,890
10,187
84
i Hyundal Elantni GLS 4dr.~•~.l .;.:
·. 10,959
9,669
9,959 :
82
.. 82
10,599 .-.
; Hjundal ScoupHS 2dr·;j,-t·•r .•· '
9,351
9,632
; Hyuriilal Seoupe lS Turllo 2dr ~ ·...~~·: : ·,. - 11,399 : . 10,057 . 10,459 . .·- 81 :
'Hyundai.Sonata 4dr :i.,.t't~:(.i;·\ .._-..• . ·- . ', 12,799 ,._ '11,418
11,875
89
!HyuridaiSonata GLS 4dr ~'}-i''.::f .'- · v: .
14,199 . 12,383 . 12,878
89
:Mazda 626 ox 4dr t:::~. :':l··. ·'<: --:f;.
.· 14,255
13,134
13,659
86
. Mazda MX-3 2dr\~·t{:t', ~. , i :.-:.F.l_. . 13,595
12,251
12,741
t5
'Mazda Protege ox 4dr:~:>-· :· :.-::-1; .. .
11,495
10,894
10.475
83
.: Mazda Protege LX 4ilr~..i';;;:>· .{ '"·.;:_1- :- .-:;. 13,195 ,. 11,891
12,367
85
:Mereury Caprl2dr'eonverl '
13,190
12,118
12,603
89
: MerCiiiy Topaz GS 2dC~;::::-· ·1. ·· .·.
11,270
10,361
10,775
89
: Mercilryiopa1 Gs 4dr!,\¥~'t:· ~ • · :
11,270
10,361
10,775
89
Mercury lracer 4dr· ;::\>-,_~> ti
10,250
9,711 .
9,428
89
;Mercurylracer.wgn~~~·-·· .10,520 ... -9,674. '' . 9,964
.89
11,530 .. 11,991 •;.
!Mercury'Tiacer.LTS.4dr~~-:t .:?{)f,, , · . 12,560
89
10,482 . 10,901 • ; MitSliblshi Eclipse 2dr.~~1'!:~t-0"~
11,979
84
i Mitsiiblshi Eclipse GS 2dr·:.~: ·{±:,,;J_;'":· .·. · 14,089 . 12.256 . 12.746 ·-·
84
12,185 .,
!Mitsublshl ~ LRV 3dr wgn .~. __ ,;;:~ •. .· 13,019 • 11,716
82
"
;Mitsiibislil Galant s 4dr~.-!: :•:;,t •._-.~-?
13,600>· 12,104
12,588.
81 '
i Mitsiiblshl Mirage ES 2dr~:·;:t i:: < •;~~· • •• 10,359 '"'>' 9,324
9,604
80
11,929 ·. 10,740
11,170 .
fMitsubishiMirage ES 4dr:~:J :->~'-;
81
!Nissin AltlniiiXE 4dr!='.C:-;i-~i :: ...,;,:... 13,999 '". 12,351
12,845
85
.· 10,199 ..•:;, 9,571
:Nissari seritrH 2dr-:<:ti~~1!j · , · ·.:
89
9.858 '·
!Niss3it'Sentia GXE 4dr~ ;.;:,~:;J', '.,:-1 .. 14,819 .;.'13,074
13,597
87
tNi$$3n Se'ntra SE 2di,}\-;-,! ;:,-;;f;;; ·; ·. <: 13,049 : 11,513 11.974. . .. 85
i Nissaii Sentra SE-R 2dr ;},~td:: '~. ·• ...
14,249
12,572
13,075
85
. 12,549 11,136 11,581
'Nissan sentra XE 2dr -~j~:f~, .· :: .
89
•Niuan sentr3 XE 4dr ~~•~b- · "-·· -·
12,749
11,314
11,767
89
' Oldsmobile Achieva S R7B Sp. td. 4dr
13,510
12,767. 13,277
86
. 13,510 . 12,767
,Oldsmobile Achleva s R7B Sp. Ed. 2dr
13,277
86
,Oldsmobile AchleVa s R7C Sp. Ed. 2dr ·· · 14,510
13,712 . 14,260
86
; Oldsmobile Achleva S R7C Sp: Ed. 4dr -:.;>.
14,510 .. 13,712 .. 14,260
86
;Oldsmobile CuUass Ciera Sp. Eil. B4dr
13,670 . 13,054 .. 13,576
86
' payrililuth Acclaim 4dr '~.I- .f ;r .<;' •t: : " . 13,649
12,376
12,871
85
. 11,545 10,953 11,391
:~t
•Plymouth Colt 4dr i; ,_:.; .:'{:.; ~
86
Plymouth Colt GL2dr ~··.:~,~·{;:·~ • '" .
10,277
9,773
10,164
86
· Plymouth Colt GL4dr:.;(>:>~ ~.. •
12,298
11,581
12,044
86
, Plymouth Colt Vista 3dr wan "'i.: · ...
13,114
12,158
12,644 .
86
:. .

'· •

-~

7

"

·.- t, ~~

-

·-

~:

·~

~·

.- .~ it"

..

:

~"':.

:-·.-·

Miles per Alr bags
plkln available

Option f"rve-year
price as
resale
a %of asa %of
1
original
retall

·-

(city{

hwy.J

41%
45
44
45
54
48
42
44
39
62
62
70
68

63
63
64
65
55
60
62
63
48
44
46
40
35
60
59
63
59
46
42
43
47
49
46
64
62
56
50
60
55
57
65
47
54
50
55
54
51
51
50
51
56
44

58
61
58
55

~

26131
30/37
30/37
29/36
22J2g2
22/31
20123
20/23
20/23
27134
28134
23/29
23/29
35/41
29/36
29/36
29/36
26133
29/36
29/35
47/56
21/28
26133
26131
18/24
18/24
23/31
29/37
28136
24/30
25/31
20/23
20/23
29/362
291362
291362
23132
23132
24/29
22128
32139
26133
21/29
29138 .
29138
29138
23/31
29138
29/38
22132
22132
21/30
21130
19/29
21/27
26/33
26133
26133
20/26

(driver{

pass.l

Cost to

1

lnsure

Hi
YeS/No
Hi
YeS/No
Hi
YeS/No
Hi
YeS/No
Yesf'(es
VHi
Yesf'(es
Hi
Avg.
YestNo
lo
YestNo
YestNo
Lo
Yesf'(es AVIJ,
Yesf'(es Avg.
Yesf'(es Avg.
Yesf'(es Avg.
Yesf'(es
Hi
Yesf'(es
Hi
Yesf'(es
Hi
Yesf'(es AVIJ.
Yesf'(es
Hi
Yesf'(es Avg.
Yesf'(es
Hi
Yesf'(es
Hi
Hi
YestNo
VHi
No/No
VHi
No/No
Hi
No/No
Hi
No/No
Yesf'(es Avg.
Yesf'(es
Hi
Hi
No/No
Hi
No/No
Yesf'(es
Hi
YestNo .. Avg. •
YestNo ·Lo
YestNo
Hi
Hi
Yes/No
YestNo
Hi
Hi
No/No
No/No
Hi
YeS/No Avg.
Yesf'(es Avg.
Hi
YestNo
Hi
YestNo
Yesf'(es Avg.
VHi
YestNo
Hi
YestNo
YestNo
VHi
VHi
YeS/No
VHi
YestNo
YestNo
Hi
YestNo Avg.
YeS/No Avg.
Yes/NO Avg.
YeS/No Avg.
Yes/No
lo
YestNo
Lo
Hi
YestNo
Hi
YeS/No
Hi
YestNo
Avg.
Yes/No

Malntt

5

Total
ownenhlp

Repairs
eosts'
$599 .. $26,528
$3,707
3,533 .
420 .. 22,646
3,533
420
'22,9n
3,533
420
23,146
N.A.
491
N.A.
5,011
491
27,992
3,194
491
25,813
3,194
491
24,719
3,194
491
26,826
4,291
420
22,504
4,206
420
22,505
4,088
420
21,969
420 .•. . 22,318
4,088
3,914
420.' 24,755
4,024
420
21,225
4,024
420
20,943
420 .. 21,045
4,024
4,104
420 .. 24,644
4,024'
420 ', 22.736
4,299
420 .: >' 22,771
4,003 ,•
420; ;~. 20,108
3,463. .. ;: . 420 :;.;.·,~ 23,272
3,585 :-.. ', 420 ::;:r:;-;23,982
3,769 .·.• ··:. 420 (::;;'' 24,603
4,108 . '• 420 ·:.:. 29,417
4,108 .. 420 . ~~· 31,349
5,309
421 : 26,511
4,327 •.. 421
24,802
...
3,616 . ... 421 •. 22,007
421 .: .; 24,553.
4,059
3,751
25,597
491
: 3,847 ,,~, .-,;,_ 491 ,,..;-, 27,552
. 4,016- ~ --~ ' 491 /•~::,. 26,735
4,109 : :.- . 420 <-.~:: 22,836
.. 4,109 -2 ...-.420 . .;.',; 22,842
4,283 .•.:.;·: 420 ·•"' 25,105
4,153 : -' 420 . :;· 23,087
4,153 .. - 420 ;- .· 24,599
4,573
420 .,, 24,746
4,750 <·. :420: :(. 27,505
4,193. •. ·.• 420 . ,_. 21,189
4,584 ; ••.. 420: : 23,850
3,818 :. ' 420 ,Co:, 24,864
3,589 :\ ~- 420 :''7! 21,304
3,709 ··'···.,. 420 ·:.:·,·. 25,153
3,709 -: ·'·'· '420 '~ :: 23,700
3,828 .· ' 420 ,, 26,699
3,709 -. '420 :-' 23,281
3,709 - ·' 420 . ·.:, 22,898
3,874 ·.· .. 491 . y~ 25,181
3,874 < . - 491 . )·25,862
3,874. .. ' '·491. ~-. ' 27,254
3,874 ·- ·•: '491 ;· ;: 26,589
4,219 >'• ~ 599 · c··.· 28,296
4,501- . , 491 .• 27,172
4,151 !, ,::.: 491
23,323
3,976-''· . 491
22,239
491
24,243
4,299
25,997
4,362 .. .. 491

nance

,•

Notes: lnsuro~ce. momtenonce and repair costs ore based on 1993 model history. 'Dealer's overage cost as o percentage of retail price 1 htimote !Compared with other models in its doss "Includes
schedul~d m~lntenonc~ piU5 rep(ocemen1 of tires, broke pods. batteries and other ports sAveroge five·yeor repair costs not co.,.ered by worronty !Includes depreciotion. mointenorKe, repairs. state taxes
ond reg 1strol•on fees. tnsuronce ond fuel N.A.: Not ovoiloble Sources: lntellichoice Inc .. AutoAdvisor Inc, lnwronce Services Office ond the mor.v1r;:cturers
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I

$10,000 to $14,999

Ave-year costs
Option

Suggested

Mill

price

Mike and model

Estimated
dellef's
cost

Your
tar;et
price

price as

1 %of

m.nt

Miles per Air bags
gallon available

lclty/

hwy.)

. 64%
$11,542 $19,811 $11,243
85%
23132
61
13,910
12,884
13,399
85
22129
51
17/25
11,046
19,250
10.660
85
51
11.446
10,006
11,030
85
17/25
14,099
12.900
13,416
86
45
19/28
12.514
11,450
11,908
86
52
20/29
51
12,614 ··11.542
12,004
86
20/29
47
20/28
12.524
11,334
11,787
86
11,695
10,526
11,695
90
72
26135
70
23132
12,895
11.606
12,895
90
10,795 .. 9,716
10,795 . . . 90
73
26135
72 .
11,795
10,616
11,795
90
23132
NA
11,695
10,525
11,695
90
25135
NA
12,595
11,336
12,595
90
23132
13,999
12,693
13,201 .•.
79
60
22129
59 .
14,999 : . 13,599
14,143 . . 81
22/29
10,029 .
9,027 .• 9,298
·. ·. 90
60
37/43
10,659
9,486 · ·• 9,n1 · ·.. NA
28135
12,098 · 10,767
11,198
83
60
27134
13,188
11.340 . 11.794
83
57
27/33
14,298 '; 12,295 · · 12.787 · · .· ··' 81 "t'.~. 60
27133
10,458
9,412
9,694 ·
· 84
58
28134
ToyotaTerceiDX4drn:"'-<""~ ·r r t' . ··10,558 r~ ~ 9,502:: !. 9,787 ;·;' 84
' . 58
• 28134
Volkswagen GoH Ill GL 4dr hatch: ·
11,900 · 10,953 • 11,391 ·
91
57
24131
VolkswagenJettaiiiGl4dr:....~ .. --.···· · 13,125-·-·11,866-··· 12,341
·•· ·· 9362 ·· ·· 23/31
Plymouth Laser 2dr halth
Plymouth Laser RS 2dr hatch
Plymouth Sundance Duster 2dr hatch
Plymouth Sundance Duster 4dr hatch
Pontiac Flreblrd 2dr
Pontiac Grand Am SE 2dr
Pontiac Grand Am SE 4dr
Pontiac Sunblrd SE 2dr
Saturn SC1 2dr
Saturn SC2 2dr
Saturn SLHdr •
Saturn Sl2 4dr
Saturn SW1~n : · ·
Saturn SW2 wgn " · · ·
Subaru legacy L4dr ·.
Subaru Legacy Lwon . -- · · ·
Suzuki Swift GS 4dr ': ··.' .:·· · .·.
Suzuki Swift GT 2dr hatch . -:-; ·~ • ·.•··Toyota Corolla 4dr · · • · '" ·
Toyota Corolla DX4dr-;. · . •
Toyota Corolla DX wgn(.o:,;:~ .~ ., . ~
Toyota Tercel DX 2dr ·· .· · •
•
"..:~.'-

!driver/ Cost to 3
pass.)
lnsure

No/No
No/No
YeS/No
YeS/No
YesNes
Yes/No
Yes/No
No/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
YeS/No
YeS/No
YeS/No
Yes/No
YeS/No
YeS/No
No/No
No/No
YesNes
YesNes
YesNes .
Yes/No
YeS/No
YesNes
YesNes ·

HI
Hi
Avg.
Avg.
VHi
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Hi
Hi
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
VHi
VHi
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Hi
Hi
Avg..
Avg.

Maintt
unce

Repalrs5

$3,888
$420
4,453
420
4,399
599
4,399
599
5,063
599
4,105
491
4,105
491
4,671
491
3,680
420
4,149
420
3,635
420
4,104
420
3,635
420
4,104
420
4,907
420
4,907
420
. 4,391 ., ._.. 420 ;
..
4,773 : ., 420
5,560
420
5,535
420
5,535
420
420 .
4,573
. 4,573 :··: 420
. 493
4,164
4,439 . . . 493 ..

Total
ownership

I

costs'

$23,210
25,851
25,635
25,560
. 31,814
26,806
26,468
27,429
22,197
24,082
20,644
22,185
NA
N.A.
25,924
26,674
. '20,748
21,847
24,005
24,596
. 24,919

. 22.no
22,642
23,024
23,403

$15,000 to $19,999
''•·

1·.

Acura Integra GS-R 2dr.-~:
~.
$19,650
$16,870 · $17,545 ·· · N.A
64%
· Acura lnteara'GS-R 4dr :.::~ 2 '.- ·:· .-· '- • >'.' 19,980 : ~ 17,153 : · 17,839 ·~ · NA ·
57
Acura lntegici LS 2dr" ·• .. ·
17,450 : 14,981 · . 15,580 · · 87%
65
Acura IntegraLS 4d(. ,-~<~ ;.. · · ·- · 17,450 '- 14,98F' ·15,580 ~f;-; : • 86 · · , .. 59 ·
Acura Integra RS 4dr>:/{ . ~:-;: • ·
15,580 • · 13.375 · 13,910 · · ·' 86
61.
Buick Century Speclal4dr wgn ~:: i . : -·-16,650 '; · 14,902 · · 15,498
,. 86
50
Buick Ceirtury Spec. Mktg: Ed. won ' .. · 15,470 ; 14,666' f•; 15,470 <· N.A.
55
Buick Regal Custom Mktg. Ed. 2dr i<'-'
17,270 • . 16,407 ;:.-: 17,270 · . 86
51
BulckRegaiCuStOmMktg.Ed.4dr":~· Y · 18,270 1 '17,302 · 18,270
86
53
BuickRegaiGran·sportMktg.Ed.2dr'·'. ·• 18,no • 17,888 . 1a.no ~~:'~·as
·· 50. '
BuickSkylarlcGrariSport2dr" i<''< ··
· 18,434 ' .16,883
17,558 · ' 86
46
BuickSkylal'kGninSport4d( :·c.
18,434
16,683
17,350 ·
86
46
BuiclcSkylarkUmHed4dr'- '
"
16,334 , .· 14,782 . 15,373 .; ·,~. 86
.. 45
Chevrolet Beretta 226 2dr ·,~~ •. ·.- .·. ··
15,310 :; · 13,856 · 14,410 . ' . 86
43
Chevrolet Camaro.2dr convert .-J· .- · 18,745 ; 17,152 · 17,838 '< · · · 86 ·
49
Chevrolet Camarci 228 2dr'" "·
16,999 · · 15,554 ·- .16,176 ; . - . 86 • .. 47
Chevrolet Caprice Classic 4dr
19,153 · 16,759
17,429 ·
86
46
Chevrolet Cavalier RS 2dr convert
16,995
15,890 · 16,526 _; · 86
45
Cbevrolet Cavalier 224 2dr convert
19,995 · 18,095
18,819
86
47
Chevrolet Lumina 4dr .~-;
15,305 ~ . 13,392
13,928
86
48
Chevrolet Lumina Euro 2dr~ ~ 16,875 ~ 14,766
15 35]..:
86
52 .
Chevrolet Lumina Euro 4dr .
,,.
16,515 ; 14,451
15,029 ·
86
52
Chevrolet Lumina Z34 2dr.. .
19,310 ·, 16,896
17,572
86
47
Chrysler Coneorde 4dr ~' ••
19,896 ! 17,427 : · 18,124 :· ,. · • · 85 ·- NA
Chrysler LeBaron GTC 2dr convert
· 1~.999
15,939
16,5n
85
42
Chrysler LeBaron Landau 4dr }.' : · • 17,933 · 16,072
16,715 ' - 85
38
Chrysler LeBaron LE 3.0L 4dr
16,551 · 14,869
15,464
85
39
Dodge Intrepid 4dr
17,690
15,163
15,770
85
NA
Dodge Intrepid ES 4dr
19,630
16,812
17,484
85
NA
1

Hi
25/31 YesNes
25/31 Yes('{es . Avg..
24131 Yes('{es
Hi
24/31 · Yes('{es Avg. ·
24131 YesNes . Avg.
. 19/30 YeS/No
lo
24134 · YeS/No
Lo
19/30 YeS/No
lo
19130 YeS/No
lo
. 19129 YeS/No
lo
22/32 YeS/No Avg.
22/32 · YeS/No Avg._
23131 YeS/No Avg.
25{34 2 YeS/No
Hi
19/28 YesNes VHi
VHi
17/26 YesNes
18126 Yes('{es
lo
Avg.
20/28 No/No
Avg ..
20128 No/No
19/29 No/No
Lo
Avg.
19129 No/No
17/26 No/No
Lo
17/26 No/No
Avg.
18126 YesNes Avg.
21127 Yes('{es Avg.
20/28 YeS/No
lo
21127 YeS/No
lo
18/26 Yes('{es Avg.
18/26 YesNes Avg.

$4,015
. $421
$29,802
4,015 nr'.::421 · 28,672
4,240 . c . 421
26,175

.~'4,101«:h'i1599;~-

'3,966 ·::-~- '599 ·'
4,739 ~~.. ·~ 599
. 4,739 - - :. 599.
5,089 ..
599
5,271 - : . 491
5,271 ·. ' . :491 .
. 4,052 . . 491
4,595.. ' 599
5,170 .... 599
5,815 ,• :. 687
3,583.
599
3,895 . . ; . 491
5,050
.. 599
4,613
491 .
4,756
. 491
4,981
491
5,133
491
3,940
599
5,035
599
4,066 ·. 599
4,066
599 .
3,678
· . 599
3,891
599

28.319
. 25,989
' 29,795
: 29,896
31,991
32,165
31,283
28.606
30,535
35,522
37,544
30,199
31,691
34,750
27,133
28,185
28,271
32,033
NA
32,043
30,846
29,511
N.A.
N.A.

Notes: lnsuro~ce, mamtenonce ond f'epoir costs ore boSted on 1993 model history. 'Dealer's overage cost os a percentage of retail pr1ce JEsl!mot-e ~Compo red with other models in its doss "lndude1
scheduled motnfeoonce plus reploc-ement of tires. bra}~ oods. batteries and other ports ~Average ftlfe·yeor repair cost1 not covered bi ... orronty ~Includes depreciotlon. maintenance, repairs. state to,.:es
ond registration lees. insurance and fve1 N.A: Not Otoiiobte Sources: lnle!ltchoice Inc .• AuloAdtisor Inc. Insurance Ser .... ices OfltCe O"•d the mor•..:focturers
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$15,000 to $19,999

/;~,

.\-.i

FiYe-JW ~·''
Your

,r

l

leD

Notes: Insurance, maintenance end repair costs ore based on 1993 model history. 1Deoler's overage cost os a percentage of retoit price 1 EstUncte 'Compared with other models in its class "'nccvdes
scheduled moinlenonce plus replacement of tires. broke pods, batteries ond other ports 5Averoge five-yeor repair costs not covered by warranty 'Includes depreciation. maintenance, repairs. stote taxes
ond registration fees, insurance ond fuel NA: Not o ...oiloble Sources: lntellic:hoice 1~ AutoAdvisor tnc_. Insurance Services Office ond the manufacturers
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$15,000 to $19,999
Suggested Estimated
dealer's
retail
cost
~
_,

~-

$18,400
..... . ' 16,428
16,718
18.968
19,268
19,558
18,428
18,898
16,168
16,508
16,328

Your
tax

$16,461
.: 13,882
14,127
16,028
16.281
16,527
15,664
16,063
13,824
14,114
13,993

$17,119
14,437
14,69!
16,669 .
16,932
17.188
16,291
16,706
14,377
14.679
14,553

Option
~as

a% of
retall 1

f"cve-year
resale
asa%of
original

f"rve-year com

baJ!

Mile$f: Air
gal on avalla
(dty( (dr!Yer( Cost to
ltwy.)
pass.) lnsure1

89% ..._· 61%
..
81 . .. _. 67
66
81
66
81
63
81
62 .
82
81
56
57
81
82
62
82
62
86
53
,

. 22/29 . Yes.mo
21/28 - Yes/Yes
21/28 Yes/Yes
21/28 Yes/Yes
21/28 .Yes/Yes
21/28 Yes/Yes
23130 Yes/Yes
23/30 Yes/Yes
26132 Yes/Yes
26132 Yes/Yes
26133 Yes/Yes

Malntt

lo

A.
lo
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi

A.

aance

Repairs5

$4,907
5,098
5,098 .
5,098
5,098
5,098
6,240
6,240
5,755
5,755
5,817

$420
420
420
420
420
420
420
420
420
420
420

Total
ownership

com'

$28,106
26,491
25,559
26,606
28,050
27,037
30,998
31,472
27,913
28.008
27,706

$20,000 to $29,999
~

$28,350
$24,052
26,350 ·- 22,355
22,590 . •. 18,975
27,590 :'• 23,175
. ·24,675: ;' 20,680
:·· '25,800 .:·; 21,1525 ..

85%
85
84
NA :<~: ·
82 c.:·. ';

52<j,
53;
49
47 .,..•
60 -,:.·_.

Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
22J302 Yes(No
22J3rj YesfNo
22130 ' Yes/Yes

$5,965
$421
$38,527
5,965
. -421 . ·. 36,521
3,951
1,138
38,370
4,258 . 1,138
42,523
3,448 '· :. 687 - 33,888
. 4,085 .. ''.: 687 < 35,184
4,903 s.; ,.,. 599 ., 30,606
4,997 - ·; : 599 ·. :: . 33,705

20/26
20/26

Hi
Hi

5,089 . ,, . ~ 599 :: -~
4,837 ' i:- 599 :• .
3,885. .
599
3,570 . . 599 -.·;

lo
· - Lo<·.
lo

32,425
31,710
34,8n
36,889

lo .
5,815 ,; •::·. 687; - 41,595
3,595 .,· ~~·.>599 -:·c · · 31,428

.· 3,963 '• {;. 599 f~~-· .. ·: NA

'·'·
· 89 ,-~ ,·:
89 :-•:.: .·,
· 21,768 ·\·
86 :·:- · ·
18,918 ,~·, · . 86 •:::. ;:.:

52/;;·:, '19/28:
42; o:::. · 18/26
43 ·,,-. -•18/24 ·
52 °< 22/27-:
52 ·.•.,: ·: 22/27 .

Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes

·
·
-:
,...

Vlo '·
Vlo·5
Avg.:
VHi •
VHi

·. 3,746 <-:c•.t491);;. 29,770
': :5,092 :2•.:: 7~687.•[:·: 39,713
.. 5,139 ::.:~,. 687;: '. 37,300
· :5,325 .?':•c:•i 491 ::.:i. · 37,931
cj-.5,172 4i! \~:420 ;:: :·' ·40,457

4,008 . ·;•;:. 687 . ;: '·34,615

... 4,530

,~.-- ~ 491' ::~·'

32,215

5,930 .': •'i.r.•,;: 599! )J; ·35,492
. 5,395'\;i :·~ 687 ;~i.n 37,196
~-5,127:\h:420' - 34,754
<o-

Nlssan Maxima GXE 4dr ' >' ' '~ • .,. "· ·-

;5,052 •:-{:< .491

32,024

Notes: Insurance. maintenance o-nd repair costs ore based on 1993 model hfstor¥. 1Deolefs overage cost os o percentage of retail price 2 btimote 1Compored with other models in its cion 'lnclvde!
schedoled moinlenonce plus replacement of tires, broke PQ<h. batteries ond other ports sA ...eroge live-year repair costs not covered by worro1'1ty includes depreciation. maintenance. repoi~. state tc•-es
and registration fees. insurance end fuel N.A: Not ovoilobte Sources: 11\tell-tchoice Inc_, AutoAdvi'SOr Inc .• Insurance Setvices Office and the manufacturers
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$20,000 to $29,999
Make and IIIOdel

f'rve-year c:osts

NISSin Maxima SE 4dr ..:5~;;'-·~·-: .• >, ''':
OldsCutlassSupremeconvert.2dr - .. ,,,.
Oldsmobile 88 Royale 4dr~\~
-· ,. :. ·
Olds 88 Royale LS Sp. Ed. 4dr ·-·
Olds 98 Regency EIHe 4dr :
Olds 98 Regency Sp. Ed. 4dr
PontlacBonnevllleSEVai.Prlce4dr
Pontiac Bonneville SSE 4dr
Pontiac Flreblrd Trans Am 2dr
Pontiac Rreblrd Trans Am GT 2dr
Saab 900 S 4dr hatch ,.,. ::<·· , •• ~
Saab 900 SE 4dr hatch ;~, ·•_· '\•~-~ •.--· ··•
Saab9000CS4drhatch':;.:.-:.;,- ••:: ·: •
Suba.rulegacylSwgn~,, -~: ·-,_, .-:. ··-Subani Legacy lS AWD 4dr :; :. · ::: •·: ·
Subani Legacy lS AWD wan::··:\'.:· ·SubarulegacyLSIAWDwgn~- .·;~ ..· :·
SubarillegacySportAWD4dr·:~~·,~;:··.<:-

Volvo-960 14dr ::;: :; :.:·.--: ,. • · ·•

Your
tartet

Suggested Estimated
retail
dealer's
price
cost

price

Option f'lve-rear
price as
resale
a% of1 as a% of
reta0

original

$23,529 -,: .$20,399. · $21,623 ..~-~'r:·· 85% '~.:·.•. <~54%·
25,470 ·· 22,286 ·····23,623 ~:;.~:·.·86'>": · 43
· 21,120 . ·: 18,480 '-"'19,219 -<•·i. · 86 : ·: \ 49 ·
22,720
21,698
22,720 ::
86 · ·
50
28.270 · 24,736
26.220
· 86
45 ·
24,670
23,560
24,670
_ - 86
50
21,820
20,816
21,820.
N.A.
57
25,884
22,649 · 25,884 • 86
46 ·
20,385
18,652
19,772
86
44
21,509
19,680
20,467
86
44
20,990
19,678
20,465 - - 90 '-' · · 45
26,260
23,611 .. 25,028 - ,... 85 .. : · . 45 .28,725 ··· 25.063 · 26,56r.:_;~-- 85< ;. · 40:20,400 -· 17,994
18,714 .::.- 83 · .- .:· 53
21,300
18,784
19,535 ·
83 · ,__, 55 · ·
22,000
19,400
20,176.:
83.--: : 54 ·
22,850
20,104 .· 21,310'>· ·~ 83 :.~.;- 53
21.400
18,873 .' 19,628:' .;.. ·go-:::i( 54:-.

Miles per Air bags
gallon m~ilable
(city/

hwy.J

Total

(driver/ Cost to 1
pass.J lnsure

Mairrtt
aance

Yes/Yes,,~

Lo ;..

ownerslllp

c:osts•
$5,351.\':·!·'::~-$491 ,.~ $34,024
5,289:.<;,•t"4W:&"'- 37,442
5,007 .. .-:;~j:·599:c,~'- 32.365
5,105 :"_::-;"599?. > 34,572
5,115 · ·,; 599 li · 41,124
5,111 • · :· 599 > 36,210
5,163 ''599
32,312
5,121
·' 599
37,334
5.713 · ·. 687
40.584
6,614 - · 687 : 42,609
5,513 · ·: 598 ·· 36,920
5,862 , . • 598 ;_ 40,730
5,257•,:•.1,138,:'i:'--44,648
4,899 •· .:_-.•420 ~\: 30,892
4,899 · : <420 -:.- 31,069
4,899, - •::·42o.;·. 31,970
4,899 >.·::·.420~~ 32,619
5,179 -~-\~;;,599•.:: 33,110

-19/25 · Yes/No ',·Avo.'
·· 19/29 Yes/No ··· lo
19/28. Yes/Yes -: -·lo -·
19/28 Yes/Yes
lo
17/27 Yes/Yes Vlo
· 19/27 Yes/Yes Vlo
19/28 Yes/Yes
lo
17/25 Yes/Yes
lo
17/25 Yes/Yes
VHi
17/25 Yes/Yes
VHi
19/26 Yes/Yes
Hi
19/25 Yes/Yes - Hi
18/26 Yes/Yes. lo
22/29 Yes/No Avg.
21/27 Yes/No
Avg.
21/27 Yes/No
Avg.
21/27 ·Yes/No
Avg.'
· 18123 ··Yes/No -AVfJ.

28,950 · \ 26,750 '/'~ 28,355 ·":' :: · N.A. · ·~ ·~:: 43:..r:<::.~ 17!25

Repalrs5

I

.c

4,966 ''.:-':'- .599 -~~;' 42,803

$30,000 and over

~ :: 5,727-": ~~~:4211<·

49,819

Alta Romeo 164LS 4dr~': · ~~-- ;-- -:.-::·- · 34,890 "-28,610 - 30,327 --~-- - 82 ·, :: 37 ._
15!22 ::Yes/No ~·( Avg> ;, 5,569. ; ~._:1 ;138 :; 44,543
Audi100CSOuattro4WD4dr , ·':•. · 43,020 ,::·35,952.· 38,469'' ·-·86 · ::>. 29·'·. 18/22 ·Yes/Yes'';':'lo'- ·:· 3,871 _: :·'·:'1,650 '· .. 55,122
Audi100CSOualtio4WDwgil ·_·._·-f~ \-.. 47,020 .· 39,358 •'42,113, .. ::.•-80 ~---- 33 .-.--. 18!22': Yes/Yes:.' Lo ~; :.. 3,871 .:,, /1 ,ll50 •...-56,459
'·. 3,576 .:'fi:1,138 ' - 45.289
:. 3,544 ,,., ·i"1,138 ._,:-:.· 46,421

BMW 3251S 2dr~:t~~i':~:. ';lj~) -~ ~- • ;;-, 32,200- ,.,·- 26,985 .· 28,604BMW 52514dr:;;;;..<~tt4.. i\i_;.:; · .. · · 38,425
32,200
34,454 •

82 .:. :c; 51
82 · · . 50

20/28 · Yes/Yes ·.- Hi ''
18125- Yes/Yes . Avg:

·• 4,361 ·.-:-~.-.1,019 .•_,~---40,951
-3,500 '~ . 1,019 . .'. 46,200
. 3,938 , .._, 1,139 . 47,820
4,035 ·~·-:...•1,139 ': . 58,918

1

Notes: lnsuro?Ce, maintenance and repair COlts ore bore-d on 1993 model history. Deoler"s overage cost os a percef\foge of r.etoil price 2Estimote 3Compored with other models in its doss "lndl.l'des
schedvl~d m~sntenonc~ plus replacement of tires, bro~e pods, batteries and other ports 5Averoge five·yeor repair costs not covered br worronly 'Includes depre-ciation. rnoinlenonce. repairs, state to•-M
ond regiS!rollon fees. •nsuronce and fuel N.A.~ Not o ,oiloble Sources: lntellichoice Inc .• AutoAdvisor Inc .• Insurance Services Office of'od the manufacturers
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I

$30,000 and over
Suggested Estimated

man

Make and model

price

BMW74014dr
BMW 740iL 4dr
BMW 7501L 4dr
BMW 840Ci 2dr
BMW 850CSI 2dr
Buick Park Avenue Ultra 4dr
Cadillac DeVille 4dr
Cadillac Eldorado 2dr
Cadillac Eldorado Touring 2dr
Cadillac Aeetwood 4dr
Cadillac Seville SLS 4dr
Cadillac Seville Touring 4dr
Chevrolet Corvette 2dr convert.
Chevrolet Corvette 2dr
Chrysler LHS 4dr
Dodge SteaHh R/T Turbo AWD 2dr .
...
lnfiniti J30 4dr
lnfiniti 045 4dr
'·
• ..
Jaguar XJ6 4dr
Jaguar XJS 4.0l2dr convert.
Jaguar XJS 4.0L 2dr '' ·.:.
Lexus ES 300 4dr .. ... :: ..
..
Lexus GS 300 4dr . ' .
..
lexus LS 400 4dr ·.
Lexus SC 300 2dr
..
lincoln Continental Executive 4dr
lincoln Mark VIII 2dr • ...
lincoln Town Car Executive 4dr
..
Mazda 929 4dr
Mazda RX-7 2dr .
'
Mercedes-Benz C280 4dr .
Mercedes-Benz E320 4dr < ;.
..
Mercedes-Benz E320 wgn
Mercedes-Benz E420 4dr ;. · :
Mercedes-Benz S320 4dr .:. '
Mercedes-Benz S420 4dr >
Mercedes-Benz S600 2dr • .. ~i ·
Merc.-Benz SL320 Rdster. 2dr conmt.
Mitsublshi 3000GT Sl 2dr ·. · · r
Mitsubishl Diamanle LS 4dr · ;
Porsche 911 Carrera 2 2dr convert.
Porsche 911 RS America 2dr
Porsche 968 2dr
Porsche 968 2dr convert. · '· ··
Saab 900 S 2dr convert. · · ·
Saab 9000 Aero 4dr hatch ·. :f
Saab 900T Turbo 2dr convert. · .· .·
:
Toyota Supra 2dr lift · ·
Toyota Supra Turbo 2dr lift ... •
Volvo 850 Turbo wgn
..
Volvo 960 II wgn
·,·.

l

~;

~

...

dealer's
cost

.....

f"M-)'ear
res.tle
asa%of

t;f:! ~:
man•
VCMII'

$45,745 $48,947
49,015
52,446
68,640
73,445
57,075
61,070
88,323
82,545
27,562
29.216
32,299
30,186
32,602
34,884
37,938
35,456
33,278
31,101
38,346
35,837
41,955
39,210
36,B16
39.393
33,196 .
31,024
26,491
28,080
36,339
33,962
31,726
29,930
.c3,929
41,055
42,228
.C5,184
48,919
52,343
42,391 . 45.358
25,584 . 21,119
36,061
33,702
40,960 . <43.827
31,160 . . 33,341
31,1)54
29,296
33,034 • . 35.346
30,166 . 32,278
26,791 • 28,398
30,618 . 32.761
29,690
34,900
36,160 ·. 38,691 ~42.062 ..
39,310
45,293 ..
51,000
42,330
70,600 .. 58,600 . 62,702
79,500 .· 65,990
70,609
133,300
110,640 118,385
85,200
70,720
75,670
31,650
27.512 .
25,955
32,500
27,566
26,006
74,190
62,070
66,415
54,800 :· 45,B75
49,fl86
35,{)53
39,950
32,760
51,900
42,555
45,534
33,275
29,74B
31.533
38,690
36,182
33,815
38,415 . 33,882
36,254
36,900
32,376
30,258
44,100
38,693
36,162
30,985
26,785
28.392
30,250 . 32.368
34,450
$55,950
59,950
83,950
68,100
98,500
31,864
32,990
37,690
40,990
33,990
41,430
45,330
43,060
36,2BS
30,283
37,894
36,950.
50,450
51,750
59,950
51,950
31,200.
41,100
51,200 ..
38,000 .
33,750
38,050
34,750
31,500
36,000
34,900
42,500
46,200

oriDnal

&1%
81

80
80
80
86
85
85
85
85
85
85
84
84
85
86
B1
81
80
80
80·

78
78
78
79
86
86
86
82
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
81
82·

81
NA
80
80
81
85
84
81
81
. 80
NA.

..

Miles per Air bags
plloa available
(city/ ldriYet'/
llwy.l
pass.!

~J

46%
45
34
49
42
45
38
37
39
34
43
42
NA
46
NA
55
NA
49
37
50
47
55
NA
59
NA
28
48
31
46.
43
57
58 :
58
54
57
...
56
NA
61
47
41
60
58
37
45
56
NA
54
NA
NA
49
41

16123 Yes/Yes Avo .•
16123 Yes/Yes Avg .•
12/18 Yes/Yes Avo ..
12/18 Yestfes Avo ..
12/20 Yestfes Avg ..
17/26 Yestfes Vlo
16125 Yes/Yes Vlo
Lo
16125 Yestfes
lo
16125 Yestfes
lo
17/25 Yestfes
16125 Yes/Yes Vlo
16125 Yes/Yes Vlo
17/24 Yestfes Avg .•
17/24 Yes/Yes Avo..
18126 Yesf(es NA
Hi
18124 Yestfes
18123 Yes/Yes Avg ..
17/22 Yesf(es Avo ..
17/24 Yestfes Avg .•
17/23 Yestfes Avg..
17/23 Yes/Yes Avo.:
18124 Yestfes ·Avo..
17/23 Yes/Yes Avg..
lo
18123 Yestfes
17/23 Yesf(es Avg ..
18126 · Yestfes Vlo
18125 Yestfes Avg ..
18125 Yestfes Vlo
19/24 Yestfes Avg ..
17/25 Yes/Yes Avg ..
20126 Yes/Yes NA
19/25. Yestfes · lo ; .
Lo
18124 Yes/Yes
lo
18124 Yes/Yes
17/24 Yestfes
lo
lo
15120 Yes/Yes
12/16 Yestfes Avg..
17/24 Yes/Yes Avg ..
Hi
19/25 Yes/Yes
18124 Yestfes Avg.;:<
17/25 Yesf(es Avg .. c
17/25 Yestfes Avg .. ·"•
Hi•
17/26 Yestfes
17/26 Yes/Yes . c·: Hi ::if
18/21 Yes/Yes '·'•diL~
LoT
18126 Yesf(es
18121 Yes/Yes -NA .•:.
18123 Yes/Yes Avo ..
17/23 Yes/Yes Avg..
19/26 Yestfes Avg .. ·
lo
17/25 Yes/Yes

69%
69
69

16/21
15119
16121

-

Total'
costs'
$4,411
$1,139 "\\ $63,397
.C,411 ... 1,139
67,167
3,053. 1,651
99,913
3,937
1,139
70.749
2,066 . 1,651
99,321
5,003 ... 599 . 39,020
6,291 ., 599
47,240
7,004 ... 599
52,668
6.400 ·< 599
53,949
4,309 .. '. 599. 48,118
7,004 ... 687: 52,319
7,499
687 i· 56,242
6,794 ·. .1,017
N.A.
6,794 . ; . 1,017 .. 52,603
4,835 . . 599 ; ·.
N.A.
6,783 • :· : .599 :•,• 51,671
3.665 ... ··:492·::;_::
N.A.
3,737. ~. 1 ~492 ·'.>;. 53,B15
6,390 ;.: 1,651 ~i-.{· 62,938
6,432-.':i!,! 1;651•:,:?.< 68,745
. 6,494 :'';J 1;65ht,:~ 63,842
;. 5,112 ··. •:.cX49h<h~ 35,707
' 5,374 ':q "':-492s.-,t·A~t' N.A.
. 6,034 ,-::_,·~· 492 ;i:·.i::~49,095
:. 5,691 .:·;'>:.;-:492·'~.:;<·.·' N.A.
6,045 . "'-'·'>599 .f\ ;.. 47,830
4,419 .~.. !•.. 599 ' ;. ' 46,797
4,188 ;;; ':\'.' 599.'j.' ;: 46,485
5,870 y(l: ~ -492;[ ·; 40,485
. 5,619 t)~,.;¥492 ...~,.·50,484
4,129 ·~~'\'.:1,019 !i<-~:{ 39,223
.. 4,347t<Hii!i1,019~,_, 44,152
4,na .,_,y 1.o19 ~~~·;47,888
5,106~~i:-1,019 !'';;:- 55,094
5,023 ;;.:>$:1,019 r:<·•:.: 64,679
5,024'!1~<;1,019 ~.,,,, 74,061
6,491 j;;iit:~.651 .;;,..•i · NA
6,526i':"l1><;1,019: ~ .•\81,293
6,738 ,:;,~ ~ff; 599 ,:· .~' .c3,123
. 5,997 ;;<~.Xt-599 t!i .:.·40,120
7,986 ;:.;;-;,1,650 ~~ .. 74,402
.,.. 8,277 :~:;;"1,650 ,q . 63,839
6,357 .·., 1,138
57,333
fl.~6.357;J;;i\f;';1,138 '·'" 65,052
J.:i:S,183 (~A:;: 598 ~.: 41,452
::·6,315 . T'1,13a·
N.A.
,.,5,773 <~.1,018
47,485
NA
NA' :- ;: ,. 491
NA
NA :· 599
. 3,676
1,019
40,593
' 4,966
44,045
599
Malntt

Repalrs5

ownership

Minivans
Chevrolet Astro 3dr
Chevrolet Aslro AWD 3dr
Chevrolet Astro 3dr ext.

'

$16.525
18,854
16,827

$14,955
17,063
15,228

$15.553
17.746

15.837

86%
86
86

Yes/No
Yes/No
YeS/No

Vlo
Vlo
Vlo

$3,B61
5,670
3,890

$24,270
$599
28,495
687
599. . 24,284

Notes: Insurance. maintenance end repair com ore bcned on 1993 mode! history l>eo1er"s overage cos1 os o percentage of retail price .. Estimate lc:ompored with other tnOdels in its closs 'Includes
scheduled mointenonce plus replacement of 1if-es. bto~~ wds. botteries ond othef" 1'0fts .iAveroge five·yeor repair costs not covered by "N";Jrronty ~Includes depreciation. maintenance, repairs, state I010:es
ond regfsfrotton fees, insurance ond fuel N.A ~ Not ovotloble Soarces: !nteUichoice Me... AutoAdvisor lnc.* Insurance Service$ Office and the mo~octurers
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Minivans
Mike 1nd model

Suggested Estimated
mall
lluler's
prk:e
cost

ta~t
priCe

Option
prk:e as
1 %of1

retail

~ar

resale
as 1% of

original

~

Miles per Air bags
plloa IYIIIable

(dtyf

JawyJ

ldriYerf
pass.)

~~

..........

Total'

:~

Repairs'-=~·

$4,638
$491 ..· . $27,147
17/25 Yes/No
Lo
' 4,635 . ~
599 ,'. 34.299
16122 Yes/Yes
VLo
; 4,708
687 .·. 35,717
16122 Yes/fes VLo
4,040
599
23,831
19/23 Yes/Yes
Vlo
17/22 Yes/Yes
Vlo
3,769
599
29,227
3,769
599
25,244
17/22 Yes/Yes
VLo
19/23 Yes/Yes ~ VLo
4,154
599
25,490
3,962
599
29,165
18/232 Yes/Yes
VLo
3,962
687
30,803
17/22 Yesf{es
Vlo
3,962
599
25,359
18/232 Yes/Yes
VLo
~ '3,962
687
27,278
17/22 Yes/Yes
Vlo
3,836 .
687 ~
32,829
16120 Yes/No
Lo
16120 Yes/No
Lo
3,836
687 ' 27,467
3,547
599 ~ ~ 25,018
16120 Yes/No
Lo
3,836
687
28,595
15/20 Yes/No
Lo
·. 3,547
599 : . 26.729
16120 Yes/No
lo .
3,836 .
687.-.~~ : 30,174
~55
16/20 Yes/No
Lo ~
3,547
599 ' • 29,459
51
16120 Yes/No
Lo
3,881
599 . . 24,395
67 ~ · ~ 16121 ·Yes/No
Vlo
~5.669
599 ~; ,. 28,844
86
66 ' 15/19 . Yes/No
VLo
3,910 -~ ·. - 599 ;~: :\ 24,625
86 ~ o • 68 ~" 16121" Yes/No -~ VLo
~. 86 ';'~·
66 , ... , · 15119 ·-.:YesJNo_;;,VLo,:r. ' 5,669 "'~' , .... 599 -~'~; .29,093
83 · ·.. ~ 65 · ~ : . 15/19 .-•.•Yes/No ·>: Avg. i •
4,021 ~ _,_ 492 .,,. : 26,535
4,457
~ 599 ._, ~ N.A.
MercuryVillagerGS3dr)Y~'.::'\'•- ~ :_<,_. ~ ~: 18,375 •c·~ ·16,355. · 17,009 '~ ·
85
N.A. ~
17/23-~::Yes/No
A'{].'Mercury Villager LS 3dr :,·;;;~--!; ~~ ~~ .':
· 23,155 ,. 20,562 · 21.384 ~
85 ·
N.A.
: 11123 >Yes/No ~ Avg. • ~- 4,457 .- '; 599 :
N.A.
N.A.
Mercury Villager Nautica 3dr .. g•: r_ ~ ~
•· 24,635 ~ .. 21,864 ._ 22,739
85
N.A.
~ 17/23
Yes/No
Avg.. ~. 4,457 '~ ~ ' 599
Nissan Quest GXE 3dr. ·A.~ ·~ ~ •'<'" 23,589 -'' 20;452 , 21,270 · ·
85 .~
~ N.A. •
17/23 Yes/No
Avg.
- 3,816
599
N.A.
3,721
599 ~ · ., N.A.
Nissan Quest XE 3dr --,;, t;. ~:~ -~ • ~-·-~·~-;,; ' ,.~.19,079 . 16,542
17,204 ~~'
85 - -~
N.A.
17/23 Yes/No
Avg. OldsmobileSilhouetteSpec.Ed.3dF'I~ :· •:, 19,665 .~ 18,780
19,665 . ~ 86 .· ~::: 56 · ~ 17/25 .~Yes/No ~ lo
4,670 . . 599
29,928
4,464 ; ' ': . 687 ' . 25,206
Plymouth Grand Voyager 3dr ext.--:·""' : .;,f 18,178 :_,-,- 16,522 ~ ~ 17,183 ' •·. 85 · ' · 67 ·.-.. 19/23 Yes/Yes
Vlo ·,
4,311 .·.·:: ~: 687" :: 30,031
PlymouthGrandVoyagerSE3drext.c1-:'--,-.,_,~·19,304tc:- 17,513 ;; 18,214 ·~
85'::•> 66'::-'---..:17f222.:Yes/fes '· ~Vlo
4,250
687'
25,951
4,442 7-. :' 687. •. ~ 27,094
PlymouthGr.VoyagerSEAWD3drext."-·''--<;•21,982~- 19,869 ·. · 20,664 ;,~
85 •· -· 69 > ~ 17/22 Yes/Yes~ Vlo
Plymouth Voyager 3dr-~-;c,;r,;~h;r:.. ~r~,>: '· ., 15,520 ·~·: ~ 14,158 .~:- 14,724 >
85 ~ · 66 >.- · 19/23 Yes/fes
VLo
4,487 ;·--; :· • 687 ' 24,206
Plytl!outhVoyagerLE3dr;;.~~nt~ t~.
< 21,963i.1>·19,827 .~ 20,620 <
85: ._ 56~ .. 11f222 Yes/Yes VLo ·.
Plymouth Voyager SE 3dr ~ \~t- >·,·;"'·:~ , ~.::· ·18,139 -· '~ .16,462 . 17,120 ··
85
62
11f222 ·Yes/Yes
Vlo
~ 4,531 - ': 599 ~ .-. 28,794
Pontiac Trans Sport SE 3dr <!.- .• ;::f.
• 17,469
15,810
16,442
86
55 :
17/25 Yes/No
lo ~~
5,494 .- :; ~ 491 .. 29,372
ToyotaPreviaDX3dri/:::,.: f· }'; ..,
22,818
'19,509
20,289
80
67
17/22 · Yes/Yes
Lo
5,494 . ,_ ~ 491
31,504
ToyotaPreviaDXAII-Trac4WD3dr'·• J.' -·~: 26,148
22,226
23,115
80
- ~ 67
17/21 Yes/Yes
lo
Toyota Previa LE 3dr --~ '" ·•:. 1:•~: .':.·
•~ 26,578 :: 22,591
23,495
82
65
17/22 Yes/Yes
Lo
~ 5,505 .~. .
491
30,749
Toyota Previa LE All-Trac 4WD 3dr>..: : "' 29,718
25,260
26,270
82
62
17/21 · Yes/Yes
Lo
5,505 . ' 491 . • 33,830
Chevrolet Lumina 3dr ·
$17,015
Chrysler Town & Country 3dr ext.
27.484
ChryslerTown&CountryAWD3drext.
29,580
Dodge Caravan 3dr
'
15,520
Dodge Caravan LE 3dr
~ ~
21,963
Dodge Caravan SE 3dr . ··
18,139
Dodge Grand Caravan 3dr ext. ·
18,178
Dodge Grand Caravan LE 3dr ext.
22,883
Dodge Grand Caravan LE AWD 3dr ext.
25,560
Dodge Grand Caravan SE 3dr ext.
19,304
Dodge Grand Caravan SEAWD 3drext.
21,982 ~
Ford Aerostar Eddie Bauer 4WD '3dr
25,210
Ford Aerostar XL 4WD 3dr ~ 1
18,450
Ford Aerostar XL 3dr · ~
•
' 14,980
Ford Aerostar XL 4WD 3dr ext.·· ~~
· 19,345
Ford Aerostar XL 3dr ext. : .,. ~.. ·
16,425
FordAerostarXLT4WD3dr <::·· .·~'"-~-· · 21,975
FordAerostarXLT3dr;
~ t. · :~:;.
20,420
GMCSafariSLX3dr Cc~·- -,i)", ~:·.•,
16,746
GMC Safari SLX AWD 3dn;' < t.· ~~-.-•
19,075 '.
GMCSafariSLXXT3dr-~::;.~-i:.-.;:~~· '!:·'
~ 17,048 •.
GMCSafariSLXXTAWD3drext. '· ~~L ~~<~19,377 ·.:
Mazda MPV wgn 4WD 3d6!"i,~ (:":; . ~ ~- :· 23,395 '~'

'~

Your

$15,399
24,876
26,720
14,158
19,827
16,462
16,522
20,662
23,018
17,513
19,869
22,345
16,397
13,342
17,183
14,614
19,498
18,130
15,155
17,263
15,428 ·
17,536, ·
20,845 : ~

$16,015
25,871
27,789
14,724
20,620
17,120
17,183
21,488
23,939
18,214
20,664
23,239
17,053
13,876
17,870
15,199
20,278
18,855
15,761
17,954
16,045 ~
18,237 :-~
21,679 '

80%

85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
86 ·

62%
57
57
66
56
63
65
58
59
66
66
52
61
63
59
59

"•A

Utility vehicles

r

Chevrolet Blazer 4WD 2dr · ·•· 1' · ~ • -~ •
$21,330
Chevrolet S-1 0 Blazer 2dr . ·
15,641
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer 4dr·•- 16,931
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer 4WD 2dr
.... ~ 17,347
Chevrolet S-10 Bla2er 4WD 4dr'
19,165
Chevrolet Suburban C1500 5dr
20,406
Chevrolet Suburban K1500 4WD 5dr
22,657
Ford Bronco Xl4WD 2dr
21,515
Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4WD 2dr
22,950
Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4WD 4dr
25,205
Ford Explorer Limited 4WD 4dr ·
28,535
Ford Explorer 2dr
-~
.
18,290

$18,660
14,155
15,323
15,780
17,344
17,855
19,825
18,497
20,387
22,370
25,301
16,286

$19,406
14,721
15,936
16,411
18,038
18,569
20,618
19,237
21,202
23,265
26,313 ~.
16,937 .

86%
86
86
86
86

86
86
85
85
85
85
85

73%
63
62
64
62
82
84
66
64
64
N.A.
72

12/16 16121
16121 ~
16121
16/21 ~
13117
13115
13118
17/21
17/21
15/20
18/22

Avg

No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No

Avg

NO/NO

Avg

No/No
Yes/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No

lo •
Lo
lo
lo
Lo

Avg
Avg
Avg

$33,068
$687
599 - 27,269
28,893
599.
30,013
687
31,617
687
687 ,, 29,154
30,653
4,040 - . 687 -- 30,095
29,853
3,415
599
3,415 . ~ 599 . 31,418
3,712:
599 .
NA
3,259
491
25,029

$4,816
3,689
3,689
4,678
4,678
. ~ 4,405 -_.-

Notes: Insurance, mointenonce and repair costs ore based on 1993 model history. 1Deoler·s overage cost os o percentage of retoil price 'Estimate 'c.ompored with other models in its doss "'ncludes sched·
uled mointeoonce plvs replacement of tir~. broke pods, bofleries ond other ports 1Averoge live-yeor repair cosh not covered by worronty 'tndudes depreciation. maintenance. repairs, state toxes ond
registration lees, insurance and fuel N.A.: Not ovoiloble Socwces: Jntelltchoice Inc.. AutoAdviSOf Inc.• Iowrance Services Office ond the monufoctvrers
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Utility vehicles

flve..year costs

Suggested

Estimated

retail
price

Make and model

Ford Explorer .CWD 2dr
.. ·:. ..
Ford Explorer XL .cdr
..
•,'_.·.. -Ford Explorer XL .CWO 2dr "
,; •. ·· L..· ·::.
Ford Explorer Xl4WD .cdr
Ford Explorer XLT 4WD 4dr · ,. \ :r: .
..
Geo Tracker Hardtop 4WD 2dr
Geo Tracker LSI Hardtop 4WD 2dr ·
Geo Tracker Soft Top 2dr
Geo Tracker Soft Top 4WD 2dr
GMC Jimmy Sl.CWD 2dr
GMC Jimmy SLE .cdr
GMC Jimmy SLE 4WD .cdr :
GMC Suburban C1500 Sdr ~~: : .:,. ':
..
GMC Suburban K1500 4WD 5dr
lsuzu Amigo S 2dr
'
lsuzu Amigo S 4WD 2dr
.·..
'··
lsuzu Rodeo S .Cdr
lsuzu Rodeo S 4WD 4dr :,::. :: . · ·..
lsuzu Trooper LS 4WD 4dr .·~~·--· <··.: .o;.: ....
~-4_,.· :.~
~.
lsuzu Trooper RS .CWO 2dr
lsuzu Trooper S 4WD 4dr ~ 5--~~<--:~.~~~~.. ~\
Jeep Cherokee Country 4WD 4dr -~:-.' ,-'' .
Jeep Cherokee SE .CWD 4dr ·,;.> • :~· · :•
. t•.!:·.. <:.·, ·. ..
Jeep Cherokee 4dr
Jeep Cherokee 4WD 4dr . ~f- . •;::.. " ';:
Jeep Grand Cherokee laredo 4dr
Jeep Grand Cherokee laredo 4WD 4dr
'•

.....

, : :·-:•.

_-.;_. '

$20,000.
18,130
18,990 ...
19,900
22,410.
12,445
13,915
11,015
12,285
17,761
17,144
19,501
20,476
22,727
14,849
16,799
14,969
19,249 ·: .
26,850
24,000 ·:
21.250' ' '
19,716 ·'
15,922 ...
16,594 .. ,•
. 18,079 .
22,442
23,382

dealer's
cost

Your

Optloa
price as

fi¥e.fear
resale

retaft ••"of
ocfclnal
~ •"•ft

Miles per Alr bags
pllon available
(city/

llwy.J

ldmer/ Cost to
pass.!

lnsureJ

Malntt
a.ance

$17,790 , $18,502 .·'-. · · · ~ ·,;,~-'m-.·: ,·17121 ': Noma · · ·Lo
$3,387.
16,791'·. '·. '.. 85 -~~ :.• t;:~ 76 ·: .< 18/22 Noma. • lo .·
3,259
16,145
17,578. · ,. :·85 .:.." ,:..: ··n ,.. ' 17121 ·No/No
lo~
3,387
16,902
85 ,;~'·".'<7·, 75 ~: ~ •. 17121 No/No
'lo':
18,410 .
3,387
17,702
lo ·
-·~ -71 .•. 17121
20,707
3,387
19,911
85
No/No
. 72.
4,554
11,848
12,322
VHl
89 "
25127 No/No
. 25127 No/No · VHi
4,554
13,247
13,777
64
89
n· 25127 No/No VHi
10,486
10,905
4,495
88
11,695
12,163·
4,610
89
72
25127 No/No
VHl
~:
Avg:
15,541
16,163
4,538
86
63·
16121 No/No
15,601
3,835
15,001
86
62
17122 No/No Avo.
17,746 .·.
4,538
17,063
86 .··': .. 63
16121 No/No ' Avg ...
4,432
17,666 . 18,373 .,. 86 . ,. ~-- 81
13117 - No/No·-.· ' Avg.
4,788
19,631
20,416 . . 86 ·.:':;. 84 ,;,. :·13115. No/No . ·. Avg.'
13,067. 13,590
;
80 :' /•':"-: 69 ..1. ·. > 16120 No/No .. Hi·
3,768
15,374 ·,. :, . 80 : ;_;.; 76 ,;(•. 16120 · ·. No/No :. · · Hi .··'
3,929
14,783
14,478 :~;:-" ' 81'·, •::-<i; 74 ·''-· 16120 No/No
3,099
13,921
Avg.'
18,016f- ....... 85':\'.,;;:·:· 70 :::.·· 16119:: No/No. Avg ..
3,361
17,323
23,628 ·' :· 24,573 :;;· '·' 83 >,,, , ·57,- J_-: 15117: No/No. '· lo
4,439
21,840 ;.: 22,714 ~··:-· 85 .:~...~, 59 :c: .;:.:16/18 ;, No/No •· :. : lo ~4,439
19,019 ··. :.; 19,780 ~~~-~: 84·~;,~·,~~61 ~~'!.;' 16118 -)-No/No··,.~> lo·t~·
4,439
4,111 .
18,867 .~: ·19,622\'r~'-'~ 85 :~•..,"J~~'72:;-f:tt.;.UJ21;~·,No/No'<;~'AVI):~~
14,979 ·• · ·: 15,578 '"..._. · 85 '-"..(."'*·76~~.;._ 19122 "'''No/No ~';~i.Avg;;:_~
3,976
15,073
15,676,.; 85 . ;.. ;;,~m \;t·~\~:17121h· NWNo .'-:i,Avg}> ·. 3,543
17,056:: ·•~:> 85 ·•. if~ 75:?.~~~17121~~·: NO/No ·"::/Aijg:~·. . 4,100 .
16,400
.,
' NA
21,239 \'::"~7·; 85
20,422
3,913
15121 Yes/No Avg.
22,128 -...... 85
21,277
4,118
NA
16120 Yes/No Avg.

Repalrs1

.

-

·'

.,

~l
cons'

$599 ·$26.553
491
24,303
599
26,100
599
25,865
599
27,991
599
24,254
599
26,095
491
23,057
599
24,210
687
29,196
687
28,065
687
30,494
687
28,367
687
29,449
492
24,722
599
25,299
599 . 24,462
687
27,821
687 .. 35,457
687 '. 33,601
687 ;::.:; 30,948
·. 687 .:,<.:"29,180
687 :,_ •. 25,302
599 : ~-- 25,679
687 . :;• 27,004
... NA
687 , .
1,017
NA

Notes: Insurance. maintenance ond repair c~ts ore based on 1993 model history. 1Deoler·s ovetOge cost <H o percentoge of retoil price ·&timote 1Compored with other models in its doss ~ncludes
scheduled mointeoonce plus replacement of tires. broke pods. batteries ond other ports lAveroge flve-yeor tepair costs not covered by ......orronty 'lncludes depredation. mointenonce, repoifl, state t011.f!S
ond registration fees. insurance ond fuel N.A.: Not ovoiloble Sources: lntellichoice Inc.• AutoAdvCsor Inc .• Insurance Services Offi<:e and the monvloctUfers

''NEED WE

AVERAGE ANNUAL RETURN*

EMERGI~G GRO~H

•

IAI

II

S&PSOO

FUND

SAY MORE?''
IAI

EMERGING
GROWTH FUND

1-800-945-3863
EXT. 326
INVESTMENT ADVISERS, INC.,

P.O. Box 357,

MINNEAPOLIS, Mll\'NESOTA

55440-0357

*Returns are historical through 12131/93, with Fund inception 81S/9l. Returns for the Fund and S&P 500 reflect reinvestment
of_dio:idends and capital gains. S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of common stock prices. The Fund's investment return and
pnnctpal may fluctuate, so that when redeemed, shares may be worth more or less than original cost. Past performance does
not g~arantee future results. For more complete information about the IAI Mutual Funds, including charges and expenses,
send wr a prospectus. Read it careful;y Oefore you invest. Distributed by IAI Securities, Inc. Member SIPC.
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Utility vehicles

·

f"lve·rear costs

Suggested Estimated
retail
price

Make and model

Option f"~Ve-Year
price as
reule
a% of as a %of
1
retaB
origlul

Your
target
price

dealer's
cost

Land Rover Range Rover Cty. 4WD 4dr '·'• ··· 46,900 .:<-.•'.41,000 · ~:42,640iY4~;::. 83 ,,:.···,53
MazdaNavaJoLX4WD2dr' ;·;,i.'-~':Y'~· •. 20,785 · :18,309 -.•19,041.1;~~· 85 •X ·.·.; 69
MitsublshiMonterolS4WD4dr:' ·:<:'
23,975;: :-20,505 ·-:·21,325 ~-~~-~,~~82 ··,:;···57
Mitsublshl Montero SR 4WD 4dd';,'' :. · .... , 31,475 ,_ ·. 26,290 · • 27,342 :.;'.:'·~ 80 -· : .< 50
NissanPathllnderlE-V64WD 4dr't:S.,:.~:.· 29,239' J;25,649 ·:·.. 26,675 .: ;..!-;\ 85 ·. · ·• 71
NissanPathlinderSE-V64WD4dr'•N:,i'·:-··.,:'25,249·, -~ 22,149.· ~·23,035 ::::.!(: 86.. • ·73

Suzuki Samurai Jl Soft Top'4WD 2dr ~'.ii.";. :.:·: 9,689

:;~'_:::8,914 ·'·~::

·9,271

't-~·::•\N.A. ...... · ...·

Suzuki Sidekick JX Soft Top' 4WD 2dr'>'::;.:;::.;~ '12,849·~<~.;\:.:11,82h!.\'12,294 ~·~':,!:;:_: 92

Pickups

.

~

Miles per Air bags
pllon mailable
(dty{
(driYer{ Cost to
hwy.l
pass.)
ln$ure3

<<: 12115 ·
·
·
.:
·

No/No··.': Avg:·
17/22 No/No,,., lo
· 15118 Yes/No~ Avg:
·. 14/17 · Yes/No · Avg.
15118 · No/No ~\ Hi;.':
· ·15118 ··. No/No .•. Hi:.

55'·; ":. 28/29

: :.':> 63 · :. 25127-

No/No.' · Hi·.:·
No/No.:~·

VHi .

Total

ownership

M.tlntt

I

Repairs'
costs'
$4,432 $1 017 ::~·' -~ ·.~. NA:
4,095 .... 1,017 :;i' :' :i'tNA
3,879
599 :· $22,343
. 599 .... ' 26,651
4,010
1,138
·N.A.
N.A.
5,575
1,138
55,555
3,819
27,109
599
491 . 34,467
4,880
5,273
491
40,307
4,052
599
34,628
4,247
32,230
599
491 .
3,673
28,513
1,017
38,133
5,483
4,156
420
21,927
420'. 26,495
4,703
420 . 24,897
4,400
4,248
687: 27,682
687 .:.·.· 29,596
4,857
. 599'' 41,350
6,364

unce

·

!Chevrolet C1500 Aeetside 2dr~> :~·~s:;.· ·. $14,027. $12,274
Chevrolet C1500 Aeetslde 2dr ext.<.;:: <: .: 15,854; . ':13,872
14,690 ... ·12,854
Chevrolet C1500 Sporiside 2dr: ..
Chevrolet C3500 Aeetslde 2dr , < ..::_
16,648 . 14,654

. $12,765 )T~·rr-~86%
,,. 14,427 ~.·7~·: '86
... 13,368 ;>, ~~ ;: 86
. 15,240 .. : .· 86

73%.
80
72

67

14/18
14/18
14118
. 13/182

No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No

Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

$4,114 .. $599 '. ,. $25,802
''4,153 .. . : 599 <." 25,629
. 4,114 ..
599 :. 26,301
4,686
599
28,421
4

Notes: Insurance. maintenance ond repair costs ore bosed on 1993 model history 'Deote~'s overage cost os o percentage ol re1o~t price =h·.-r.~'e :Compared with other models '" its doss 1nclvdes
scheduled moinlenonce plus replacement of tires. broke pods. batteries ond other parts "Average hve-yecr repair costs not co\e~ed O)'· ....-cn.:.,t, ~lnclvdes depreciation. mo.ntenonce. repairs, state toJ(es
ond registration lees. insurance and fuel N.A.: Not ovoiloble Sout"Ces: lntelllchoice Inc. AutoAdvisor II'K. Insurance Ser\ices OHI(:e end tr.e r.x~nvfocturers

043_481

The Dreyfus Short.:rerm Income Fund
invests primarily in investment grade debt
securities, including corporate bonds, U.S.
Government and mortgage-related securities.
Although net asset value and yield fluctuate, this
Fund can generally offer greater price stability than
comparable higher-yielding, long-term bond funds, and
higher yields than comparable fixed-price money market funds.
• No sales load • $2,500 minimum • Free checkwriting
• 24-hour fund information and transaction service.

FREE Guide to Investing in Bond Mutual Funds.
Learn how you can select a bond fund that may
be right for you and why other factors such as
credit quality and total return can play an important role in
your decision. Call 1-800-752-5466, Ext. 4334, for your FREE copy.
For a Prospectus with more complete information on management fee, charges, and
other expenses, call our toll-free number. Please read the Prospectus carefully before you invest.

Dreyfus Short-Term Income Fund, Inc.

1-800-752-5466
Ask for Extension 4334

401(k)
Plan provider!
.. - . - . .
~

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Fund's yield, share price and investment return fiuctuate so that you may receive more or
less than your original investment upon redemption. Not available for residents ofTexas. Dreyfus Service Corporation, Distributor.
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.

~ '

Pickups
Suggested
retaH

Make and model

Chevrolet K1500 Sportslde 4WD 2dr
Chevrolet K2500 Reetside HID 4WD 2dr
Chevrolet K3500 Aeetslde 4WD 2dr
Chevrolet S-10 long Bed 2dr
Chevrolet S·10 long Bed 4WD 2dr
Chevrolet S·1 0 lS Short Bed 2dr
Chevrolet S-10 Short Bed 2dr
Dodge Dakota 2dr
Dodge Dakota 4WD 2dr
Dodge Dakota Club Cab Sport 4WD 2dr
Dodge Dakota Sport 2dr
Dodge Ram BR1500 2dr
Dodge Ram BR1500 4WD 2dr
Dodge Ram BR2500 Ught Duty 2dr
Dodge Ram BR3500 2dr
Ford F150 Rareslde Xl2dr
Ford F150 Styleslde S 2dr
Ford F150 Styleside XL 2dr
Ford F250 S1Yfeslde XL 2dr ·
Ford F350 Styleside XL 4WD 2dr
Ford Ranger Splash 2dr ' · '
Ford Ranger Splash 4WD 2dr
Ford Ranger Splash Supercab 4WD 2dr
..
Ford Ranger STX 2dr
Ford Ranger Xl2dr .. -·
Ford Ranger XLT 2dr ··.
Ford Ranger XLT Supercab 4WD 2dr

Your

Estimated

price

cost

taJ:!

$17,031
19,035
19,259
9,955
14,455
10,790
9,655
11,472
15,838
17,471
10,782
. 14,389
17,376
15,916
18,417
14,834
12,348
13,956
14,802
19,336
12,545
17,413
18,328
12,220
9,449
11,171
16,828

$14,902
16,652
16,848
9,407
13,660
9,765
9,124
10,460
14,342
15,779
10,069
12,686
15,122
13,984
16,109
12,764
11,021
12,018
12,737
16,591
11,154
15,438
16,244
11,354
8,808
9,945
14,924

$15,498
17,318
17,522
9,783
14,206
10,156
9,489
10,878
14,916
16,410
10,472
13,193
15,727
14,543
16,753
13,275
11,462
12,499
13,246
17,255
11,600
16,056
16,894
11,808
9,160
10,343
15,521

dealer's

Option Ave-year
l'e$4le
price as
a %of asa%of
retan•
orig!Ral

86%
86
86
86
86
86
86
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85.
85
85
85
85
85

Miles per Air~
pllon IV4IIa e
(city/ (driver/ Cost to

73%
N.A.
68
59
60
60
61
53
50
58
56
56
60
61
N.A.
70
77
74
74
71
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
61
61
62
55

hwyJ

13117
12/16
131182
18/23
16/21
18!23
18/23
17!22
16120
16120
17!22
13/17
12/16
13/17
12/16
13/18
15!20
13/18
13/17
11/152
18/24
17!22
17!22
18!24
18!24
18!24
17/22

pass.)

No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No
No/No

Maintt

Insure,

RaRce

Repairs 5

Total
costs'

~ip

$4,803
$599
4,869
599
4,903
599
3,660
599
4,494
687
3,697
599
3,697
599
3,058
599
3,330
687
3,538
687
3,202
599
3,954
599
3,976
687
4,245
599
4,287
599
3,685
491
3,436
491
3,622
491
3,822.
491
4,259
599
3,031
491 -··
3,324 ' 599
3,324 .-,: ·. 599
3,366 '
491 -·
. 3,201
491 -c
491
3,201
3,207
599

Avo.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
· Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Ava.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Lo
lo
lo
Lo
Lo
·, Avg.
:'Avo.
· Avg.
· Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

..

$28,593
NA
30,264
23,526
27,682
23,386
23,135
24,202
28,225
27,921
23,543
28,610
30,200
28,762
N.A.
25,064
21,676
23,987
25,090
29,261
NA
N.A.
N.A.
23,001
22,291
22,578
27,734

Notes: Insurance, maintenance ond repair costs ore based on 1993 model history. 1Deoler's overage cost os o percentage of retail price 2Estimote 3Compored with other models in its class •Includes
scheduled maintenance plus replacement of tires. brake pods. bolleries and other ports 5Averoge live.ye<~r repoir costs not covered by warranty •Includes depreciation. mointenonce. repoin, state to•es
and registration fees. insurance and fvel N.A.: Not ovoiloble Sources: lntellichoice Inc, AutoAdvisor Inc .. Insurance Services Ollice and the monvfoctvrers

NO LOAD • TAX·FREE • NO LOAD • TAX·FREE • NO LOAD • TAX·FREE • NO LOAD • TAX·FREE • NO LOAD

#

TAX-FREE BOND FUND FOR 1993
Outperformed ALL Municipal Debt Funds
Tracked by Lipper- both General and Insured*

EVERGREEN INSURED
NATIONAL TAX-FREE FUND
One-Yur Tollll Return

JO·DIIy

Since lnceptkm on 12130192

Current Yield*

Tu-Equlctdenl
Yield*

16.0% 5.20% 8.13%
For a prospectus whlch contains more complete information,
including fees and expenses, call toll-free:

1-800-PAY-NO-TAX

The prospectus should be read carefully prior to investing.

• Lipper Analytical Services ranking based on total return for the 12-month period. During that period
then: ~re 129 and 31 funds, respectively, in Lipper's General Munidpal Debt Funds and Insured
Mumc1pal Debt Funds categories. Total return figure includes reinvestment of dividend income and capital gain distributions. The Fund's return, net asset value and yield will fluctuate and there can be no
guarantee that the Fund will achieve its objective or any particular tax e.xempt yield. Shares, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost if the adviser had not absorbed the Fund's
expenses, the 30-day current and tax~uivalent yields would have been 4.55% and 7.11%, respectively,
and ~tum would have been lower. Expense absorption may be revised at any time. The tax~uivalent
Yield IS_based on the 36% Federal marginal tax rate and would be lower in lower tax brackets. Income may
be subject to some stile or local taxes and the Feder::! alternative minimum tax for certain investors.
Figures represent past performance which does not guarantee future results. 2 2 1

.

4

r---- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --

1 Evergreen rnsured NRtlon#l TRx-Free Fund
2500 Westchestcr Avenue
I Purchase, New York 10577·2555
I Please send a prospectus which contains more
I complete information.
I
1 :.::N"'::..:"=-E- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 :=ADOc;;cR£SS;=:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Pickups

·
Option

Saaested EstiJMted
retail
de.tlef's
Make and model

price

em

price I$

Your

a %of

'=

retan

1

F"M!-year

fe$1Je

1$a%of

Miles per Air batS!
piiOII avaU.
(city/ (driver/ Cost to

orig!llll

hy.)

pa$S.)

$14,267 . $12,484 . $12,983
~
m 14118 . NG'No
17,882 •. 15,647 '16.273
87
78 ·: 13117 No/No
. 131172 No/No
16,820 - 14,717
15,306
68
86
76
15,205
16,709 . 14,620
86
13/17 No/No
15,035
15,636
86
79
17,183
819 No/No
17,682
86
72
12/162 No/No
19,431
17.002
10,106
9,550
9,932
87
60
18/23 No/No
61
9,806
9,267
9,638
87
18123 No/No
61
16,613
15,035
15,636
87
16121 No/No
61
10,483
87
18123 No/No
11,138
10,080
8,846 .
22/24 No/No
9,399
8,506
83
55
11,897
12.373 .
59
15118 No/No
13,519
84
88•
9,390
8,652 .. 8,998
66
22/26 No/NO
12,020 . 10,588 ·: 11,012
82
72
-2V26 No/No
19,500 . 17,177
'
17,864 '
67
16/21 No/NO
82
11,011 ,. 11,451.
63.
12,500
18124 No/No
82
9,429:.. •. 8,512 •• 8,852'
21/25 No/No
75 .. - 58
Mitsubishi Mighty Max 4WD 2dr •r:-·_; '' · , · 14,219 ·•. ,. 12,510
13,010 . . '78 .:·.. 55·
17/22 No/No
~~<\:.: '·:,>.. 11,979 ':' ·-10,753 '
11,183 ,;_,._·.·. 82 ·. -.; '-~- 65 ... 23127 . NG'No
Nissan King tab XE 2dr ext.
'<·;_._;- . 9,459>-<;.-8,876• ·:·9.231.-}.:. '74 :. ;/''•~58·"· 23/27 No/No
Nissan Pickup 2dr .. ,
-:~·.'·~:< ·;<.~-. 11,589:{'-'!C,-10,638--i'.11,064f.-~<'< 85 '\'-'>.\63·, •·
19/23 -· No/No .,
Nissan Pickup V6 2dr .
··. ,•.:,~;,· · 14,069 '.:~'_;>,12,629 .~·F13,134 '<~IC.~_~c 79 •'f~'t:~ • 65 ;_ • 18/22 ~-: No/NO . ·
Nissan Pickup XE 4WO 2dr •
_._t
, ...... '10,118' -"'-'9;106 ... 9,470 .•. 79 . . . 60
Toyota Pickup 2dr
22/27 No/NO
;-.,..
Toyota Pickup OX 2dr
10,998 "· ><. 9,733 • -10,122 ,·.'.' 83·
22/27 No/No
" 64"
r.-·/ ;~:·:· ..!' ~ .. >:-. ' 12,998 ·--;~': 11,698 1'12,166·· ~:. 80 •.
. . 21/25 YesJNo
~-NA
Toyota T1 00 2dr :
Toyota T100 OX 4WD 2dr .'. ;<... :. . ::
:NA
14/17 YesJNo
18,438'' 15,857 1: 16,491 ~•. .. 82'
• 76
Toyota Xtracab OX 4WO 2dr ext.~~· .• - •
16,328 -< 14,042 ;_ 14,604:; -· 81
19/22 No/No
,. :,.
GMC Sierra C1500 2dr
··:··
·..:.
GMC Sierra C2500 Club 2dr ext.
GMC Sierra C3500 2dr
GMC Sierra K1500 4WD 2dr
GMC Sierra K2500 4WO 2ilr
GMC Sierra K3500 4WD 2dr
GMC Sonoma Sllong Bed 2dr
GMC Sonoma Sl Short Bed 2dr
GMC Sonoma SLS Club 4WD 2dr ext.
GMC Sonoma SLS Short Bed 2dr .
lsuzu Pickup S2dr
lsuzu Pickup S4WO 2dr
..
.,
Mazda 82300 2dr
·'Mazda 82300 Cab Plus 2dr ext.
'
Mazda 84000 lE Cab Plus 4WD 2dr
.....
Mazda 84000 SE 2dr
.. ~ .. ,·.. ' :~ .
Mitsublshi Mighty Max 2dr
-~

~:

···.

>

~--~·

1

Mahrtt

Total

Insure

nanee

R~ln

Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

$4,177
4,488
4,735
4,840
4,874
5,319
3,712
3,683
4,714
3,683
2,940
3,072
3,427
3,427
3,881
3,541
4,034
4,484
2,820
2,820
2,894
3,184.
3,968
. 3,968
. 4,205 .
5,486
4,393

$599
599
599
599
599
599
599
599
687
599
492
687
492
492
599
492
491
687
491
491
491
599
491
491
491
599
491

~vg.

Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Avg.
Avg.
Hi

1

ownership

costs'

$24,555
27,397
28,726
27,591
32,125
30,485
23,475
23,135
28,620
23,446
21,439
26,196
20,483
21,055
28,137
23,032
22,426
27,580
21,980
21,339
22,701
24,552
22,463
;
22,555
;.'
N.A.
' N.A.
25,115

Notes: lnsuron<:e. maintenance and repair costs ore bosed on 1m model history. 1Deoler's overage cost os o percentage of retail price 'Es'imote 3Compored with other models in its class 4\ndvdes
scheduled maintenance plus replacement of 1ires. broke pods. batteries and other ports sAveroge five-year repair costs not covered by worronry -.ncludes depreciation, momtenonce. repairs. state IOJt.es
ond registration fees, insurance and fuel NA.: Not ovoiloble Sources: lntellicho+ce Inc .• AutoAdvisor tnc .. Insurance Services Office end tt->e moi'\Ufoctvrers

International & Strong
Stock Market Retums1
Hong Kong
France
Switzerland

UK
Gennany

36.03%"
22.02%
19.42%r-

18.58% ..

Japan

17.52%
16.84%
16.42%

USA
Australia

:S:j'V-"14.80%11
13.71% 0

Norway

13.65%!1

Italy

International investing is becoming very attractive. Over half the
value of world equities is now
found in foreign-based stocks. As
shown, stock markets abroad
have often outperformed our own.

The

Strong

Average annual total retums3
(through 12-31-93)

47.75%
1-year
47.75%
Since inception 2 2. 62%
Year-to-date

International

Average annual total returns
for the 10 years ended 12-31-93.

Stock Fund searches the world
over for undervalued companies offering superior growth
potential. 2

Source: Morgan Stanley Capital International.

Our results speak for themselves.

(on34-92)

•
•
•
•

100% no-load
Start with $1,000
Free fact kit
Call 24 hours

THE STRONG
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FUND
'Stoc!c market retwns are U.S. dollar-ad'JUsted and include the reinvestment of dividends. Results roc other rffiods may vary. Such histOO::al ~ does not represent the Fund's perlonnance
and IS ~o guar.mtee ~f future resuhs. Each coontry noted is currently represented in the Fund's p;xtkllio. 'In exchange for their gmter growth JXl(fntial. investments in ovcr.;eas marl:ets can pose
~ l!sks than U.S. mvestments and the Fund's share price is~ to be more volatile than that of a U.S. only fund. Inilitioo. the fund'slt'!Ums wiD vary v.ith changes in foreign stock market

cond1tJons, currency values, interest rates, gol'e!7llllellt regulations, and economic and pofitical coOOitions. 'Returns include reinvestment o( di\ide!lds and capital gains. Perlonnance is historical and
does not necessarily indicate future results. Investment returns and principal value wiD vary, and yoo may have again or klss when yoo ;dl shares. For more complete infonnation, including management fees and expenses, call Strong Funds Distn'butor:.,!nc., focthe Fund's ~Please l't9l itcareful!y beforeyoo invest or send ~-.35K9324
MMllllSl

1

1-800-368-2425
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California Environmental & Resource Associates

Government Relations and Consulting

Feb. 14, 1994

The Han. Richard Katz
Chairman
Assembly Committee on
Transportation - Room 4202
State Capitol
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On behalf of the Hybrid Electric Vehicle Coalition for Clean Air, we
respectfully submit for the review and consideration of your committee the
attached testimony on California's plan for fuel standards and clean vehicles.
Included in this package is a June 9, 1994, report on proposed modifications to the California Air Resources Board's low emission vehicle regulations prepared for the Coalition by Sierra Research, inc., of Sacramento.
If the members of the Coalition, or its representatives, can be of any
assistance to you or to your committee, please do not hesitate to call.

s;1JA~~
Randall M. Ward
Sacramento Representative
HEV Coalition for Clean Air

1024 Tenth Street, Suite 300 • Sacramento, CA 95814-3514 • FAX: (916) 448-6556 • Phone: (916) 448-6363
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Testimony of The Hybrid Electric Vehicle Coalition
For Clean Air
Submitted to the Assembly Committee on Transportation
Hon. Richard Katz, Chairman
February 14, 1994

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, the Hybrid Electric Vehicle
Coalition for Clean Air appreciates the opportunity to submit testimony on
California's plan for fuel standards and clean vehicles. The Coalition is
composed of a number of companies involved in the production of batteries and
materials used to manufacture batteries.
The Coalition respectfully submits this testimony for the single and simple
purpose of explaining how the Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) works and why it
should be a part of the solution to the air quality problem.
HEVs are battery-powered vehicles that use a small auxiliary power unit
(APU) to either extend the range of the vehicles or keep the batteries charged.
The APU can also be used to drive the vehicle directly, but the Coalition
recommends the first type. The APU would be optimized for low emissions, fuel
economy and durability.
For the type of HEV we recommend, battery charging would primarily
occur at stationary outlets, just like pure electric vehicles. On shorter trips the
auxiliary power unit would not be needed and the HEV would operate as a zeroemission vehicle. On longer trips, the auxiliary power unit would "kick in" when
the batteries reach a "low charge" condition. Enough voltage would be supplied
to the batteries to continue operation until the vehicle can be fully recharged at a
stationary outlet.
The type of vehicle described above gives the HEV what cannot be
achieved by a pure electric vehicle at this time: The performance, range and
carrying capacity of a conventional vehicle. You get zero emissions on all short
trips and zero emissions on a portion of all longer trips.
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A recent report by Sierra Research (attached) documents that HEVs will
actually produce lower emissions than pure electric vehicles. That is because
HEVs can be used on trips of any length, while pure electric vehicles must be
replaced by a conventional polluting vehicle on longer trips. For example, you
could drive most pure electric vehicles from Sacramento to Stockton, but you
couldn't make the return trip without a recharge that could take up to seven
hours. Similarly, a trip to Los Angeles would take over 30 hours.
As shown in the Sierra Research report, use of Hybrids result in more allelectric miles than some pure electric vehicles (PEV) even if the PEV has a range
of 100 miles. Average HEV emissions would be less than a third of those of a
PEV and a conventional polluting vehicle in combination.
In 1990, when the Air Resources Board adopted its regulation requiring
two per cent of the automotive fleet being offered for sale in 1998 to emit zero
emissions, they were, in effect, mandating pure electric vehicles. No other
economically available technology can achieve zero emission status.
In 1998 pure electric vehicles are expected to have a range of between 50
and 100 miles. The upper range is achieved by sacrificing passenger space and
luxuries such as air conditioning. The lower range allows the vehicle to transport
a passenger.
As the technology has evolved to date, pure electric vehicles have considerable drawbacks as a family vehicle or for longer trips. Most pure electric
vehicles will not be able to take a family to the movies on a Saturday night. The
passenger space is needed for the batteries. A 50 mile range limits use to less
than 50 per cent of an average motorist's travel. If the range is 100 miles, it still
is limited to only 70 per cent of all travel.
The "Achilles Heel" of the pure electric vehicle is the battery. While much
research and development is occurring, it is highly unlikely that we will see a
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-3battery that more fully satisfies the driving time and distance requirements of
most motor vehicle purchasers for at least 10 years.
Hybrids overcome those problems while making important contributions in
the fight for cleaner air. By reducing the number of batteries required, and
utilizing an auxiliary engine that meets all existing low emission standards, HEVs
reclaim space for passengers and cargo and give the vehicles useful range. In
short, emission-free miles can be driven by hybrids where pure electric vehicles
would be left in the garage.
Unfortunately, when the Air Resources Board adopted its zero emission
regulation in 1990, it did not give proper credit to the zero emission part of every
trip made by a ZEV.
When the Air Resources Board reviews its zero emission regulation later
this year, the Coalition hopes to gain recognition for hybrid technology. If
improving air quality is truly the goal, hybrids are far too important to be left in the
garage.
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Hybrid Electric Vehicle Coalition
For Clean Air
Membership List

GNB Battery Technologies

Trojan Battery Company

Johnson Controls, Inc.

Co minco

Asarco Incorporated

RSR Corporation

The Doe Run Company

Yuasa-Exide, Inc.
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